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Supplement to Official Gazette No. 56, Vol. Si, 25th June, 1964—Part B .
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|THE MERCHANT SHIPPING.
RADIO ANDDIRECTION-FINDERS) RULES, 1904 -
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LN. 68of 1964. ~! 3 ay . .

“MERCHAST. SHIPPING act, 1962 - :
a ° - (1962, No. 30) °. . .
‘ | The Merchant Shipping (Radio and Direction-Finders) Rules, 1964

In exercise of the powers conferred by Séctions 159 and 160 ofthe Merchant *
ate Act, 1962, the Federal Minister of Transport:vhas made the following —

. es— a

Commericement : 11thJune, 1964

4 _ Parr I.—GENERAL. ‘

. These’ Rules may be cited as the Merchant ShippingRadio and - Citation *
Diretin-Finders) Rules, 1964. - _ and com-: . . 48 . mencement,

2. Parts.I to V. of these Rules shall apply to ships which are :-— Application, .
. - ~p,

(a) sea-going Nigerian ships; and - rants Teo
(6) other sea-going ships while they are within any portiin Nigeria;

but shall not apply to

- _°, . (i) ships not acpi by mechafiical means;
(7¢} pleasure yachts; —

(iii) +fishing:-boats ; or a 4
(ic) ‘cargo shipsoflessthan 300, tons. :

. In these Rules, unless the context! otherwise*requires, the following Interpreta:
expressions shall have the meaning hereby respectively assigned to them, tn.

- /thatis, to say :-- ‘ so , ‘
SThe Act” means the ‘MerchantShipping Act, 1962,-
“Cargo ship” rheansa ship other than d passenger ship ;-

. “Connected” nieans slectricplly connected; yo
“Eaisting Installation” means: *
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a) an installation wholl installed before the date on whichthese
Rulescomeintooperation ; and : .

(6) an installation, part of which was‘installed before thesaid date, "ot
and the rest of which consists ther of parts installed ‘in replacementol
identical parts, or parts which cpmplyvwith the relative requirements ‘of
these Rules. aa

yO “Mile” means a nautical mile of 6,080 feet; ot so

. “Operating Position” in relation to any equipment meansthe Position
_ nbrmally occupiedbya person when operating that equipment;

“Radiotelegraph ship” mearls a ship, being a ship ta which ihese
Rules apply, which is provided with a radiotelegraph installation and

wo which is not a vadiotelephonetip; .

‘Radiotelephonedistress frequency” means, a frequency of 2182 kes;i

‘“Radiotelephone ship” means a cargo ship; being a ship to which.
these Rules apply, ofnot ‘Tess than 300 tons, bit ofless than 1,601) tons

the owner of which has given the Minister in writing (whichshas not
been withdrawn) that the ship is provided with a radiotelephoneiincom-
pliance with these Rules ;; ye

“Radio watch”in the casé of radiotelegraphsships, meagis listening ona
. frequency of 50) kés and in they case of radioteléphone ships means

listening on theradiotelephone distiess frequency; :
vy
vp
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_. “Silence periods” meansthe periods of three ‘minutes beginning ifor

the purposes of radiotelegraphy at 15 minutes and at 45 minutés after

--each hour, and for the purposesof radiotelephony at each hourjaiidat

30 minutes after each hours in every case determined according to Green-

wich Mean Dime; oO , -

“Tons” means gross tons. ©

In relation to waves and signals : --

“Type Al” meansradiotelegraphy by the keying of a continuous wave

onand off ; . : : .

~~ “Type A2” means amplitude modulated radiotelegraphy bythekeying

* ofa modalating audio frequency or of an emission continuously modu-
lated by an audio frequency ; and J fo,

“Type A3” means double sideband. amplitude modulated radio-

telephony, ,

‘Type B waves” means damped waves.

“Wireless operator’? means a person. who, holds-a valid certificate

of proficiency or competence in radiotelegraphy of the first or second.

class granted by the PokiesGea of the United Kingdom, pr by

“an authority empowered in’ that behalf by the laws of some part of the

Commonwealth, and recognised by the Postmaster-General: of the United

Kingdom as the equivalent of such a certificate granted by him. _

4. 'The’ships to which these Rules apply shall be classifiéd as follaw's--
$.3

Crass I—- Ships carrying more than 250 passengers or in. respect

ofwhich thereis in force a certificate issued by the Minister,

- . or. by any; authority empowered on. that behalf. by the

laws of any country other thar} Nigeria, to the effect that

they are fit to carry more than 250 passengers, and which,

ee (a) in the case of a Nigerian ship-registered in Nigeria,

secutive ports 5

_ ~(b) in the case of other ships, arrive at a port in Nigeria
having been at sea more than 16 hours.since leaving

v at - a _ oe

the last port, or in respect of which clearance or transire.

is Sought from aport in Nigeria for a voyage requiring |

oo _ more than 16hours at sea beforé reaching port.

" . Crass I1-- (a) Passenger ships other than thoseof Class I.

(4) ‘Cargo ships of 1,600 tons and upwards. .

1,600 tons.” .

5.--(1) Every ship of Class I and Class II shall be préyided with a radio-
telegraph installation. which shall include the. equipment specified in. the

First and/or Second Schedules to these Rules. HE

' (2)-Every ship of Class III shall be provided with a radiotelephone |

installatignwhich shall include the equipmentspecified in the Third Schedule

to these Rules, or, aith a radiotelegraph installation which shall include .

“the equipment spécified in the First andjor Second Schedules to these

Rules. Provided that the main and emergency radiotelegraph ‘transmitters

- ina ship of Class III maybe combined in a single instrument,ff that*instrun.

_ ment is capable of complying with the requirements of Parts’ I and III of,

the-said Second Schedule. .

are at sea for more than 16 hours between two con-"

w.,
3

Crass Ill---Cargo ships. of300 tons and upwards but of less than
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6.—(1) All equipment the requirements for which are specified in these Climatic

Rulesshall be such that it will be free of mechanical defects and .comply nebilite
~ withthe said requirements-- ao “ tests.

(a) while undergoing the vibration,dry heat, and lowtemperature‘tests
specified in thesFourth Schedule to these Rules; oe

eewhensubjectedto the damp heattest specified in sub-paragraph(+)

: _ of paragraph 3 ofthe said Schedule ; and ; “
«

-. ©) immediately ‘after undergoing such of the other tests specified in ~

the'said Schedule as are applicable to the equipmentin the circumstances.

“+. (2) Any such equipmedt which*is intended for use in the open or in an
- open boat shall be such that after undergoing the mould growth test specified

in the’Fourth Schedule to these Rules, no mould growth will be prespnt onit. ,

7. At no time while the shipis at sea shall the interference or mechanical asin

nojse produced by the radio installation required by these Rules.or by any reception.
. other equipmentin the ship be sufficient toprevent the efficient reception of ©

_ radio signals:by means ofsuch installation, ne a

83—(1) All parts and wiring to which this Rule applies shall be protected Heltege

. from accidental access and, except in the case of a generator or convertor, parts.

shall be isolated automatically from all source of electrical energy when the fo

means ofprotection are removed. Any such parts which are capacitors in a

transmitter shall be capable of being discharged. ot

re "+ (2) This Rule applies to all parts andwiring of the equipment specified
aay ‘ in these Rules in*whichthe direct and. alternating voltages (other than radio °

! 7 frequency voltagés)combine at any;time to give aminstantaneous voltage

greaterthan-—— 7fp, oe Bo *

 

(a):50 volts in; the ease of equipmentSpecified inthe Fifth Schedule to
“a . these-Rules ; a a oe,

(5) 250 volts in'the case of all otherequipinent. a

9. Means shall be provided on board every ship to which these Rules Charging ot
: apply for the chargingfrom the ship’s main source ofelectrical energy af any

_

batteries.

¥ __+ batteries which are provided as a source of elegtrical energy for any part of the oy

equipment required by thése Rules. An alternative meansof charging such - .« &,

batteries shall also bé provided-if,the means of charging such batteries isa =

rotary convertor. : me

‘Parr. II—RAapIOTELEGRAPHY

10. Subject to the provisions of paragraph (2) of Rule:5 of thege Rules, the

=

Main and-

mainand emergency radiotelegraph equipments:provided on baard a radio- Emergency
. telegraph ship shall be electricallyindependentof each other. & . Equipment.

11.—(1) Every rafliotelegraph installation’ provided on board a radio- Radio

_, : telegraph ship shall ‘be installed in, one or more fadiotelegraphrooms not Telegraph

used for any purpose other’ than the operation of radio equipment. ‘The Room. |
radiotelegraph rooms shal] be in such a position that .there will be no -

disturbance by extraneous ‘noises or otherwise with the effective rec¢ption of

radio signals. i SG oe

a - (2) Every radigtelegraph installatiod provided on board.a radiotelegraph_

ship shall be installed in such a-position that it will be protected against

disturbance ofits effectiveness by wafer or by‘extremes of temperature.
i
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(3) Byery radiotelegraph room shall be pafvided with—-

{a) n‘efficient two-way meansof. callidg.and yoice communication with
the then and any other place from which the ship iis normally navigated.
Such eans of communication shall be a voicepipe or a telephone, or some
other: lequally efficient means and shall be independent of ‘the main _
commynication system of the ship andofthe ship’smain source o electrical
energy . 4

(2) 4reliable clock, equippedwith a dial notless than 5 inchesiin{diameter
and a gentre seconds hand, securely mounted in such a position: that the
entire dial can beeasily and accurately observed from the radiotelegraph
operating position and, if the ship. is providedwith an auto-alarm, from
the position normally occupied by a person testing the auto-alarm ;

(c) an ‘electric lamp, operated’ from the source:of electrical energy
required by paragraph (2) of Rule 14 of these Rules and permanently
arranged so as ‘to -be capable’af providing adequate illumination of the
operating controls of the main dnd emergency radiotelegraph installations

. and ofthe clock required bythis.Rule, and controlled by two-way switches |
:, placed respectively near the entrance to the radiotelegraph. ‘room and at

the radiotelegraph’operating position ;

(d)an addition electric lamp, for use as an inspection lamp, operated
from the aforesaid source of energy, and providedwith a flexible lead of,

. Sufficient length to enableall‘Parts of. theradiotelegraph installation to) be
easily seen ; & .

(e) achair capable of being fixed at the radiotelegraph opérating sostion

(4) Acomplete list ‘of spare equipment and spare parts carried ‘on board
“the ship for the maintenance’ of the radiotelegraph installation, shall he
availablein every radiotelegraph,room andshall indicatewhere such equip -

(5) A.-calibration table or calibration curve for each transmitter and
receiver- forining part. of: the~radiotelegraph installation shall always be
available in the radiotelegraph room, unless the tramsmitter or receiver, as
the casemay be,is directly calibrated.

(6) In the case of a radiotelegraph installation which is not an existing
installation, a complete diagram of the wiring of such installation shall

always be available in a radio-telegraph room.

“12.(1),Every” radiotelegraph ship shall be fitted with amain.aerial and.
_ an emergency‘aerial; provided that the Ministertmay exempt.any ship from
~ the requirement of.an emergency aerial if he,is satisfied that the fitting e.
~ such an aerial is ‘impracticable or unreasonableiin the circumstances. An

ship so exempted shallcarry @spareaerial completely assembled for immediate”
erection.

- (2) Each of the halyards used for supporting such: main ierial shall be
fitted with a safety loop between the masthead or other aerial support and.
an aerial insulator. Such safety loop'shall consist. of a part of ‘the. halyard

4)

not less than three feet long, the loop being closed bya link not more than~~
onéfoot three inches long with a breakinglead: not more than one-third of”
the breaking loadofthe aerial or the Halyard, whichéveris the less.

i
1
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3)JA rigging plan ‘of such aétials shall be available in a radiotelegraph,
room, and shall’showthe following—-

(a)- elevation and plan views, of the aerials ;3.

(6) the measurefnents of the:‘aerials jin feet andinches ; and

B 129 |

(c) the height df the aerials in metres measurediin the manner« specified
in paragraph (3),of Rule 13 of these, Rules.

(4) The-main nétial and the emergency :aerial(if any) shall, where practi-
cable, be sorigged that damage to the one> will not affect the efficiency of the
other. Foo.

*

(5) The ‘main and emergency aerials shall ‘each .be capable of being
connected,as circumstances may reqiire,|to

‘ (a) the main transmitter, either’directly orwith the iintervention of an
amplifier ;

©
wad - ~

(b) the main receiver jsand

   

 

(c) the emergencytransmitter,

The emergency aerial shall iso be capable of being connected to the

?

13.—(1) The normal rath of the radiotelegraph transmitters provided
ih accordance with the foregqing provisions of these Rules shall not be less
than— Lond

(2) in the case of a ship-of Class I, 175 miles for the main transmitter
and150 miles for the emergency transmitter ;

(6) in the case of a ship of Class 1h, 150 miles for the main ‘transmitter
and 100 miles for the emergency transmitter; .

j (c) in the case of a.ship of Class III, 100 miles for the main transmitter
‘and 75 miles for the emergency transmitter.

(2) The range of a transrhitter for the purposes of these Rules shall be
determined,at the option of the ownér of the ship, eitherr by reckoning or by
test.

(3) For the purposes,cof these Rules the normal range of a radiotelegraph
transmitterwhen deterfnined by reckoning, shall bécalculated byascertaining

_ the productof theroot mean squire currentin amperesat the baséofthe main
aerial and the maximum height in fhetres of the aerial measured from the
load line mark indicating the greatest depth to which the ship mayat any’
time ‘or place be submerged in accordance with the Merchant Shipping
(LoadLine) Rules or, if,there is no such mark on the ship, from the mean
level of the surface of the waterin which the-ship is afloat. The productso

Rangeof
transmitters.

ascertained in-metre-amperes shallbe conyerted to miles iin accordance with .
the following table—

a4 Produict iIne os Equivalent
PL Metre-~amperes in miles.

Me 102 Co , ne 175
: 76: OO , 4] “150

45 at _ 100°

1 . an 25
fa

a
e
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(4) For thepurposes of theseRules the normal.range ofa radiotelegraph

transmitter, when determined by test, shall be the distance to which signals
can be transmitted by such transmitter over the sea by day under normal
conditions on a frequency. of 500 ka/s. so as to set up at the receiver a total:
root mean square field strength of at least 50 microvalts per metre.

14.= There shall be available in every radiotelegraph ship whilethe
ship is 4t sea, and at all reasonable times when theship is in port for testing

- purposes, a supply of electrical energy from the ship’s mqinsource of electri- -

cal energy sufficient for theoperation of the main radiotelegraph equipment
in accordance svith these Rules, and for the charging of;jany batteries which
greet source of electrical energy for the: radiotelegraph installation. The
rated voltage of the supplyof electrical energy for the. main equipmentshall

sbe maintained within plus‘or minus 10 pér cent.. Thesupply of électrical
S energyshall,if itis a direct current supply, be of correct polarity. Provided

that in any shipnot engaged onaninternationa] voyage the aforesaid supply
of electrical energy may be derived from a battery, in which casea duplicate
battery shall also be provided for that purpose}

é2) The emergency equipmentshall include’a source ofelectrical energy
independentof the propellirig power of the ship andofthe rest of‘the ship’s
electrical installation, and shall be capable of being brought into. immediate
operation by means of a switchboard situated in a radiotelegraph room or-
readily accessible ‘therefrom. Any source of electrical energy provided in“
compliance with this paragraph shall be ‘of such capacity and shall be main-:
tained at all times when at ‘sea in such & condition as to beable to supply
continuously for a period of 6 hours, whether or notit is in use for any other
purpose, %total current equalto the sum of—'- <

' (d) the current required to) operatetheemnergencytrafismitter with the,
. key up; ;

(d) three-fifths of-the difference between the current required to operate
- the emhergency transmitter with the key down and the current required to
_ operate it with the key up ; i

(c) the current required to operate the emergencyreceiver;sand +

(d) the current consumed bythe electric lamp required by paragraph
(3): (c) of Rule 11of these Rules. ,

: v
atm %

(3) The source ofelectrical energy provided‘under paragraph (2)of this
Rule:shall not be used at any time except ‘for the operation of—-

(a) the emergency,transmitter and receiter;

(6) the lamps required by. paragraph (3) {¢) and (d)of Rule 11 of these
Rules: .. "

. (c). the automatic keying device 3 OU

(d):an auto-alarm;; :

(e) a direction-finder.

&

 

15. Every radiotelegraph ship shall be } rovided with the iools, measuring|
instruments, spare parts and other material specified in) the Sixth Schedule

~ to these Rules. *
eo -

16. The Government |Inspector of Shipping mayexempt zany ship ofClass ,
>, III from anyof therequirements of the foregoing provisions ‘of this.‘Part of

these Rules,“subject to’such conditions as he thiriks fit. .
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17.(1) Every radiotelegraph ship which upon proceeding to seais not

provided with an auto-alarm gomplying with the requirements specified in

the Seventh Schedule to thesefRu
follows— .

: et4 .
1 A

“ we
. - es

.CrassI—three radio officers.

Crass .II—two radio officers if She is at 8@4,for not more than 48 hours |
-between consecutive ports, and/three radio officers if she is

at sea for more than 48 hours,between consecutive ports.

Crass I1]-one radioofficer.

_.@2) Every radiotelegraph ship which upon proceeding. to sea is provided

“withan auto-alarm complying with. the aforesaid requirementsshall be pro-

” vided with radio officers as follows-— -

CrassI—two radioofficers. ,

Crass I]—one radio officer. -

Crass [1]—oneradio officer. a on
Ne

en

’ 18._(1) For the purposesof these Rules no person shall be qualified to be

a radio officer on board a Nigerian ship unless he holds a valid certificate of

proficiency or competencein radiotelegraphyofthefirst or secondclass granted

by the Postmaster-Generalin the United Kingdom,orits equivalent-granted
by a competent authority empowered to ‘do soin any Commonwealth country.

-. ‘Insthe case of at least one of the radio officers on board a Nigerian passenger

ship, such certificate shall be a certificate of the first class. _
a

(2) For. the purposes ‘of paragraph (1) of this Rule no-certificate of: profi-

ciency or competenceshall bedeemed to be yalid at any dateif it was granted
. more! than two years before that date and either —

| - oo Z a"

ak wy . ; a
a) the holder’s periods of experience do not totalsthree months, or

(b) theholder’s last experience was more than 2 years before that date

unless the holdersatisfies the issuing authority by re-examinationor otherwise

that he still possesses all of the qualifications described in his ¢ertificate.

For the purposes of this paragraph the expression “experience”? means

experience at séa as a ragio officer or Wireless operator or experience as an

 operator-ofradiotelegraph apparatus at a radiotelegraph station maintained... :

onJand for communication with ships. . : 3 :

(3) AtJeast-one of the radio officers on board a Nigerian ship of Class 1

or Class II shall: be a person who has hadexperience-atsea as aradio officer
‘or wireless, operator for a total of not less than---

(a). two years in the case of ships of Class I;
; " \

(b) oneFear in thecase of ships of Class. II (a) ; -

(c) six monthsin the

case

offships of Class II (6), being ships pf 3,000e
tons or upwards } k

« (d) three*monthsin the caseof ships of Class II (b) , being ships of 1,00)

tons and upwards but under 3,000 tons,
: . . . xe . 2 % /

(4) For the.purposes of these Rules no person shall be deeméd to be a radio

officer on board 2 ship not registered in Nigeria unless he holds a valid

certificate of proficiency or competence in radiotelegraphy granted by

#4 . 4 . .

1% . . - Pr

Rules shall be provided withradio officers as -
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an‘authority empowered or recognisedinthat behalf by the lawsof the country
inwhich theship is registered and recognised by the Minister as the equiva-
reatsuch a certificate issued by the competent authorities 1in the Common-
wea t ,

"19,—{1) Subjectto) the provisionsof paragraph (1) of Rule 20: radio watch
shall be maintained at sea on board every tadiotelegraph ship by a radio officer
as follows—-

(2) ‘if the ship uponn proceeding to sea is notprovidedwith an auto-alarm
complying with the Sokein the Sevénth Schedule to
thee Rules :— €

_ (i) in the case of a ship of Class I of Class II a continuous watch;
(ii) ifthe case of a ship of Class III a watch of eight hours -per ‘day

_ at the timesspecified in column 5 ofthe Eighth Schedule to these: Rules ,
fin relation to the zone in whichthe ship thenis ;

(byif the ship upon proceeding tO sea is provided with.an auto-alarm as_ |
aforesaid :—

(i), in the case’of a ship of Class I a watch ofsixteen hours per day at
the times specified in-column 4 ofthe Eighth Schedule to these Rules iin
relation to the zone-in whith the ship thenis ;
_ (i) in the case of a ship ofClass II or Class TW a watch of eight hours ©
per dayat the times specifiediin column5 of the Eighth Scheduleto these -
Rulesjn relation to the zone in which the ship then is.

(2) Anyguto-alarm. provided on board a radiotelegraph ship shall be in ~
operationet all times at which a radio watch ‘is not maintained unless the
auto-alarm*has broken down sihce the ship last put to sea,and cannot be
repairedat sea so as to operate effectively. “ ‘ "

ae ~

20.—(1) Eveeryradio officer’on board a‘radiotelegraph ship shall keep ‘radio
_ 'watch.by means of headphonereception throughouthis period of duty except
‘whep another radio’-officer keeps radio watch by headphone reception.
Provided that— ©. ‘

@ radio w:atcle:maybe maintatined by means5 ofloudspeaker reception,
or

(3) if loudispeakerreception is impracticable radip watch.may bedis- -

pensed with except during a silence period,
>

* for such periods as may be necessary. to enable the radio officer toperform
other duties in compliance with these Rules.

(2) Eyery radio officer onboard a’ radiotelegraph ship provided‘with ati
auto-alarm complying with the requirements aforesaid shall, whenever radi _
watch ceases to be maintained during or at the end of his period of duty, ~

connect the auto-alarm with the ship’s main aerial, or with any other equally

efficient aerial, and shall put the auto-alarm into operation. Every radio

officer who leaves an auto-alarm iinopefation when he goes off duty shall
before going off duty— —_

~ (a) test the ‘efficiency of theauto-alarm; and

(b) immediately report the result of such test to the master of the ship.

_ or tothe officer in charge of the navigation ofthe ship.

Ran. . ~

é

when he goes onduty shall immédiately test the efficiency,¢‘of the auto-ala

‘before making @any adjustment thereto. ; . 4 %

(3) Every such radiéofficer who finds an auto-alarm:‘cortnécted to an ir ;

‘
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- @)EWhile a radiotelegraph ship iis at sea, the radio officer, or if there is
more ‘than one, the first radio officer, shall cause‘the following tésts to be
made— .° . «

(a) a test once a day of the emergency cadiotelegraph transmitter con-
“nected with an artificial aerial complying with the requirementsspecified
in paragraph 13 of Part IITof the SecondSchedule tg these Rules;

(5). if the. shipiis engaged on an international voyage «a test during every
* voyage of the emergency radiotelegraph transmitter: connected wwith the
emervencyaerial, if any;

ey ~‘(c) a test once-a day by voltmeter and once a month by hydrometer of
anybatteries which are a source of energyfor the radiotelegraph installation ;

\ (d) a test once a dayof any-other souyceof electrical energy,provided for
. the emergency. radiotclegraph cao; and

(e) atest-once a day. of theaudible alalarm cireuits andof the bells forming
part of the autotalarm.

(5) While a radiotelegraphshipis at sea, the radio officer,orrifthefe'isis More
¥ “ace one, the first radio officer, shall take all steps withinhis power to cause

~ the.equipmentreferred to in these Rules to be properly maintained and when
necessary to be repaired and adjusted. Such officer! shall cause all batteries,
beinga sourceofelectrical energyfor any part ofthe radiotelegraph installa-
tien, whichare found not to be fullyy charged to» be brought up to that condi-
tion aS soop as maybe. oe ; ; :

oo

 

“On, The transmitter forming part‘of the emergency radiotelegraph’equip-
: mentshall not be used to transmit: messages other than those relating to the
a safety of life at sea, unless such transmitter complies with the requirements

-2specified in Part I of the Second Schedule to these Rules.

22.-(1) A radiotelegraph.log-bookin the form specified ‘in the Ninth
., . Schedule heretoshall be kept ina radiotelegraph room on board every
% Nigerian Radiotelegraph ship, and; shail’ be available for inspection byany

person authorised iin that behalf by the Minister.

(2) Eyery radio officerron, board such a ship shall, when on duty, enter in -
such log-bo0k— . e

(a) his name; me z

(b) the times. at which he goes on and olf duty :3
(c) the identifying number of each: message. transmitted by him or7

received by him,‘together with the time and date of such transmission or
reception, the station to’ which each message is transmitted by him and the

station from w‘hich each message is received by him ; and

relate to the radiotelegraph installation and the operation thereof and which
appear to him to be of importance to the safety of life at sea } in Particular,

~- heshall make the following entries.

(7) the full text of all the messares transmitted by ‘him or received by
himwhich relate to immediate assistance required by persons indistress
-at sea or above the sea:

(ii) the full text of all messages transmitted by him or received by him
which are preceded bya signal in eeneral international use as an urgency

oh ; signal or a safety signal; | /

- (it) a record ofthe radio wiatch mairitained by hn‘during each of the

" silence perjads ; fe =

& 45, * . . g 1 .

are

‘(d) a record of all incidents occurring during his period of duty which,
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(iv) a‘record ofaany incident’occurring during his period of duty which|
" affects the efficiency of the radiotelegraphinstallation ;- t ,

. (va record of the tests conducted by him in acc rdance with para-

graphs (2), (3) and (4) of Rule 20 of these Rules, and of the results of .

 

: - such tests ;

fF (zi) a record of the charging by him of any batteries used a8a source,

‘ of energyfor the radiotelegraph installation ; and *, ,

(vii) if the ship is provided with an auto-dlarm, details of anyfailure
or repair thereof during his period.of duty."

(3) The radio officer, or if there is more than one,‘the first radio ‘officér,

shall cause an entry-to he made in such log-bookat least once a day recording

the time shown bythe clock in each radiotelegraphroom in comparison with
~ Greenwich MeanTime, and any correction made in respect of that clock.

(4) The master of the ship and, if there is more than one radio officer, the
‘first radio‘officer, shall inspect and sign such log-book oncea days +

(5) Sections 134, 135 and 138 of the Act shall apply toradioteegraph log-
books as they applyto. official log-books.

Part IIL._RapIoTELEPHONY x

“23.Every. radiotelephone ship shall be fitted with an aerial, andin addition

shall carry a spare aerial completely assembled for immediate erection. A

rigging plan of the fitted aerial shall be available on board and:shall show—-

(i) elevation andplan:views of the, aerial;

(11) the measurements:‘of the aerial kn feet and inches and

(iii) the height of the aerial in metres measured in the manner specified
in paragraph (3) of Rule’24 ofthese Rules.

‘aveordarice with the foregoing provisions of these Rules shall not be less than

15) miles.

; (2) The range ofa radiotelephone transmitter for the purposes of these
Rules shall be determined at the option of the Owner. of the ship either by.
reckoning or test.

“Q ) For the purposes of these Rules the normal range of a radiotelephone
_ transnuitter, when determined by reckoning on theradiotelephone distress .
_ frequency, shall be calculated ey. ascertaining the productof the root meari
» square current in amperesat the base of the ‘aerial and the maximumheight
- in metresofthe aerial measured from the lead-out insulator. The transmittes
- shall be deemedto comply with the requirements of this Rule if the product
so ascertained isnot less than---

24.—-(1) The normal range of the radiotelephone transmitter¢ provided iin |

* (a) 9.6 metre-iinperesonafrequency of1,650 ke!fs.or7.5 metre-amperes ©
on a frequencyof2,182ke sfin either case if the aerial has a horizontal top-
length ofnotless tha one-half of its maximum height measured from the
lead-out insulator;

__, (b) 14.77 metre-amperes. ona frequency of 1,650 ke/s, or 12.8 metre-
dmperes on afrquencyof 2,182 kes. in the case of any other aeriak. . ¢*

»
nw!

(4) For the purposes ofthese Rules, the normal range of a radiotelephone |
transmitter, when determined bytest on the radiotelephonedistress frequendy,
shall be-the distance to which signals can be transmitted by such transmitter |
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_over the sea by day under normalconditions on that frequency soas to’set up
at the receiver by the unmodulated carrier a total root mean square field -

‘strength of. at least 25 microvolts persmetre.

25—(1) There shall be available ih every radiotelephone ship while she jis
at sea a ‘supply of -electrical energy bufficient to operate the radiotelephone
installation in accordance with theseRules. “The supplyofelectrical energy
shall, if it is a direct current supply» ibe of correct polarity. In the case ofa
radiotelephone. installation which is not an existing installation an emergency
sourceofelectrical energyshall be provided in the upper part of the ship unless
the main sourceis so situated. Each source of energy provided in accurdance’
with this Rule shall be of such capacity as to be able to supply continuously
for a period of six.hours a total current equal to the sum af-

" (a) onfe-half of the current required to operate.‘tthe radiotelephone
transmitter for the transmission of speech ;

(5) the’ currentréquired to operate, the radiotelephone rereiver ; and

(c) the current consumedby the elecirical lamp required by paragraph
(da) of Rule 26 of these. Rules.

(2) If a’single’ battery iis providedfor the: ipregoing purpose means shall -
also be provided for either;- y

(a) operating the raitlephonereceiverand transmitter.from the ship's
mainsource of electrical energy ;

(6) float-charging thebattery whileit is in use, in which case there shall
be adequate protection against voltage rise.

Such means shallbe so ‘designed’ as not to‘require the earthing of the ship's
main source of electrical energy, and a filter shall be provided to prevent
main sborne inteference from entering the receiver.

(3) When the batteries for the radiotelephone transmitter are not in use,
each battery shall be capable of being fully charged within a period of not
more than 16 hours by the means for charging required by Rule, 9 of these
Rules.

*46. The following provisions shall apply to every radiotelephoneShip

(a) An efficient two-way means of communication shall be provided
between the place,where theaforesaid radiotelephone installationis installed

- and any/other place from which theshipis normally navigated.
.

(5) The radiotelephone installation required by these Rules shall he
installed as high as practicable in the ship.

() Areliableclock shall be securely mounted within sight of the opera-
. ting position ; and

(2).An electric lamp silbe provided and shall.beyoperatedfrom the
emergency source ofelectrical energy required by Rule 25 of these Rules
-or,lif no emergencysourceofelectrical energyis so required, from thie main
source. The lamp shall be permanently arranged so as to be capable of
providing adequate illumination of the operating controls of the radio-
telephoneinstallation and the clock required by sub-“Paragraph (¢) of this
Rule. Thelamp shall“be controlled by two-way switches placed. respec
tively near an entrance to the room in which the radiotelephoneinstallation

“isinstalfed andat the operating position thereofin that room.
78 . : gun
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Every radiutelephone ship shall be provided: with at le st one
ey

27.--(1)

(2) For the purposes of these Rules no person shall be‘qualified te-hd a radio-
’. telephone operator on board a Nigerian ship unless heholds a valid certificate
of ‘froficiency or competencyin radiotelephony or radiotelegraphy granted
by the Postmaster-General, of the United Kingdom‘or by an “authority!
empoweredin that behalf by the laws of some part of the Commonw-ealth;
and recognised .by the Postmaster-General. of the United ‘ingyom as the
equivalentof such a certificate granted by him...

(3) For thé purposeof.these Rules no person shall be deeined|to> be a radio-
telephoneoperator on board a ship registered iin a cGuntry other than Nigeria
unless he holds a valid certificate of proficiency or competency in radiotele-
phonyorradiotelegraphy granted by an authority empowered or recognised:.
in.that behalf-bythe laws of the country in whichthe ship is registered and.”
recognised by the Minister as the equivalent of such a certificate ijsued by
the competerit authorities in the Commonwealth. ;~

28. While.a radiotelephone shipis at sea radio watch shall -be‘maintained
by a radiotelephone operator for at least 8 hours a day, at the times: specified a
in Column5 ofthe Eighth Schedule ofthese Rulesiin relation to the zone in
whichthe ship thenis. .

%

29.—(1), Every radiotelephone operatoron board a radiotelephone ‘ship
shall .keép radio watch during the periods of duty assigned to him by the,

_masterof the ship. oat fo
(2) While a radiotelephone ship is at sea, the radiotelephone operator,or.

if there is-more than one,the ‘first radiotelephoneoperators, shall cause any-
~ batteries which area source ofelectrical energyfor the radidtelephone installa”
tion to be tested once a day and brought:up to the fully-charged: condition as

* soon as maybe. : ; ’

'30.--(1) A radiotelephone -log-bouk intthe form specified in the ‘Tenth
Schédule hereto shall be kept near the Aaiotelephone installation in- every
radiotelephone ship, andshall be available for inspectionby any person :
authorised in that behalf by the Minister.’

(2): Paragraphs (2), (3), (4) and (5) ofRife22 shall apply to such radiptele-

.

phone log-bookas they applyto 4 radiotelegraph log-book, and refererices.in -
the said paragraphstoa radio officer, a radiotelegraph installation and a radio-
teldgraph room shall be construed accordingly. , Provided that an*entry
i be required to be made in the radiotelephone log-book’ only of the

general sensesf the messages refered to in sub-paragraph (d) of paragraph
(2) of that Rule. .

.

' Part Iv.-—-TECHNICAL,RearIREMENTS;OF Rapro EauIPMENT FOR LIFEBOATS |

31.~ (1) The radiotelegraph equipmént iequired by Rule 29 of the Mer-

f.

chant Shipping (Lifesaving Appliances) ‘Rules, 1963,-shall comply with the -
specifications set forth in Part I of the Fifth Schedule hereto.

(2) The battery included in such equipment shall not be- used “for any
purpose. other than the operation of such eqaipment andofthe searchlight|
provided jin compliance with theaforesaid Rules. as

The equipment required by paragraph (10) of Rule 6 and paragraph
(10):of Rule 7 of the Merchant Shipping (Lifesaving Appliances)Rules, 1963, .
shall.conrply with the specifications set forth iinn Part ILof the Fifth Schedule
heretu. . o -

; - : : : Mas
GA

“



— 33.—(1) When a radiotelegraph ship proyidedjwith the equipmentreferred.to in Rule 31 or Rule 32 of these-Rules is at'sea the radio officer,orif there is. more than one,the first radio officer, shall at leagt once every 7 days cause thetransmitter forming part of such ‘installation orequipmentto be tested withits artificial aerial and cause any batteries, other-than self-priming batteries,which are asourceofelectrical energyfor suchinstallation or equipmentto betested by voltmeter and hydrometer and brought up:to fully-charged conditionassoonas maybe... ~~. 7 :’ +

_ (2) The radio officer making thetests referred to in paragraph
Rule shall cause the results of such.tests to be entered in the rat
log-booky is y 7

ie
a3 . :

ner]

(1) ofthis

. ae Part V.—Rapio Direction-Finpigsa
. ‘ ° ty. a34; This Part of these Rules shall apply to ships,which auje-—

(a) sea-going Nigerian ships of 1,600 tons and upwalds ;
%

any port in Nigeria,

but theyshall not apply to :-—- ae Fo,
(f) ‘ships not’propelled by mechanical means ;

, - @)pleasure yachts ;

-< (iii) fishing boats, or “
os (iv) any ship not engaged onan international voyage. So
35. Every shipto which this Part applies shall beprovided with a direction-

finder; complying with the requirements specified in-the Twelfth Schedule
hereto. Re . Se °

af

36.—{1). The direction-finderrequired by-this Part shall be such thatit willbe free from’ mechanical defetts and will comply with the requirements ofthis Part—. on i ~ ,
(a) while undergoing the vibration, dry heat, and low temperaturetests. , specified in the Thirteenth Schedule to these Rules ;
(>) when subjected to the damp heattest specified. in the said Sehtedule ;

and ve 7 e

re 4k (ce) immediately after undergoing the other tests speeified in the said* Schedule. / rs ,

_ (2) The loop aerial system referred:to in the Twelfth Schedule to theseRules shall be such that after undergoing the mould growthtests specified |in the Thirteenth Schedule to these Rules io mould growth willbe presenton it. . . ‘
37. At no time when the ship is at sca shall interference or

noise produced bythe direction-finder required by this
equipmentin the ship be'sufficientto prevent the effici

, radio bearingsby means of the direction-finder..

mechanical |
Part or by anyother
ent determination of

38. All parts and wiring of the equipment specified in this Part in whichi the direct and alternating yoltages (other than radio frequency voltages)# combine at any time to give an instantaneous voltage greater than 250 voltsshallbe protected\from accidental access and, except in the case of a generatoror converter, shall.be “isolated automatically from all sources of electricalenergy when the means‘of protection are removed, _‘ me

3
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39. *Lhere-shall-be available in every ship to which this Part applies, when-

ever sheis at sea, a supply of electrical energy sufficient for the operation of

the direction-finder.. When the ship is in.port such supply shall also be

‘available for testing purposesatall reasonable times. : oo
.

_ 40, Equipmentshall be provided on board every ship to which this Part

applies for the charging ofany batteries which are provided as a source of

electrical.energy for thediréction-finder, andthe ship’s main source ofelec-

-trical enérgy shall always be available for charging the batteries when the ship

is at sea.

battery which is found not to- be fully charged: to be brought up to that

condition as’ soonas may be.

44 ---(1) The direction-findér shall be installed in sucha position that
. : ~ . of. io ate . ° . . s a

efficient: determination of radio‘bearing by means of the direction-finder will

-not be hindered by extraneous avoises.

‘The master of the ship.shall cause such batteries to be tested once-

- a day by Voltmeter and once a month by hydrometer, and shall cause any

‘

(2)The loop aerial system ‘eferred to in the Twelfth Schedule hereto .

-’ shall be mountedsothattheefficient determination of radio bearing by means

ofthe direction-finder shall be hindered as.little as possible by the proximity —°

of aerials, derricks, wire halyards and otherlarge metal objects.

B) Unless the feeder cables connecting the loop aerial system with the

. receiver: forming part of the direction-fiider consist of solid-dielectric..

* ‘screened cable, they shall be protected by metaljtubes which are bonded to

earth. ‘The joints of the feeder cables shall be watertight.

42, (1) In every ship to which, this Part applies an efficient two-way: :
meansof calling-and voice communication shall be provided betweeli:the

receiver forming part of the direction-finder and the bridge from which the

ship is normally navigated. : 7 oo

. (2) In‘every such ship an efficient means of signalling shall be:provided |

between the receiver forming part of the direction-finder and the ship's ~

standard compass or gyro compass repeater, if any.

43. The direction-finder required by this Part shall not be used— ¥ g,

* (a) forany purpose other than the business of the ship 3Or.

(b) for keeping the radio watch required By Rule 19 of these Rules.

“4.-—(1) The Master ofevery ship to which this Part applies shal]. cause

the direction-finder required by this Part to be calibrated in accordance with

this Rule by twopersons, the one experienced in the taking of radio bearings

‘and the other evperiencedin taking visual bearings. — .

(2) ‘Phe direction-finder shdll bé so calibrated as'soon as maybe after it °
has beeninstalled in the ship:and whenever any changeis made in the position _

of the loop-aerial system. _

(3) The direction<finder shall be calibrated in the fqllowing manner-—

€a) The calibration of the direction-finder shall Ke carried out by taking
ee he . . . : tae -

simultaneously visual bearings upon a calibrating: transmitter and -radio

bearings thereon by means of the direction-finder; the ship being either,
. I .

(2) swung through a complete circle; or

- Gi) cireled by another ship, cirrying the calibrating transmitier,

“andineither case the hearingsbeing taken throughout 360° at intervalsof

5 degrees or as close thereto as maybe. ‘The calibrating transmittér upon
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math the bearings are taken, whetherit 1s situated on shoreor on boardanother ship, ‘shall be a transmitter Operating on a- frequency between285 : OO :
(4). Calibration tablesjand curvés shall:be prepared on the-basis of the- bearings taken in accordance with sub-paragraph(a) of this paragraph,

~ Be, $3 i. / eg :
(+)"The master of the Ship shail cause the calibration tables and: curvesprepared in accordance with the foregoing provisionsof this Rule to be veri-

c/s-and 315 keys.

fied by meansof check-hearings taken in the mannertherein specified.-
(a) at intervals not exceeding twelve months y and
(4) whenever anychangeis madein anystructureorfitting onaeck whichis likely to affect the.accuracy,A

  

 

If such verification shall show thaythecalibration tables or curves are mate-
rially inaccurate the master oftke
re-calibrated-as soon as maybe in the mariner specified in thé foregoing pro-
vision of this Rule. Co ie

A . €
> 4 : i ..

45. The master of every ship to which this Part-appjies shall cause thefollowing: records to be kept on board. in a place accessible to“any personoperating the direction-finder, and to be available -for inspection at anyreasonable time bya Surveyor of Ships + — cE
" -(@) a list or diagram indicating the conditions and position, on the most
recent-Gscasion. on which the direction-finder was ‘calibrated, of-—-

(7) the aerials, and of LO oe Pe

(ii)all moveable structures,
_ on boardthe ship which mightaffect the accuracyofthe direction-tinder,

-(b) the calibafation tables and curves which were prepared on the most
recent: occasion on’ which the direction-finder was calibrated

'.

—

(c} a certificate of calibration, in the form specified in the Fourteenth’ + Schedule hereto, relating to the most recent occasion on which thedirection-. finder was. calibrated, and signed bythe persons makingthe calibration ; and
‘(d) a record, in the fotm specified in the lifteenth Schedule hereto, of

check-bearings taken for the Veritication of calibration, thé bearings being
~ numbered in the:order in which they were taken. .

- 464 schematit.wiring diagramof the direction-finder anda book contain-
ing adequateinstructionsas to the use ofthe direction-finder shall be provided
and shall be available at all times for use by any person Operating or testing:the direction-fin i . ' . i

{ . wo ° . . ;
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.(3)-Main  transmit- Must becapable of—

aed oo 4

| FIRSTSCHEDULE. ss

1. As To Rule 5.—Subjectto the provisions of paragraph 2 of this Schedule

_ any skiip whichis provided with radiotelegraph equipment formingpart ofan
existihg installation which had been installed before 19th Novembe1, 1954, |
shall not be required to be provided with the €quipment’specified!in the
Second Schedule to these Rules if the radiotelegraph equipment provided in.

the ship complies with :—-

(i) such of the requirements ofthe United Kingdom Merchant Shipping |
(Wireless Telegraphy) Rules, 1938, as would have been applicable to it if | ,

‘the said Rules had not been revoked, and . .

.' > (a) with the requirements setforth in the following table :~-

Item Foe Requireinent.-
z

(1) The main trans- Must together be capable of changing automatically’
¥ : 2s 4 rr q . . .

mitter and main "from transmission. to, reception in the intervals
receiver. - ~ between the morse signals of any transmission.-,

(2) Main and -emer- Must each be modulatéd to a depth ofnotless than

gency transmitter. 70) per cent. me .

ter. (a)transmitting type A2 waves on frequencies-of
ok either, , ,

Gi)410 e's, $00 ke/S and 512 ke/s and on any
two of the frequencies 425, ke/s, 454 kc/s”

FoF. 7 468 ke/s and 480 ke/s;or ;
ii) in any case in Which the Minister so permits

410 ke’s, 500 kcjs.and on one of the fre--
‘quencies 425 kcjs, 454 ke/s,.480 ke/s and
512ke/s. Soe

minutes from the commencement of trans-
mission a frequency tolerance not exceeding

. . v -

plus or minus 0.3 per cent ;“and07 2 per oe nM

(c) maintaining throughout every transmission 4 —
frequency tolerance not exceeding plus .or
minus 0.1 per cent. Fe

(4) Emergency - ' ‘Must be capable of:-—- “2 . .

transmutter. (a) transmitting type A2 waves, on a frequency of

we 500 ke/s; - \ 2

eo paragraph 15 ofthis Schedule’

(5) Main receiver (a) Must be capable of :—— ve .

- © (i) producing.signals in head phones when the
receiver input is as low,as 100 microvolts.

(ii), receivitig type Al ivaves on all frequencies
“ from 15 ke's to 20 kes and from 100 ke’s

: to 160 kc,s; and e,

: . u » 5 ’
&

e '1
at

(a) maintaining throughout’ the ‘period _ of 10:
SO
N
a
e
i

se

e
e

(6) maintaining a frequencyytqlerance throughout |

Te every transmission not exceeding plus or ~

Bees minus () 5 per cent subject to the provisions of |

.?



" (6) Emergency .
‘receiver

(1) Transmitt
‘

aA

- (ii) receiving type Al and wD waves on all
. . frequencies either :— -
. ) from 166 ke/s to 25,000 ke!s or

. (#) in cases in which the Minister. so per--, mits, from 160 ke/s to 4,000 ke /8.
. (6) Must be such that the radiation from thereceiver does not exceed (),1 microvoltper metre when measured at a distance of onemile frony the receiver or when tested in theman set forth in sub-paragraph (2) of"paragraph16 of Part II of the Second Sche- —

dule to these Rules, ’

(2) Must be capable of :-—

&

{7) producing signals by means -of a loud-
Speaker whenthereceiver inputis as lowas

100 microvolts ;
(it) receiving type A2 and type B waves on a

frequencyof 500-ke/s,
(6) Must be such that the radiation from: the_ receiver does not exceed 0.1 microvolt per |metre when measured at a distance of one milg-

-from the receiver, or when tested in the-mannerset forth in sub-paragraph(2) of paragraph 15
. of Part IV of the Second Schedule to these’
Rules.

er (a) Must be capable of :—
(i) transmitting type A3 waveson the radiotelephone distress frequency

'

i kes;
and at least 4 other frequencies within the band: 1,600 ke,s to 2,850

z

. oo | (71) maintaining throughout.the period of 10: minutes from the com:mencement of transmission’ a frequency tolerance not exceedingplus or minus 0.05per cent ,and

(tt) maintaining throughout cvery transmission..a frequency tolerancewnot exceeding plus or minus 0,2 percent.
(6) Must be modulated toa depthof not less than 70 per“centat peakintensity in normal operation, ° *

‘ co
(2)Reciever (a) Must be-capableof:-

(i) receiving
keis ‘

- (ii) producing signals both in head-phones and by. means of a loud-,- Speaker. when the receiver-input does not exceed
-and

x
.

type A3 wates on allfrequencies from 1,600 ke's to 2,850) |
:

50 microvolts;

~ (6) Must be suchthat radiation from the-receiver does’ not
‘exceed 0.1 microvolt. per metre when measured: ‘tla. distance of one mile from the receiver or when tedted
in the manner set forth in sub-paragraph: (14) (6) of

. paragraph 6 of the Third Schedulg'to these Rules. , |
;
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4. As TO- RULE6.—Nothing in Rule6 of these Rules shall apply to equip-

ment whichis part of an existing installation, or to equipment, beisig equip-

mentreferred to in paragraph,1 or paragraph 4 of this Schedule, which had

-been installed before 19th November, 1954.

5. As TOYRULE 8.---Nothing in paragraph(1) of Rule 8 of these Rules shall

require any: parts or wiring in”an existing installation to be isolatedautoma -

tically fron} all sources of electrical energy when’ the means of protection

6. As T6 RULE, Rte 17/anp Ruce 19.—Nothing in Rule 6, Rule1%, or

Rule19. of these Rules shall apply to any auto-alarm which complies: With

such of the requirements of the United Kingdom Merchant Slipping

(Wireless ‘T'elegraphy) Rules, 1938, as would have been applicable to it if the

said Rule had notbeen revoked. Providedthat the radiation from the-auto-

t exceed U.1 microvolt per metre when measured ata .-‘alarm.receiver shall. no
distance ofone-mile from, the auto-alarm, dr when tested in the nianner'set

fortk, in-sub-paragraph (10) (@)of paragraph 2 of the Seventh Schedulé to
. . . . A /

7. As TO RULE 31.-—_ oe .

(a) Any existing radiotelegraph installation, in a motor lifeboat, and

(pb) Any  radigtelegraph installation installed. in a motor lifeboat before
19th Novemer, 1954,/ . co me '

which complies with such of the requirements of the United Kingdom .

‘Merchant Shipping (Life Saving Appliances) Rules, 1948, as would have

" been applicable toit if the said Rules had ‘not been revoked shall betreated

as complying withthe requirements specifiedin Part I of the Fifth Schedule

‘to these Rules if. it includes the equipment specified in the following sub-
. . : a t .

‘paragraphs: - . oo 4 2.

°(1) A copper earth connection, connected by at least three independent

~ bolted connections to the hull in the case of a metillifeboat or to’a

s L » “hare copper earthplate of area at least six square feet fitted below the
q . . .

‘water line in the case of a woodenlifeboat. .

oes ‘ my : . Dee . . . . 4

(2) A transmitter Which ist | | f. ae

wt
(a) modulatedto a depth of notless than 70 per cent ;

(b) capable of+
, ood

(i) transmitting either type A2 or type B waves on a frequency of’

_, 500 ke:s 3 wo .

_' Gi) transmitting type A2 waves ona frequencyof 500) keBi

(iii) maintaining throughout every transmission on that frequency a”

frequencytolerance. not exceeding plus ‘or minus 0.5 per: certt ;

(iz) transmitting over a normal range of 25 miles determined _in the

manner prescribedby Rules3 of these Rules ; o

(¢) transmitting the alarm signal and the distress signal by means of

an automatic keying device ; and: .
oY

(cy if installed on or after 19thNovember, 1953 is capable of :--

(i). transmitting: type 2 waves on a ‘frequency of 8,364 kes, and :

every transmission on that frequency &
s (1.02 per cent.

~*~ (a)! maintamnimg throughout

frequencytolerance not eXceeding plus or minu

v
o
m

“

w
e
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8. As TO Rue 32.--Anyportable radiotelegraph equipment for lifeboats

% ‘provided before 19th November, 1953, in a ship to which these Rules apply
whichcomplies with such-of the requirements of the United Kingdoni:

i Mergfiant Shipping (Life-Saving Appliances) Rules, 1948,, as would: have
‘ been applicable to it if the said Rules had ‘nat beén revoked shall be.treated _

as complying with the requirements specified in Part Iliof the Fifth Schedule”

_to these Rules if the transmitter forming part of such equipment compfes
_ With the requirements specified in the,following sub-paragraphs. -

u
e
s

mp
eg
,

7 -thetransmitter shall :— > ; ~~.

+ - (a) be modulated to a depth of not less than70 per cent; ,

. (b) have an inputofat least 10 watts to theanode of theTinal stage;

(c} be capable of :-— 4 a vo: oo | :
(i) transmitting type A2 waves ona frequency of 800 ke's 3

‘ (i). maintaining throughoutevery transmission afrequency tolerance
. not exceeding plus or minus 0.5 per cent and. -

ft (Gt) transmitting the alarmsignal and distress signal by means of an ~
- ~~ automatic keying devicg., : me -

. “+ SECOND SCHEDULE | (Rule’S (1)’)
-RADIOTELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT

Part [s-Main RADIOTELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER |

1. GrnERAL---The main radiotdlegraph transmitter. {in this Part of this
‘Schedule. referred-toyas ‘the transmitter’) shall be provided with any equip-
‘ment which maybe siecessary to chable it to be operated fronkthe supply of

‘energyreferred to infiy (1)}"of Rule 14. of these Rules, and shall be
capable of Beingquickly connected with the main and emergency aerials
referred to.in Rule 12 ofthese Rules.

. . ao Ss
“2. TYPES OF WAVES AND FREQUENCY Ranor.°-The transmitter shall ‘be

: capable, of adjustrnent for the. transmission of both typeAl and .A2 waves as
maybe required inthe frequency range 405 ke’s t0525 kes.

oa # . ‘ . . .

3.TRANSMITTING FREQCENcIES.-—The ‘transmittér shall be capable of.
2 ttransmifting continuously but not simultaneously, radiotelegraph signals on

}
1

| — “‘thefrequencies of 500 kc’s, 410 ke ‘s'and 512 ke's and on two of the following.

- frequencied :-- :

445 ke s, 454 ke s, 468 kes and 480 ke's. *

4. RANGE-OF LOAD IMPEDANCE: ~The transmitter shall be capable of com-

plying withall the requirements of this Part ofthis Schedule when connected

to’anartificial load, one side of whichis earthed, consisting ofa resistanecot
value R in series with a capacitance gf, value C in all of the combinations

4

 

   

- specified in thefollowing table»+- es

f CO, 300} 400 “S00 1 600. 7: 750 Picofarads
. . I - / / ae a L

. Q i £. |

R. 3.6 7 23. 22;  2.; 1.9.1 ohms
| : i oc i
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- shall b¢.capable of :—.

- t> . «

'5aPowsr or TransMrTTer.—(1) For thecpurposes ofthis paragraph the.
expression “the power of thetransmitter” means the total power developed
in theartificial load specified in paragraph 4 of this.. Part ofthis Schedule -during a period whenthe transmitting key is depressed and does not include

. powerdissipated in any componentforming part of the transmitter.
~" (2) The maximum powerof the transmitter shall not be less than Wwatts

" at any frequency within its range, W being detershined by. the formula :—
_ 4

/ery .. 100° oo leyW= rar (
. . 5 ? f . . 7 .

wherefis the frequencyin kilocycles per second at whichthe test is made. »- Le 4 - 4 * f a
&

_(3) The transmitter shall be so designed that its power can be reduced,
either,continuously or in steps of not more than six decibels, to 'a power
between 2 watts and 9 watts. nh

(4) When adjusted to develop its maximun{ rated power the transmitter.* : . b * . .

7

_- (@ continuous operation for the. transmission of radiotelegraph signals —-
at any speed up to the maximum specified in paragraph 8 ofthis Part ‘of
‘this Schedule ; arid Lobo: Le

to.

. - ‘

oo , : ‘ “y ay ee. :(0) operation under-steady marking or spacing’ ¢onditions for a period
_ of notless than fifteen minutes. oo,

>

6.. DEPTH OF Mupv.ation.—The depth of modulation when the trans-
mitter is transmitting type .\2 waves shall be :—

»
.

(1)not less than #0) and not more than 95 per cent whenthe power of the
transmitteris25 wa:ts or more, . 4 -

(2) notless than7 and not more than 95 per cent whenthe power of the ©
transmitter is less than 25 watts.

7. Nore Freqvency.—The note frequencyof the transmitter shall not be
Jess than 500 and not more than1,200c/s.- pS

8. Sprép oF TRANsMissioy.«—Thetransmitter..shall be ¢apable of trans-
mitting telegraph signals at all speeds up to 30 bauds withoutcritical relay
adjustment.* :

&

Coe f . , . . . . , —

Y, FREQUENCY SEABILITY.-Thetransmittershall be capable of maintain-
..ing a frequencytolerance of plus or minus 0.1 per cent. throughout every
transmission withatit adjustmentof controls, notwithstandingvariationsofthe

impedanceof the aerial or anyother load to whichit is connectedsor variations _

of supply voltage within plus or- minus 10 per cent. ho
. $ E- iat

e ~

10. SPURIOUS AND HarMonic CoxiPONENTS IN THE OUTPUT SiGgNaL.—

(1) The radio-frequency output of the transmitter shall be. entirely free
from frequency; components due to spurious oscillations. in any part of the
transmitter, * an . hoe :

. : : = . ~ . = ,“gy - “
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_ frequencies required: by paragraph 3'ofthis Part oft

~-

(2) The maximum power,Quiput of the transmitterat any harmonic ofthe
_. radio frequency ‘shall not exceed 20 milliwatts, whether type Al or type A2

waves are peng transmitted; “¢

8)When the transmitter 'jjs‘transmitting dots at a speed of 30 bauds, 95
per cent of the total power sailiated from the transmitter shall be radiated
within ‘plus or minus 100 civof the. steady state carrier frequencyfor type 2

_ wayes. . : LAD, . . —_

11. Opzratine Pactrfres—(1) The |transmitter shall be so- arranged
that. the adjustments necessary to changeiit from optration on any one ofthe

s Schedule to operation oe
‘on any, other of such frequencies can be made by one operator ina. period not
exceeding 10. seconds. . .

(2)‘The transmitter~shall - be capable of being operated on full power:
within 60 seconds after ary part of the transmitter“has been:first switched on.

~ (3), If the transmitteris so designed -andconstructed thatit is“necessary, to
delaythe application of certain voltagesfor a period after it has been switched |. +
‘on, the delay.shall be sufpmaticallyprgvided for by a delay switch. ,

oe

(4) The:transmitter shall be proyided with’ a device which, when ‘the
transmitting keyis not depressed, automatically brings into Operation the main
radiotelegraphreceiver in conjunction with whichthe transmitter is operated.
Means shall be provided for suppressing |interfererige with reception cused

- by the transmitter,

(5) The transmitter ‘shall be capable of beinguseddn “conjunction with aan
_ automatic.keying device. ; a

ed

12. PROTECTIVE; ARRANGEMENTS._The transmittéz shall be so designed
and constructed that when the transmitting keyis depressed the acrial can bes
disconhected or theoutput can -be short-circuted ‘without damage being”

. caused to any part ‘of the transmitteg. Means shall be'provided for protecting
‘the transmitter from damage caused by excessive current-orvoltage. .

  

hs
13, Crysrat Hoipers.-—If the transipitteriis designed foruse with piezo-

-electric crystals it shall be suitable.for use with aa crystal holdercomplying : .
with oneofthe followingeees— - .

““(a)-a holder in the formofa.sectangular parallelepiped surmounted by .
two projecting pins, such pins beingi

, (2) situated symmetrically svith respect to the width aid depth of the
_. rectangular parallelepiped ; &,

(it) 0.125 inches iin diameter, subjectttoa» tolerance of plus Or minus *
0.002.inches:in ;

(iii) spacéd 0.775 inchesapart, ‘gubject toa tolerance of plus or. minus,
0.005inches. ‘- .

. (ie) 0.56. inches iin Jength, subject to a tolerance of Plus: or minus
0:005 inches ; and - ;

(2) rounded at the ends..° * .

Such parallelepiped sshall be :-—

1.81' inches:in. height: subject toa oleranee ofF plus!0.005 inches, Or|

o
S
t
h

?
minus0.Q15 inches. 4 . 4 - ‘

. a



1.6 inchesin width, subject tol                                 
0.75 inches in depth, subject to-a tolerancé of minusi"1 inches, or”“y

§ (4): a holder inthe formof a rectangular parallelepiped surmounted by two
i: projecting pinsysuchpinsbeing :—-

(7) situated symmetrically with respect tto thewidth and depth of the
rectangular parallelepiped;

(7#) 0.125 inches in diameter, subject tto a tolerance of plus or riinus , |
, vO002 inches, oo
+>.) (i) spaced 0.5 inches apart subject to aa tolerance of plus or minus

0.002 inches.

(iz) 0.56 inches in length, subject to a toleranceof plus or minus0.ous
inches ; and» £

Oe) rounded at the ends.
Such parallelepiped shall be :--- - a Co a : .

,/

@

a

.
L
i
a
w
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et
~

1.34 inches in height, subject towtolerance of plus 0.005 inches, or minus
0.015 inches.

1:18 itichesiin width, subject to a tolerance of minus0. 1;‘inches. ty Soe °

U.455 inchesiin depth, subjéct. toa tolerance of minus 0, 1. inches. - oO

14. ARTEACTAL AERIAL.-Anartificial aerial shall be provided which shall
include an indicator or Jamp to indicate the passage of radio-frequency,
currents, and shall be suitable for testingthe transmitter on,full power.

15. METER.-~The transmitter shall be.provided with an aerial ammeter. a

PART UL.~~ MAIN ‘RADITRLEGRAPH.RECEIVER

1. GENER41.The main radiotelegraph receiver {in this Part of this ~- al
Schedule referred-to as “the receiver’) may consist ofa single unit: or- of =
separate units, each of whichis capable of reception onone or moreofsections
‘of thefrequency range specified in paragraph 2 of this Partgt this Schedule,
and shall be capable of being quickly connected with the main‘and emergency’

zoo aerials referred to in Rule 12 of theseRules. ; :

. ¢2y Eachunit of the receiver shall bear a plate stating’!the frequency Tange _
it is intended to cover. , 4

(3) The receiver shall not be constructed. for operationiin Whole or in| part .
tromenergy supplied by drybatteries. = ak

2. FREQUENCY RANGE AND ‘TYPES OF Waves.—The .regeiver :shall be,
capable of receiving signals within the frequency ranges, and of the types

_ Specittied 1in the following table ; : : :
wa Ee To ae neeS . a te __ \

ore . ce Frequency range — \ Type of wave. a.

AS to 2 kes; (inclusivey ee, Le i
100 to f60 kes". ek ews wee AL

. af to 1,500 kes "|. _ . ae .. “ ..- AL, AZ, Bo. og
-LS to4 Mes, 7 7 eee ee ee FO AD,502Y AB

i035 Mesao mo tee ee ee AD, AZ, AZ!
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3. RECEPTION-FActuitms.'The receiver shall be expable ofheadphone .

‘reception throughout the Frequency ranges specified iin Paragraph 22 otthis
Part of this Schedule. -

4. CONTROLS.--~ The receiver sitall be provided with :-- ~ | :

( t) separate raidio--[Féquency. and audio-frequencytgain ‘controls;

(2) a means-‘for reducing the receiver gain whenthe transmitting key of
the transmitter ds depressed, sothat, signals may be heard without incon-
venience to theoperator ‘ordamage to the receiver when.the transmitter is
keyedat signalling speeds up to 30 words per minute; a *

(3) a switchfor:disconnecting the device,+ if any, for reducinggthe etfvet
of impulsivenoise signals ; ,

(4) tuning contro}s Which permit: > os

(a) rapid tunint throughout the frequency: range; and Ne .

(6) fine tuning by bandspread or other method, controlled byaknob 7
‘of, at least two inchesdiatheter, the backlash of which shall not exceed
one ‘degrée, and which shall, be so geared that, after any backlash. has
been taken up, a rotation of one degree will not’change the frequencyof
tune bymore than the amount indicatediin the following: table :-

 

.

 

a se Change uffrequencs co
Frequerey range "per degree: oe oh

= , _ Partsin 10+ .

e
e
! 4
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eee ge

_ (5) accurate means of resetting tune ; if logging scale is providgd for
that purposeone inch on the-scale shall correspond toa frequency.hange
of not more than one‘per vent ; | . 2

: (6) a scale for use with the means of rapid tuning referred tuinitsub- 2,
paragraph (4) (a) of this paragraph; the scle shall be calibrated directly
in frequency unless cahtbration charts are prossidedfor use therewith.

so

. GENERAL Merion ot Tring. ‘The receiver ‘shall comply‘with the’
cequirements of paragraphs 6 to 17, inclusive, of this Schedule, when tested _

- in the following manner, except where another manner of testing|is Specified ,

inthesaid paragraphs: .

(1) Ajartificial aerial stiall beusedfor thetest and shall consist of a.75
ohm non-industive resistor if thé test is condticted at frequencies above -
4+ Me/s, and.a.10 ohnrresistor in series with a capacitor havingeany value -
between 200/and 600 picolarads it the test is conducted at Hequencies
below4 Me-s so

(2) Type wD signals’used iin the test shaltMoe modulated toai depth of 3d .
per cent and shall have a note frequeney of 400 ¢ s. - :

(3) The frequency of the interfering’ or. unwanted signals a plied shall =
not be restricted iy the frequencyrange, of the ‘receiver, * : <”

’ (4) The standard audio--frequency. culput level ofthe receiver for hiead-
~~ phonereception (hereafter in this Partléfthis Schedule feferred to as “the
-+ standard-output"’) shall bevone milliwatt into a resistance substantially
"galemodulus,of theiiypedance,bt the telephone receiverat DONG s,

"4
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6.‘SeLEcrIviTy.—(1) Subject to theprovisions of sub--partigraph (3) of this
patagraphtheselectivity preceding the final detector of the receiver shallbe,
yariable,either continuouslyor in steps and shall satisfy the followiing require-
ments:th oughout |the.© frequencyTanges ‘specified :-—,

Bandwidth setting

$24z

Wide Inter-
mediate

Narrow “Very
narrow
 

" *Frequency range

7” +

» 15 Me/s 160 ke¢/s
to ‘tos - to ~ to

'etn 25 Me/s_25 Me/s 160 ke/s

t

15 ke/s . 15: ke/s

 

i
he

_ Discrimination of not morethan 6
decibels to be obtained at frequencies
removed from tuneby . ws

1
i

 .—.

_ Discrimination ofat least'30 decibels
_to be obtainedatall frequenciesre-
moved from tune by. .

4 ke/s L5ike/s 0.5 - - —_—
po ke/s “>
© “(does notapply

_below 100
ke/s).

{

é

12 ke/s
 

Discrimination of at least: 60 decibels
to be obtained at all frequencies re-
moved from tune by. .
Discrimination of at least 90 decibels

_to be obtained at all frequencies re-
moved fromtune by..

‘ "y

&
Z.

24 ke/s .12 ke/s 5 kefs © . ‘ke/s
eh .

50 ke/s 35:5; keys 25 ke/s 25.o/s
that

6ke/s 2.5 ke/s 0.75 ke/s

" Provided . the: discrimination
. a against an interfering signal. of fre-

quency greater than 1.5°. Mc/s need
po not exceed 60 decibels. © oD
 

(2) If the receiver is a superheterodyne receiver :~—
§ (a) the image response ratios thereof shall agbeless than the following

Frequency of cantedsignals" Tmage response ratio

80 decibels
- 70 decibels
60 decibéls”—

~ 40 decibels
25 decibels,

 

15 to 1,000 ke’s .. . ve ee as
_1to 15 Me’s we wee . Pe

1.5 to 7 Me's mo.
7tq 15 Me's .. -
-above,15 Me's
 

) the intermediate frequency response ratioss thereofshall not beless
than the following :— #

Intermediate frequency” Intermediate frequency _
fo... response ratio

v

 

o
g
t
o

. Between 140 and 1,600 ke ’s.* ae : 90 decibels
we Outside the above limits oe .. . a : 60decibels
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-(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-paragraph (1) of” this paragraph .
the very narrow bandwidth Setting of the receiver may be Provided, by an
audio-frequency note filter which shall have :-— i. :

(a).a midband frequency of one kilocycle per setorid,

(6) a digcriminationjofat least 20 decibels at all fregquenctysoutside a band
700 c/s wide,
arfd*shall be capable of being switched iin or out ofcircuit at will: a

7. SENSITIVITY.—The standard,output of the receiver shall be obtained. at
all bandwidth settings, and with the automatic gain control both on and off,

 

 

with an input not exceeding the followinglevels :-- *

. Frequency Mbximum input ‘for. Maximuminprut .- ,
7 - ‘forpe Al waves type A2 wares

15—160 ke/s Lyles 30 decibels akove Toes not apply.:
' o "oa | oe microvolt, i

160—1,500 ke/s..0 0°: -. 20 decibels above . 30 decibels above
* one microvolt. One microvolt,

10 decibels above
. : one microvolt.

10—25 Me/s ... 0° Oi. ows 20 decibels above |

Be one microvolt..
7

20 decibels above
" one microvolt.

S
p
S
e

one microvolt.

N

not be less than the ratio specified in the following table, when’ receiving any
-Signal being either a type A1 signal or a type A2 signal, of the maximum input

- specified in paragraph 7 ofthis Part of’‘this Schedule wheri the receiver gain
is adjusted to give thestandard output find the note filter, if any, is switched

 

 

v

out of circuit :— | e : ie uf

_ Frequency oo . Bandwidth setting ‘  Signal!noise ratio :

15-160 ke/s - 2. ... Narrow oy .. 10 decibels .
160-1,500-ke/s oe .. Intermediate.-- -.. 10 decibels Se

15-4 Mc/s.  .. .. Wide .» 4 10 decibels
4-10 Mc/s... iw.) Wide e +» 20 decibels
10-25 Mc/s . .. .. Wide “ye 25 decibels -
 

~ (2) For the purppses of, this paragraphsspurious wrhistles shall be regarded
as noise. oe i

9, AromaticGan Contra. A) The receiver shall be provided with
ah automatic gain control, capable Of operating efficiently |on types Al, A2.

“and A3‘waves’“of all frequencies between 1,500 ke’s and 25 Mc/s, and which’
can be switched outof circuit, .

«
.R.

(2). ‘When. the receiver.is‘adjusted to give the standard output with,a type
A2 input signal:10 decibels above the appropriate maximum inputspecified
in paragraph7 of thisPart of this Schedule onn any frequency between 1.5

(a) an increase in input of 20 decibels shall result iin an improvement in
the signal[noise ratio of at least 15 ‘decibels, and

_ (b)'anincrease in input of 60 deci els shall not increase the:‘output hy
more®than 10 decibels.

N
a
t
e

30 decibels abovee.

8: SicnaL/Norse Ratio.—(1)The signalMoise ratio of the receiver shal] :

ef

- B 149
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B 150_ 4 ?

2 Q@) vhe charge time constant of the automatic gain control sy8tem shall be
sbetween .05 and 72 seconds and the discharge time constant thereof shall be
“between 0.5 and 2 seconds.

10. Ovreur LIMUFING. -An increase in “the input to the receiver by 60
decibels when :-— — 7 hs

4
- dy the automatic gain control|is switched off, and ; i

. 2) the receiver is adjusted. to give‘she standard.output with a type Al
-, ifput signal 20 decibels above the appropriate maximuminput specified iin

‘paragraph77 of this Part of,this Schedule,
‘

shall not incre.ise the output by more than 10 decibels,~~

11. BLockIne: “The change in the output of the receiver shall notexceed
3 decibels when:- - of, : . a

| , . :

(a) (7) the bandwidth iis set at.“intermediate”, i

. (#) the automatic gain|control iis in operation,

“(t) the receiver. is‘adjusted to give the”standard output with an
input wanted signal of type A2 at a level of 60 decibels above
one microvolt and of any. frequency between 160 kejs and |
25 Me,s, and

(iv) a ctype Al input signal at a level of 100 decibels above one

microvolt and ata frequency 10k¢/s above or below the wanted
frequencyisthen simultaneously.applied ; «3; Or : ,

(4)— @) the bandwidth is set at ‘narrow’ ie

“(Gi), the automatic gain controlis switched off,

(ii) the #eceiver is adjusted to give’the standard: output with an.
. a input wantedsignal of type Al ata level 30 decibels above one

microvolt‘and of any frequency“between 15,and 160 ke/s, and

(@).a type A] input signal ofa levelof70 decibels above one micro-
volt and at a frequency: 5 ke's above or below that of the
wanted frequency1is then; simultaneously applied.

12. Cross Mopcnatton.-—The receiver- shall not produce an output of

level higher than, 30 decibels helow: the standard output w‘hen «Lo

(1) the bandwidth isset at “intermediate” ,

(2) the autom:itic gain control is in operation,

(3)the receiver is adjusted to give the standard output Withan input
wantedsignalof type A2 ata level of 60 decibélsabove one microyolt*and
_of anyfrequéney between 160) ke.s and 25 Me's.

(43 the modulation of the signal is switched off,and:

(8) a typg A2input signal of level 90 decibels above one microveltand
frequency 10 ke s above or belowthe wanted frequencyis then simulta-
neously applied. + .

13.“TateRMODULATION AND) HARMONIC ProptcTION.=-An outputexceeding

the standard output shall not be produced by the receiver when :
£. 8

(a) (2) the bandwidth is set’at “intermediate”, j “ |

(ii) the automatic gain control isvswitched off, 4.” ,
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(iit) the receiver is adjusted to give the standard oitput with an
input wanted signal of type A2 af a level 30 decibels above one
mucrovolt and at anyfrequency between 160 keys and 550kes,

(iz) the input wanted signal has been remoyed, and = _-

3

ot (v). any.two interfering signals one of type Al andthe other of--B™ type A2 each of a level 110 decibels above one microvolt and
— , of suchfrequencyasto give no appréciable output,when applied

. alone and of which the frequency difference or frequency sum
is the same as the frequency of the wanted: signal, are then
simultaneously applied ; or « a

y°¢

“(i) the automatic gain controlis switched olf,

(iii) the recelyer is adjusted +0. give ‘the standard output with -
an input wantedsignal oftype A2.ata level 30 decibels above
one microyolt and at any frequency between 2Skes and -
550 kes, ©

(7) the input wanted signal has been removed, and

(ev) a type A2 signal, the frequency of whichis half: that of the
; Wantedsignal andata level 116 decibelsabove onemicrovolt is’

applied. .

14, Fipgrity.--The maximum change in level of the output of the
receiver shallbe less than eight decibels while the modulation frequencyof an
input signal. of constant level and modulation depth is varied continuously
from 300 c;¢ to.2,500 c,s whenthe bandwidth is set at ‘wide’for the recep-
tion of type:A3 waves having @ frequericy above 1,500 ke;s. ‘The receiver.
Shall compl¥with the foregoingyrequirementswhenthe level and modulation
depth of the input signal are.such. that the outputof the. receiver-does not
‘exceed the standard output. Se

15. Non-Linear Disrortion.-With the automatic gain controswitched
on, the.total harmonic contentof the audio-frequency output of the receiver

1, at any output not exceeding the standard output shall not exceed : --
wns

"() 5 percent with anfinput signal of a frequency of one megacyele per
‘second atany level between 30 decibels-and 80 decibels above one microvolt
-andsinusoidally modulated to a depthof 30 per cent at 40) c-s,

at 400'¢s.
y (2) 15 peréent'withsuch input signal modulated to a depth of SO per cent

~ 16. Texte Dar ann SraBiiey. ~The tuningdrift and stability of the
receiver shall comply withthe. following requirements te

(a) After the receiver has been switched‘on fur 5 minutes the changes “ot
tune frequencyduring any periodof 5 Minutes shall not exceed-the value
shownin the second column ‘of the following tuble within the frequencs
ranges shown in thefirst column thereof: - | .

| Frequeticy ranges . VMaxitmun change: -
Z , . (parts in 10%

HkestolS Mes 2 =: a 30
aN Ics... os, cs lee | rn
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# (byA change of 5 per cent in any one of ‘the supply voltages to the
: _ gsréceiver shall not produce a maximum"change of tune frequency: exceeding.

“the value showr! in the second column of the followipg table within the
afrequency ranges shown iin the first column thereof’:—_

ge

Maximumchange-Frequency ranges ~ .*
es oe i -f. ~ (parts in 104)
15 ke/s to 1.5 Me/s we tee Foe EB
Is Mejs to 25 Mc/s a - . . vl

4,2 -

“(c) A change int“ambient temperature of5°C. within the range of 0° -
to 50°C. applied after the receiver has beenswitched on for one hour shall,
shall not produce a maximum change of tune frequency exceeding the
value shown in the second column of the following table within the fre-

: - quency ranges showniin1 the first column thereof :——
*

a ° ‘Frequency ranges Maximum change. . . . o>
- ; (parts in 10+)

fe 1S ke/s to 1.5 Mc/s eee ee EO
. "1S Me'st025 Mejs -. vee . 3

gS ? \

‘17. Leadon NOTE SraBiLiry.—Theheterodyne note stability of the ©
receiver shall be uch that ';—.

(1) the frequency, ofa heterodyne nnote whichis initially one1e kilocycle per
second shall not vary by more than .100 c/s when the appropriate input
level specified in sub-paragraph (2) Of paragraph 10 of this Part of this
Scheduleiis increased by not more than 60 decibels,

. paragraph (1) ofthis paragraph, to obtain a beatnote of 200 c/s.when
, tuning either towards or away from zero beat. ©
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a 18. Rapratiox/ 1) The receiver when .in use shall not produce a field
exceeding 0.1 microyolt per metre, when measured at a distance of'one mile:
from the receiviar,

(2) The receiver‘shall bedeemed to comply with the equirement of sub-
" paragraph (1) of this paragraph if, when: :-—

» (a) the receiveris placed centrallyin a screened earthed enclosure of
dimensions atleast six feet cube,

(6) the earth terminal of the receiveris connected‘to the inside of the-*
SCTCED,ease vi, * : ef .

-“&) the aerialterminal <is connected through an unscreened fonr-turn
rectangularsearch coil situated within the said enclosure and of dimensions
onefootsquare and an unscreetied leadito resistive measuringinstrument. .
mounted outside:the enclosure and havifing its other terminal earthed, and -

(d) the receiver is then energised]. and unscreened headphones are
_ connected thereto, the power measured by the measuring instrument does -
not exceed + x 10-1° watts: whatever the résistance of the measuring:

. instrument or the adjustments of the receiver, notwithstanding that the
° searchcoil be short circuited’ or moved in any way, provided that it does not

‘ approach. withinSix inches of the receiver case.
~

(2) it is possible at all input levels within the range specifiediin subs a
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Part 1IT.—Emercency RaDIOTELEGRAPHY ‘TRANSMITTER

1, GENERAL.—'l‘he emergency radiotelegraph transmitter(in this Partofthis
: Schedule referred to as “the transmitter”), shall be provided with all equip-.
ment necessary to enable it to-operate from the emergency source of energy
referred to in paragraph (2) of Rule 14 of these Rules, andshall bé capable of
being quickly connected with the main and emergencyaerials referredto in

“*> Rule 12 of thege Rules.

2. TYPESOF. WAVES AND Frequency Rance.—The transmittér shill be

500 ke/s. .. :: soy

"3. SOURCEOF Enercy.—(1) The transmitter shal! be capable of operation’
from the emergencysource of energyreferrdd to in paragraph:(2) of Rule 12,
of these Rules.- ;

(2) If a vibrator power unit is employed, a standby{ibrator,arranged id
such manner that it may be immediately switched into circuit, shall be
provided.’ ee “y ;

ho -

cdpable of transmitting continuously type A2 waves on the-frequencyof .

4, RancE or Loap Impepanck.—When connected toan artificial load, one
‘side of which is earthed, consisting of a resistance of value R in serles with a
capacitanceof'yalueC, the transmitter stiall meet the requirements of this'Part
‘of this Schedule with all the combinations of R and C specified in the follow-
ingtable:x— = >, " .

oO , 1 "250 | 300] 100.| 500 | 600 | 750 | Picofarads

4f 36 | 28{ 22{ 2] 19.| Ohms
!

 
 

+j
ew

! , 2 wt et
5. Power or Transmitrer.-(1) For the purposes of this paragraphthe

power of thé transmitter shall bétgken to be the mean power developedin the ~
artificial load during a period whem the transmitting key is depressed, ‘and
shall not include power dissipated in any camponent forming part of the
transmitter. . ot .

(2) The power of the transmitter shall notbe less tHan 15 watts when the:
source of energy is developing 90, per centofits rated voltage. |

a , (3) When adjusted to develop itsmaximum:power, thetransmitter shallbe
“capable of : — e

y
r
e
y
M
a
e
y

(2) continuous dperation for the transmissionof telegraph signals at any
speed up to the maximumspecified in paragraph8 of this Part of this

Schedule? : : ee

(5) operation under steady marking or stéady'spacing conditions for a «
, ee 7 : ,period of notless than 15 minutes. .

not’less than 75 per cent and not more than 100 per.cent. .
{ (2) The harmonic content of the modulating envelope,shall not exceed

6, Mopuattun.—(1) The carrier wave'shall be modulated to a depth of

~ 3 §

7. Note FreqvueNcy.—Thenote frequencyof the transmitter shall not be
_less than 500 e/s or more than 1;200c's,

x .
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S. SPEED OF TRANSMISSION,—The transmitter shall be capable of trans-
mitting telegraph signalsatall speedsup to 25 bauds withoutcritical adjust- *
ment ofrelays.

_ 9. FREQUENCY STABILITY.The transmitter shall. be capable of 7main-.
taining a frequency tolerance of plus or minus, 0.5 per cent througHout every
transmission without adjustment of controls notwithstanding\variations of the
impedance of the aerial or of any other load tb which it is connected, |
variation oF supply voltage within ‘plus or minus 10 per cent.

2

10, OperativeFacILITIES.~ +{1) ‘Thetransmitter shall be capable of being
operated on full power within six seconds-after it has been switched on:

(2) The trangnitter shall be capable of being used ii conjuction Wwith the
automatic keving device specified1in Part Vof this Schedule, “

‘UL. PROTECTIVE ARRSSGEMENTS. ~The transmitter shall be ‘so designed
andgonstructed that whenthe transmitter is adjusted to develop its maximum
power and whenthé transmitting key is depressed the aerial can be discon-
‘yeeted or the output can be short-circuited without damage beingcaused to

“any part of the transmitter.
.°

--

12. Crysran:Hot.DERS. --If the transmittePis designed for use with piezo-"
electric crystals it shall hg suitable for usewith a crystal holder specifiediin
paragraph13 of Part1 of his Schedule. | -

13, Anrtricdal Aaa. Anartificial aerial shall be provided whichshall
-inelude an indicator. or lamp to indicate the passage of radio-frequency

: currents ~and.shall be ‘suitable for testing the transmitter on faitPower.

14. Mrrrr.- The transmitter shall he provided With anaerial ammeter.

15. Use ror Norma ComMrNICATIONS.—If the transmitter is used other-
wise than in ah emergencyor for the test required by paragraph (4). (b) of
Rule 20, paragraphs 3, 6, 8,9, 1f-and 11 of Part 1 ofthis Schedule shall
applyin rel:ition,to it‘as they applyiin relation to the main transmitter,

a

Part TV. EMERGENCY RADIOTFLEGRAPH RecenyER

1,. GENERAL. ~The emergency radiotelegraph receiver (in this Part of this
Schedule referred to as “the receiver”), unless it is a receiver forming part
ofan auto-alarm which complies withparagraph7 of the Seventh Schedule ta
these Rules, shall be capable of being rapidly connectedto the emergency—
aerial referred to in Ralei2 of these Rules. a

FREQUENCY RANGE AND TYPES OF WAVES.Subject to the provisions
ofparagraph 3 of this Part of this Schedule, the receiver shall be capable of
reeolying type A2 waves and type B wayesin éachcase throughoutthefrequen- -
ey fange 488 ke’s to 813 ke s, andfor that’purpose a wide band--passshall be
Prewided.-

. : a

| Reerption Facttrtirs, “The receiver shall be capable. of headphone °
reception and loud-speaker reception’ throughout the frequency range
specified in paragraph 2 of this Part of this Schedule,unless two emergency
receivers are proyided; one of which is capable of headphonereception, with
or without tuning, throughout the said range and’ the other ofwhich is

“capable of loud-speaker reception throughout the sajd range without tuning.
‘ . . - ae ue ? ~
< / : oo “|

. é
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-. 30 per cent and shall havesa note frequency® iS.

' , a a optS

4. Source oF Enercy:--(1) The receiver shall be capable of operation
both from the main sdurée of electrical energy required by paragraph (1) of
Rule 14 of these Rules and the emergencysourceofelectrical energy required ©
by paragraph (2)of that Rule. Provided that if the ship is equipped with
two émergencyreceivers as aforesajd, the receiver capable of loud-speaker
reception shall be required to be capable of operation only fromthe said main

. ifsource ofelectricalenergy. iy

. (2) The receiver Shall comply with the requiremen ts of paragraphs 7 to 15
* inelasive-ofthis Part-of this Sclyedule notwithstanding variatiens in the
supplyvoltage withinthe range :-— a

-’ .(/) plus 5 per cent and minus 1percent of the nominal voltage when
operated from the emergency Source of electrical energy requiréd by
paragraph (2) of Rule 14 of these Rules and so

(ii) plus and minus 10 per'cent 6f the nominal voltage when operated
from the main source ofelectrical energy required by‘paragraph (1) of |
Rule 14 of these Rules. i

. 5, Controis.-—Theéteceiver shallbe provided with :—

(1) a manualgaincontrol+’ a yo

_ {2)ifonly a single emergencyrectiver is provided, a switchfor changing
the receiver fromoperation from the main source of electrical energy
referred to-in paragraph (1) of Rule 14 of these Rules to the emergency

source of electrical energy. referred to in paragraph (2) of that Rule ; and

(3)if the receiver is designed to tune to frequencies additional to the
frequency range specitied in paragraph 2 ofthis Part of this Schedule, a
switch for changing reception to the frequency range referred toin ‘that

paragraph. co Looe . oats

6, Meruop oF ‘l'ssrinc.---The receivershall comply with paragraphs 7 to
15 inclusive ofthis Part of thisSchedule whentested in the following “manner
exceptwhere another manneroftesting is specified in the said paragraphs : -

(1) An artificial aerial shall be used for the test and shall consist of-a
‘10 ohm resistor in series with a capacitor having anyvalue between.200
and 600 picofarads. - . :

~ (2) Type A2 signals used inthe test sha L'be modulated toa depth ot

rhe

(3) The standard -audio-frequency output level (hereafter in this Part
of this Schedulé referred to as “the standard output’) of the receiver

shall be :-~ -

(a):for héadphone reception 10 decibels below one milliwatt into a
resistance ,substantially. equal to the modulus ofthe impedance of the

telepHone receivers at 1,{XW):e3s, and

(6) forloud-speaker reception 17 decibels above one’milliwatt into

a resistance that loads thé output valve with the load appropriate to ~
the vale. . ~

ments at the relative frequencies specified~~ be

(a) not more. than 4 ‘decibels discrimination relative’ to the maximum

response at frequencies between 455: and 513 ke/s inclusive ; oe

3
“ ,

© F£Sevecriviry- (1) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (2) of _
- this. paragraph, the:selectivity preceding the final detector of the receiver

“shall, if it is provided with a wide band-pass, ‘satisfy the following require-

a
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_ Greater than 60 decibels’. 62, | Greater

(3) at least 30 decibels discrimination relative to the maximum response
at frequencies below 475 kc;s.and above 525 kc/s; - eo . é

(c). at least 60 decibels discrimination relative to the maximum response
at frequencies below 450) ke’s and above 550 ke/s and:

(d) at least 9() decibels discrimination relative to the maximumresponse
. at frequencies below 400 ke/s and above 600 ke/js. Se

(2) If the receiver is a superheterodyne receiver the intermediate frequency
response ratio ‘shall not be less than 60 decibels provided that the inter-
mediate frequencyis outside the limits 140 kc/s and above-1,600 ke/s. a

' (3)-If ‘any emergencyreceiver, being a receiver capable of headphong’
reception is tunable over the frequencyrange specified in paragraph 2 of
this Part of this Schedule,the selectivity preceding the final detector at-afl
frequencies within the said range shallsatify the requirements set#forth in’ .
the following.table:-- en . : aia

t!
so
ne

 

mm pce ee mcaeeheee
. "Discrimination , | Corresponding Bandwidth?

| Not less than4kejs 97 j
30) decibels - . se . | No greater than 50ke/s .
6U decibels. we No grea than 100 ke’s

an 100 ke/s: ~ ,
 

3, Sensiviviry.—The standard output!shall be obtained with an input
signal of type A2 not exceeding 40 decibels above one microvolt.

2. signal Noise Ratio‘The signal/noise ratio, with an inputsignal of
type A2 of 40 decibels abdve one microvolt and when -the manual gain

decibels. * 7 8 ;

10, B.ockine.-. If the receiver is intended for loudspegker reception the
change in the output of the receiver shall not exceed:3 de¢ibels when :-—

control is adjusted to give the, standard output,Shall not be less:than 20 3

(1) the receiver is adjusted to give tite standard output with an input
wanted signal.of type A2 at a level of 60 decibels above one microvolt
andof a frequencyof 500 kes and

(2) a type Al input signal at a level of 100 decibels above one microvolt __
_ and. of a frequency: of 440 ke’s of 560 ke/s is then simultaneously applied.

"11. Cross MoptuLation.—If the teceiver is intersdedfor loudspeakerrecep- a
tion, the receiver shall not produce an outputof Jevel higher than’ 30 decibels
belowthe standard output-when :—-'

(1) the Teceiver is adjusted to give’ the standard output with an input
wanted signal -of type A2 at a level of 60 decibels above one microvolt
and of a frequencyof 500 ke’s, fe —- fo

(2) themodulation of the signal is switched off, and Soe

(3) a type A2at a-level of 90 decibels above one microvolt-and of a,
frequency of 425 kes or 575 ke’s is then simultaneously applied.

12. INTERMOPULATION AND Harmonis Propvction.—-If the receiver is
intended for loudspeaker reception an output exceeding the standard output
shall not be produced by the receiver when :-- we

(1)thereceiver is adjusted to give the standard output with-an'input '
winged signal of type A2 at a Ievel of 40 decibels above one microvolt
and pt a frequency of 500 kes. ’ oo
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paragraph (1) of this paragraphif,when :-—

“OA
4 . ‘ : .

Loop soEBa7
(2). the input wanted signal has been reméved, and .

* (3) (a) any twointerfering signals, one of type Al and the other of
_ type AZ, each at a level of 110 decibels above’one microvolt and of such *
‘frequency as.to give no’ appreciable output:when applied alone, and ef 4
which the frequency sum or difference is 500 ke/s, are then simultaneously *
applied or. . poo of : - :

(5) a signal.ef type A2 at a level of 116 decibels above onemicrovolt and
aof a frequency’of 250 ke’s is applied. ¥

. . . bo . $ *. 7 . °
; .,13. ‘Ourrur Luuiring.—If the receivér is intended for loudspeaker recep-

tionthe receiver shall be. provided with an efficient and automatic means
of reducing the gain during thereception ofssttong signals.

--14, Tuntne Drirt anp Stapiiry.—-The tuning drift and the stability of
the receiver shall be such that within five minutes of the receiver being
switched On the tequirements of paragraph 7 of this Part of this Schedule
shall be met. ny

“ . ot 2 .

15. Froevrry.—Thefidelityof the feceiver shallbe such that a change in the: |
audio-frequency output shall be less than 8 decibels when the modulation ©
frequencyofthe inputsignalis yariedcontinuously fram 400 c/s to 1,400 c/s
the level and modulation depthof the input signal being kept constant... For
the purposes of this paragraphthe input signal mayhave day level and depth .
of modulation provided the output of the receiver does not exceed the

- standard output.. * .

16. Rapration.-(1): The recéiverwhenin use shall not produce a field
exceeding 0.1 micravolt per metre when meastred-st-a distance of one mile +
-from, the receiver, :

(2) The receivershall be deemed to comply with the requirement Gf sub-

(a) the receiver is placed centrally in a screened earthed enclosure of
dimensions at least six feet cube, | ,

(b) the earth terminal of the receiveris connected to the inside of the
screen, . , oO ’ oF

(c) the aerial terminal is connected through an unscreened four-turn
rectangularsearch coil situated within the said enclogure and of.dimensions
one. foot square and an unscreened: lead to a resistive measuring instru-
ment mounted outside the enclosure ‘and havingits ‘other terminal earthed,

(d)'the receiver is then’ energised and unscreenéd headphones are
connected thereto, the: power measured by: the ‘measuring instrument
does not exceed 4 x 10°1% watts whatever the resistance of the measuring
‘instrument or the’ adjustmentof the receiver, and. notwithstanding .that
the searchcoil is short-circuited or moved in any way, without approaching
within six inches of the receiver case. °

. ; Pas ce - ,
1. "- * AUTOMATIC KEYING DEVICEae

1. ‘The automatic keying. device (in this Part gf this Schedule referredto{ _—-as “the device"’)shall be capable of : -

(1) being connected in place of the manual transigitting key bysajack on
other efficient méans, to. 4, %

(2) the main radiotelegraph transmitter,
{os : x
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. t (b) the emergency radiotelegraph transmitter, and

(c). the auto-alarm test signal generator referred to in paragraph 1 of the
‘ “SeventhSchedule to these Rules; 4

t

(2) whenconnected to anyof the aforesaid equipment,
-. (a) keying automatically the alarm signal specified in’ paragraph 3 of
this Part of this Schedule and immediately thereafter stopping and opening
the keying circuit unless fe-setorre-wound;and ,

(b) keying automatically the distress call specified in paragraph 4 of this
\ Part of: this Schedule in such manner that if the device is used without
attention the automatic keying of the distress call will be repeated once
every.twelveminutes. , ro . . Lo

The: device shall not be capable of keying any signals other .than those
specified in paragraphs3 and 4 of this Part of this Schedule:

. Whenswitched out of circuit after transmission of the distress call, the
. , device shall be capable ofbeing re-set by automatic or manual meansso that
° - after the device has again been switched: into circuit keying shall commence

within ten secondsat the‘beginning of the distresscall.

aa Ifthe re-settingis by.manual ‘means the device shall include a‘means.‘ita
: indicating when re-settingis necessary. yo

“3. The alarm signal referredto in sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph T-of this . £
a ‘e Part of this Schedule shall consist of twelve four second dashes separated by’,

f " one second spaces, the length‘of the dashes and. spaces being maintained fo
within.a tolerance of plus or minus ().2 second. * a x.

a-(1) The distress call referred to in the said sub-paragraph shall
consist of the following signals in thefollowing order :- ; ag

(a) the distress signal ...---..., repeated three times ; a

" (8) the morse characters for the word DE ; and ‘ .

(c) along dash. me :

Provided that the morse characters for the wordDEmaybe omitted, veh Sg

The characters of the distress signal shall be keyed at a speedof not more
than.16 words per minute and the duration of the long dash shall not be less
than 20 seconds.

“Thetotallength ofthe distress call shall not exceed:Q0 seconds.

- (2) The mechanism for keyiing the distress callspecified in sub-paragraph}

- (1) of this paragraph shall be such that it can be readily adapted'so as ta.

te ‘enable the device to key, within a period of 90 seconds,a distresscall consist~
.

ing of the following signals in the fiallow:ingorder :-— . a

 

(a) the distress signal ...--—-.- +; repeated three cimge

“ (6) the morse characters for the w‘ord DE;

(c) the morse characters for the ship's call sign three times; and
(d)) a long dash having a duration of at least 20seconds.

“i the deviice is electrically opérated, the source of electrical’ energy-by

Wwhich ‘it is operated shail be the emergency source of electrical energy
referred to in paragraph0of Rule 14 of these Rule a ,

?
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"THIRD SCHEDULE

RADIOTELEPHONEne ..+ {Rule 5 (2))

t]. 1. Derinrrion.--In this Schedule e. expression, ‘‘the. equipment”

-includes a radiotelephone transmitter andreceiver,and all other equipment
necessary for the operationoftheinstallation, but does not include an aerial.

2, Types or Wave ann Freovency Ranor.- -(f) The equipment shall be

-capable of adjustment for the transmission and reception of both type. A2

nd type A3 waves on anyfrequency within the frequency range 1,600 ke~s to

3,800kces.
(2). Thefacilities for the transmission oftypeA2 wavesshall be so designed YS

that they:can: be. rendered incapable ‘of operation by internal disconnection.

3. OPERATING FREQUENCIES.- “The equipmentshall be capable oftransmit- |

ting and receiving type A2.and type A@avaves, and shall be capable ofbeing_ ting and receiving type A2.and type AS avayes, ¢ cap g
set for both transriission and reception zon the radiotelephone distress

frequency and onat least the number of spot frequencies specified inthe jf -

' following table, and selected at any points within the.relative frequencylimits __

therein specified. The transmitter shall not be capable of being operated

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   
 

otherwisean on spotfrequencies. °

- . + " :

Numberof spot frequencies. | - woe ¢
a a P . Ce an| Frequency Limits |

“Transmitting ® * Receiving ro .

. 4and | -. #¢and i 1,600 to 2,850 ke’s : |

' Zand 1. -*2 and _ 3,500 to 3,800 kes . oe

to. fhe do. | 1,600'to 3,800 kels eo
ae y . | oo . 7 4 fe

4, Power Suppry.--The equipment shall be capable ofbeing operated

_ from the'supplyofelectrical energy required by Rule 25of these Rules.

5. "TRANSMITTER.—-(1) Selection of any of the transmitter. frequencies

referred to in paragraph3 of thisschedule shall beby a single switch or push

button. ~ ‘ 7 Pr. ss

(2) The transmitter: shall camply with the requirements specified in this| 0
_ Schedule avhen connected to each of the artificial aerials spegified in the oo

followingtable:— 2 7 , Boo
. cos “ ‘f

P Artificial aerials
Se ik tall elements in series)

Frequency range~ aef a

a : Resistance | Capacitance | Inductance

, Ohms | Picofarads

|

Microhenry$
: . . . . +doe cee fe _

Below 3 Mcjs ..  «- . 6. 250 ° —- 3%.
> : — . es : — co enserlin oe r _ ; ¥

. Above3 Me/s .. we _ iW © 250) ~

4 : ay |. Ngo} F

4 a .
.

ir , :
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. (3) The total carrier power delivered by thetransmitter to the aforesaid
artificial load (not including power dissipated in an aerial tuning inductor or
anyother componentforming part of the transmitter) shall on any frequency
between 1,600 kes and 3,800 ke/s be not less than 15 watts and not more than
.100 watts and means shall be provided for reducing such power to.a power
betweén 5 watts and10 watts. .

(4) A peak limiter siall be provided toprevent over-modulation of the
‘transmitter. “ Do an

(5) The speech modulationofthe transmitter shall besuch that :—

(a) the frequency response of the microphone.and transmitter together
shallnot vary by more than 7.5 decibels from a value which riseszat the rate
“of.6 decibels per octave from 250 c/s to 2,500 c/s: °

() the responserelative to the peak response shall not be higher than :—
__ (z) minus 20 decibels at all frequencies above 3,500 c/s., and not above

- 5,000 cjsand, °C
(iz) minus 40 decibels at all frequencies above 5,000 c/s. -

(6) The modulating system shall be such that the peak modulation of the
transmitter lies*‘between 80and 95 per. cent for any sound pressure the root
mean square -value of which, measuredin the plane of the microphone .
mouthpiece with a pure wave of 1,000 c/s., lies between 25 dynesand 100

4

dynes per square céntimetre.
' (7) With the transmitter operating at its rated power or below and modula-

ted to a depthof 90 per centby a sinusoidal wave of frequency 400 c/s applied -—
to the microphone terminals, and with the peak limiter rendered 'inoperative, , «. °

- the Harmonic contents of the modulated output voltage shallnot exceed 10 -
, per cent. 2 - _<~ }

(8) The transmitter shall be capable of maintaining a frequency tolerance
_ of plus or minus 0.02 per centthroughout every -transmission.. without’:
adjustment, of any control and notwithstandingvailations of the impedance

* of thé aerial or other load to which it is.connected, or variations of supply
: voltage withinplus or minus10 percent. a , a

(9)--(a) The radio-frequency output of the transmittershall be free from
frequency componentsdue to spuriousoscillations in any part of the equip- °°
ment. _ - os .

(6) The output power at any harmonic of the’ radio-frequency shall not -
exceed 0.1 watt. we :

(c) With the microphone openor short-circuited:— a
-(i) the tatal noise‘and hum power in the output wave shall bé at least 20°

decibels below: the carrier power; BOT

(ii) the total noise andehum power contained in the sidehands corrés-
ponding to audio-frequencies between the limits of 250c/s and 3,000 c/s

7shall be at least40 decibels belowthe carrier power. *
(10) The transmitter shall be such that: § Sows

- (a).in not more than 10 seconds one operator can carry out all such
re adjustments as are siecessaryto cliange the transmitter fronr operation on

_ any one of the frequencies referred to'in paragraph'3 of this Schedule to
* operation on anyather ofsuch frequencies; Co os

é~ (6)if the transmitte? is so designed and constructed that it is necessary to
_. ‘delaythe application ofcertain voltages for a periodafter it has been switched,

on, the delayshall be automatically providedby a delay switch: .
(¢) an indicator shall show when the transmitter is ready. for operation ;

. and '
ee

e
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_’ =~ Meansshall be providedforprotectingthe transmitter from damage“caused by ©

(2) aSkilled person cin makealterations in the spot frequencies within the
limits specified in paragraph 37of. this Schedule without removing the

_ installation from the ship. ;

(11) Ifthe trarismitter is adjusted for the transmission. of type A2 wavest -

~ (a) the depth of modulation shall not be less than700per cent-and not |
more that 100 per cent;

(b) thenote frequency shall not be less than 500ls and ngt more than
4,200 c/s; and.

(Othe ttransmitter- shall be capable of transmitting telegraph signals at all.
speedsup to 30 bauds.

”

(12). The transmitter shallbe 80 designed and constructedthat whenit is
adjusted for maximum powérthe aerial may be disconnected or the output
short-circuited without damage beingycaused: to any part of the ingtallation.

"excessive current or voltage.
-—

6. Ruceriin,(1) “Means shall be provided to enable each of the receiver
, Spot frequencies referred to in paragraph 3 ofthis Schedule to be selected bya”

-| single.operation.

(2) The receiver shall be, capable of both telephone and loudspeaker
reception.,

63) The receiver shall be provided with

(a)a fnanualaudio-frequency gain control ; and

(6) an automatic gain gontral capable of efficient operation onHype A2
and type A3 waves.” IpSe i

(4) Any peak limiter. or ther device includedinthe detector or output
circuits of the receiver forfhe purpose of reducing the effect of impulsive
noise signals shall be capable¢of being disconnected by means of a switch,

(5) The receiver shallcomply with the requirements 0of sub--paragraphs(6)
to.(14) inclusive, of this paragraph when tested in the following.manner,
except where another mannerof.testing is specified iin thesaid sub-para-
graphs :—-— of

(a) artificial aerials with the characteristics specified in the table set forth
in sub-Paragraph (2) of paragraph 5 of this Schedule shall heused for the
test5

(i type A2 signals used for, the test shall be modulated toa depth of 30
per cent with a note frequency of400 c/s ;

“© the standard audio-frequency output of the5recelyerGnthis paragraph
referredto.as the “standard output’’) shall be :-—

(7) for telephone receiver reception, one ‘milliwatt into a resistance
which is substantially equal to the modulus of the impedance of the
teléphone at 1N00 ¢'s3 fof

/ a (ii) for loud-speaker reception, 50 milliwatts iinto 2 “resistance which

o Toads the output yalye with the loadtappropriate totre valyCe.
x

= . i “
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(6): ~(a).Theselectiviity ofthe réeeiver ‘measured ata point immediately
preceding thefinal detector shall satisfy the following requirements at the
relative frequencies specitied :—
 
Discrimination of not ‘more than 6 detibels to be

 

 

 

 

 

obtained ‘at frequencies removed from tune by - i 3. ke/s

Discrimination ofat least 30 decibels to be obtained at *
_frequencies removed from tune by ' 7.5 kes

Discrimination of at least 6(° decibel&to be obtained]
-at frequencies removedfrom tune by} «6 | 15 Kes -

_Diserimination ofat least 80 decibels to be obtained at
’ frequenciesremoted from tune by Pa 30 ke’s . ...

v 5

) If the receiver isa superheterodyne receiver :—~ rscae

" (i) the imagediscrimination shall not beless than 35 decvibéls at frequen-
ciés above 3 ‘Me, s andnotbe less than 40 decibels at frequenciesbelow 3

 

AI¢:s and “

(ii) the intermediatefrequency response ratios shall not he less than the
following:— .

Lb: oo ~ -Intermediate
ros Inlermediate frequency frequency

response ratio

80 decibéls

60 decibels
. Between 140 and 1,600) key’ _ wt we an

‘Outside the above limits.

. (7) Thesignals;‘noise ratio of the output of the receiver shall be atleast 20 ':
decibels whenthereceiver is adjustedto give the standard outputwith-an n-
pat signal of type A2alevel of 30 decibels above one microvolt, °° *

(8) The automaticgain control shall be such that when’ the: receiveris
adjusted-to give the standard output with an input signalof type A2 ata fevel.

~ of 30 decibels above one microyolt :-—
_

sigual‘noiseratio ofat Jeast 15 decibels: and

(4) an increaseininput of 50 decibels will not increase‘the output by?
more than 10°decibels.

(9). The changeiin output.of the receiver shall not exceed 3 decibels when .

the receiver is adjusted to give the: standard output. with an input wanted
signal of type A2at 2 level of 60 decibels above one’‘nicrovoltand a type Al
input signal is simultaneously applied at a level of 160 decibels above one
“microvoltand;ata frequency of 20 ke's above or below.the wanted frequency. :

(10) An output of level-higherthan 30 decibels below thé standard output
shall not be produced when the receiver is adjusted to.give the standard out-_
put with an input wantedsignal of typé A2 at a level of60 decibels. ahowe one
microvolt the modulation of the signal. generator has been switchedoff, anda
type A2inputsignal is simultaneously applied at a level 90 decibels aboye one
microvolt andat a frequencyof 20 ke.’s above or bélowtheavanted frequency.

~ (411) An output exceeding the sfandard output ‘shall not be produced,
when the receiver is. adjusted. to givethe standard output with an input
signal of tyype A2 at alevel of 30 decibels above one microvolt, thewanted

a.

(a) anincreasein input of20decibels will result in an improvement in the |
i
g

re
ge
t

4
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signal has been removed, and two interfering signals he simultaneously
applied, one of type Al and‘oneof type A2, eachofflevel 100 decibels above
one microvolt, of which the frequency sum-or difference is the same as the

*, frequetcy of the wanted signal, but neither of which*will give an appreciable
output when modulated and appliedalone. 5

(12) The maximum»change jn level of the audio-frequency: output shall
beless than 8 decibels when the modulation frequency ofthe input.signal .

. is varied Gontinuously from 250 cs to 3,000 c’s, the infput signal remaining
constantin level and depth ofnodulation. When the modulation frequency

is increased above 3,000 c's the outputshall fall rapidly. The inputsignal
may haveany level and depth of modulation provided the oatput ofthe
receiver doe’ not exceedthestandard’ output.

‘ (13) The total harmonic content of’ the audio-frequency outputVoltage.
+ of the receiver at any output not exceeding the standard output shall not

~ -exceed :— on . Sos
; (a) 5 per-cent with an input signal at any level between 40 and 80deci-
s bels above’ onemicrovolt and sinusoidally modulated to a depth of 30per

cent, at 400 c/s,” a at

(8) 18 per éent with an inputsignal as prescribed in (2) but modulatedto
a depth of 80 per cent-dt 400 c;s. - a

* (14): Each. frequency-of tune referred to in paragraph3 ofthis’ Schedule
shalt be maintained within-one kilocycle per second of its nominal value
notwithstanding variation in the supply voltage of plus or minus 4) per cent.
and notwithstanding ambient temperature changes fram minus 111°C to plus
40°C. | i eee

~(15)—(a) The receiver shall ‘not in nérmal service produce a field
exceeding 0.1 microvolt per metre when méasured ata distance of one mile
from the receiver. a a ,

* (6) The receiver shall be deethed te-cémply with the requirement of-
_ sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraphif; when? :

t

(i) the receiver is placed centrally ina séreemed earthed enclosure of
. 1 . . .
OGDtheead Jeast six feet cube, ' cet :

(72) the earth terminal of thesreceiver is‘ connected ‘to the inside of the

screén, Hee me

_ (iti) the aerial t&minal is connected through an.unscreened four-turn
~.rectangular search cofl situated within thesaid enclosure and of dimensions
6ne foot square and an unscreened lead'to a resistive measuring instrument

mounted outside the enclosure and haying its other terminalearthed, and

'

  

  
 

’ connected thereto, : oo
- the-power measuréd by the measuring instrument doésnot exceed 4 x 10-+"
watts whatever the resistance of the measuring instrumentor the adjust-

iment ofthe receiver, and notwithstandisig thatthe search coil is short-
circuited or moved in any way without approaching within six inches
of the receiver case. ott

. % FAGItrties FoR. TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION.~- (1) ‘The equipment shall

‘be capable ‘of changing instantaneously from transmitting to receiver
and vice versa by means of a pressel or other single switch, aerial change-

- over-relays, and such other devices as are necessary for that purpose. I,
in addition, a voice-opérated device is provided for.that purpose the operating

lag Shall not éxceéd 10 milli-seconds, and the release lag shall not be less

thar 150) milli-seconds and not more than 200 milli-seconds. .

d
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*

(iv) the receiver is then energised and unsereened ‘headphones: are |
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(2) Means shall be provided for protecting the ‘teceiver from damage
' when the equipmentis transmitting.

(3) ‘Meansshall be provided ‘6 ‘assure automatically that at’alltimes when
the microphoneis in use the loud-speaker is disconnected. °

8. Swe orControis.—All controls on the receiver shall be of such size
~ as to permit normal adjustments being performed bya person | wearing

thickgloves. + ;

"9. Crystar, Hbtpers,--If the installation is designedfor use with piezo-
electric crystals, jit shall be ‘suitable. for use with a erystal holder specified 7
in paragraph 13 6f Part Iof the SecondSchedule to these Rules.

FOURTH SCHEDULE

a CLIMATTIC.AND Dverasirrry TESts

1. In this Schedule >—.

(Rules 4, 36)

(1) references to Class B equipment shall.be construed as references
to equipment appropriated for use only below deckor in a deckhouse or
other similar compartment; and .o

(2) references to Class X equipmentshall be construed as references to
equipment appropriated fOr use or storage in the open or. in an openboat.

- 2,—-(1) Class B equipmentshall be subjected to the tests named opposite
. theletter B in the table.given in sub-paragraph (4) of this paragraph, and
*4Class SXequipmentshall be subjected,to the fess named opposite the letter
pin thattable. - : .
4

ih the aforesaid table. oo. eS

(3). Atfany. time when-the equipmentis required by theprovisions ofpara-.
graph 3 of*this Schedule-to be kept working for the purposes of suclitests;
powershall be supplied thereto at the. voltage at which such equipmentis

. designed to be operated. oe : >. ¢
=

Moo TABLE § w

Pa
ae . ‘| Classes of equip-

Natute of Test
ment to which

oo the test shal! be
*: CO a applied

x
R
.

(1), Vibrationtest eee ee BandXx
(2) Bumptest . .- .want Band X
(3) Dryheattest. . ee we oF . Band -X.3 i.
(+) Damp heat test 2. 2 o.. te ae Band X | ae
(5) Lowtemperature test” 2... 7.2. 0 J. | Band X oS
(6) Rain Test .. . wh ob as . xX

(7) Immersion test eeee be
“. (8) Corrosion test—salt water ee as -sBand X

(9) Coxrosion test—acid fumes (if a battery, .
. . ‘is included in the equipment): --  ° .* BandXN  ,

. (10)Mould growthtest : . ‘ 7

  

waa?

a
,

4.

T (2)AH such tests shallcoi in thé order in- which they appear) 4,



Mu

; of not less than twelve hours.°

PP yes 7 ,

ae
i
e
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3. Thetests reférred to inin paragrhph 22 of this Schedulé shall be conduc- a
ted| respectively as, follows’:_

* (1) Visration. Tsst.—The equipment, complete swith’ its chassis
covers and shock absorbers(if any) sh@ll, in its normal operating position,
be clamped fo-a vibration table. The table shall be vibrated atall fre-

_ quencies between @ and’ 123 cycles per second at an amplitude of plus or
" minus ‘0.16 cm. during which petiodththe equipmentshall be kept working
continuously.. The table shallbé SO" vibrated for three periods each of
which shallbe of eight minutes duration. Throughout each such period.
the‘direction of the vibrations shall be perpendicular to the direction of the

_ vibrations during the other two: periods.

(2) Bump Yest.—The equipment shall be subject tcto not less than 500
bumps,at a constantrate of betweefi-one and four buraps per second with —
a free drop ‘of-at least 2.5 cm.

(3) Dry Hat TEst :-—
a
a
a

.

(a)Class B equipment shall he plitced iin a chamber whichis maintained .
for a. period of two hours at a codstant temperature of 55 Cwithin .
a tolerance of plus or minus 1‘C, during which period the equipment ~
shall pe kept working continpously.

(6) Class X equipment shall be placedinina chamber whichis maintained
for a period of ten hours at a constant temperature of 70°C within a
tolerance of plus or minus 1°C, during which period the equipment
shall not be worked or tested. ; The q id chamber shall then be cooled
to aconstant temperatureof 55°“Cwithin a tolerance of plus or minus 1°C
and the equipmentshall be“kept working. continuouslyat that temperature
for a period of two hours.

(4) Damp Heat Trst.—The equipment shall be prepared. for the
_ dampheattest inthefollowing manner:-— :

(a) The equipment shall be placed in a chamber which within a period
not exceeding two hours shall-be heated from ‘room temperature to 40 C’
and shall be brought to.a relative humidity of notJess than 95 ‘per cent,

(b)The chamber shall be kept at a temperature of 40°C within a
tolerance of plus or minus 1 °C for a pefiod of 12 hours, and at a relative
humidity of not less than 95 ‘per cent.

* (c) At the beginning éfthe last 40 minutes of such period, all accessible
. Surfaces and components shall be wiped dry and anyfans’or dryi‘ying lamps
provided in the equipment shall be switched on.

‘After the fans or drying lamps have been in operation for 30 minutes and
while the temperatureof the chamberis still 40°C, subject to the aforesaid
tolerance, the equipment shail be tested.

After the equipment thas been tested the temperature of the chamber
shall, in preparation for the low temperaturg.test, be allowed to fall below—
25°Cthe equipment remaining in the chamber.

(5) Low’ Temprrattre Test.—{a) Class B equipment shall;be exposed
to a temperature of minus 15° Cc at normal ‘atmospheric pressurefor a period

(5) Class X equipment shall be exposed ‘to a temperature of minus 25:C
at nortnal atmospheric pressure fora period of notless than twvelve hours,

: . oe-
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(6) Ran Tust. ~The equipment shall be placed in a chamber fitted with

eight showerheads, the dischargé end of which shall consist of a flat, non-

rustable metal plate. 0.16 cm. thick, having) thirty-six holes each of 0.1 cm.

diameter evenly spaced in concentric circles in the following manner :— .

16 holes on the periphery of circles of 5.1 cm..diameter..

§ holes on the periphery of'a circle of 3.8 cm. diameter.

8 holes on the periphery of a circle of 2.5-em. diameter.

- 4 holes on the periphery of a circle of 1.3.cm. diameter.

The said’ shower-heads shall bearranged at a distance of not less than 50
cm. and not more than 80 cm. ‘from the equipment in such a manner that

spray from four of such shower heads is directed downwards at an angle

of 45° at each of the four uppermost corners of the equipment, and the

spray from the other four shower heads is directed horizontally at the

centre of each area of the’ four sides of-the equipment. Fresh water at

room temperature and at a static pressure of not less than 15 or more than

25 pounds per square inch shall be sprayed on to the equipment,from’the

aforesaid shower heads for aperiod of one hour with equipment-in the

position in which it is normally operated. Throughout the test ‘the equip-

. ment shall be, rotated at-between12and 20 revolutions per minute abouta

vertical axis passing through the centre of the equipment. .

(7) Immersion ‘Test.—-The equipment in. the scondition in which it-
will normally be kept on’ board ship shall be immersed in-water the surface

of which is at least 10 em. above the highest point of the ¢quipment, and

shall remain for a period of one hour. Uponits remoyal from the water

the equipmentshall be drained of water. !

(8) | Corrosion: esr (Sact Watir).--The.equipmentshall be placed in’

a chamberfitted with apparatus capable of*spraying in the form of a fine

mist either natural sea water or tap water containhi thefollowing salts in

solution :-— : -

SodiumChioride oo. we ee we .. 2,7 percent

+ | Magnesium Chloride- «7 we o .. 0.6 per cent

“5. .Caleium Chloride  * Le ee we ee 01 per cent
~Potassium Chloride + -. . wee .. 0.07per cent

ate

*10 per cent.

» Such spraying apparatusshall be such that the products of corrosion cannot

*mix with the sea water or solution contained in thesprayreservoir. The
equipmentshall,be sprayed simultaneously6h all itsexternal surfaces with
the sea water : solution for a period of one hour and shall be kept svorking

continuously for the last thirty minutes ;thereof. The’ equipment. shall

immediately thereafter be stored fora period of seven days at a temperature

‘of40°C within a tolerance of plus or minus. 1°C at a ‘telative. humidity. of
‘not Iess than 60 per cent, and not more tha 80 per cenf. . The equipment

_shall be sprayed and storeéd’as aforesaid on four separatepccasions. _

(9) CORROSION Test (Acip Fumes).— Any battery included in the equip-
sment shall be fully charged and shall then be fitted into the equipment.
If the arrangements are such that the battery can be charged without being

removed from the equipment, the battery shall contintie to be charged at

the maximumrate appropriate to it for a period of twenty-four hours. “The: *-
fif
adwe

ry. : . : — . : . .

‘The quantity of each Salt shall be subject to a tolerance of ‘plus or minus

tel
.
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Cc es named in ¢olumn A or all the cultures named in column B of the
followingtable:--- :
a A Dt IB

aa

oa

mm cy
oo

a temperature of 40 C wi

Aspergillus niger ;
Aspergillus amstelodami;

{

‘equipment shall immediatelyth

Paecilomyces Variat;;
Stachybotrysatra;

 

after be stored for a period of four weeks at—
fa tolerance of plus or minus 1.C at a relative

_ humidityof notiless ‘tharf60 per cent and not more than 80 percent.
(10) Mevip- Rowri Test.—-The equipment shall. be inoculated by-

suleteename an aqueous suspension‘of mould spores containing all the

Penicillium brevii-compactum:;
Pencillium cyclopium;
Chastomium globosum.

“Immediately after it has been so sprayed ihe equipment shall he placed in a
chamber, the temperature of which shall be maintained at anyfixed value.

Aspergillus niger;
Aspergillus amstelodami;
Aspergillus versicolor;
Stachybotrys atra;. 0»
Penicilliumbrevii-compactum3:
_Cladosporum herbasum.

within. the range 314? to33°Cinclusive andcontrolled to within a tolerance
~ of plus or minus 1°Cat a relative humidity of not less.than 95 per cent.
The equipment shall remain in the said chamber for a period of ttwenty-
eight day8.

. + ,- FIFTH SCHEDULE

4

(Rules 31 and 32)

RADIOTELEGR:APT EQUIPMENT FOR LIFEBOATS|

1, GENERAL, “ay The radiotelegraph equipment for lifeboats (in this

PART I.

IRXED Bovrrscast

Part of this Schedulereferred toas “the equipment”) shall includea radiotele-
~ graph transmitter and receiver,an aerial and earth system, a source of energy
and all other equipment necessary for the operation of the installation:

(2) The equipment shall be so designed that an unskilled person can
readily cause it to transmit the signals referred to in paragraph 5 of this Part of
his: Schedule.

D
o
w

* (3) The purpose 6f all controls not required for transmitting the said
signals shall be clearly and permanently indicated. . ; ws

(4).Simple instructions for the operation’ ofthe equipment on-the fre-!

eo

quencies specified in sub-paragraph(1) of paragraph 4 and sub-paragraph (1)
. of paragraph 6 ofthis Part of this Schedule shall be’ affixed in clear and=
_Permanent.formto\ér near the equiprhent.

(5) All controls shall, be ofsuch size 4s will permit normal adjustments to he
made by a person wearing thick gloves, and. in particular all tuning knobs
shalt notibe less than 2 inchesin diameter.

(6) The change-over from . transmitting to. receiving and yice versa,
including automatic change of,aerial.connections, shall be-made bymeans of
onesiitdh.

(7) Théequipment shal

(8) An electric lamp" of
proof casing, sliall be. provided _ to ilu.
aforesaid instructions.

a

o

I ibe readily removable from the lifeboat.,

ower between 7watts and 1'5 watts,.avith a water-

wad

osthe,cantrol panels and the

4
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. (9) An electrical heater, connécted to the ship’s mains shallbe provided

and shall be capable’ of maintaining the interior of the caséin which ‘the te

equipment is installed at a temperature at Jeast 10°C above the ambient oe

teinperatyure. The heater shall be se, mounted that it will-reduce the diskof *

the controls or cover of the equipmerit becoming frozen irito position but will-*

not cause any part of the installation ¥o become overheated. ~

~ + (10) All parts other than theaerial and its terminal which are notat earth.

potential‘ shall be enclosed. The aerial terminal shall be guarded against

accidental contact. . . ,? . ‘

(11) The equipment shall be capable of complying with the performance

requirements specified in this Partof this Schedule while the lifeboat engineis

running, and whether or notthe battery is being charged.

2. ABRIAEAND EARTH Sysrem.—(1)#The equipmentshall includé—_— 4

(a) asingle-wire aerial ofhigh donductivity stranded or braided gvire ot

capableof being supported by the lifeboat mast withoutthe use oftop-

masts at a maximum height of notless than 22 feet above the waterline;

and eg Ka
%(b) an earth system which shall be of the-same material throughout and ©

- shall consist of at least three independentbolted connections :—. .

(i) to the hull in the case of a metal lifeboat, or co

(ii) to a bare copper plate of area at least six square feet fixed to the.
a ~hullbelow the waterline in the case-of a wooden lifeboat. —

>, (2) Theaerial systemshall be mechanically robust. o Sg

° (3) All practicable steps Shall be taken to reduce acrial losses ‘to a

minimum. | . |: - Te

(4) All parts of the aerial which may come in lontact with the occupants

ofthe lifebaat when the equipmentis in use shall be insulated.

3

eo seg
eet

&

3. SOURCE ‘or Enercy.(1) The equipmentshall include one 24 volt -

___batterycomposed of secondary cells and of a capacity sufficient to operate the

receiver for. four hours and immediately thereafter to run the transmitter™ 7.

“under: full-power marking conditions fortwo hours.

n
a
h
e
s

tf

> (2) If it is intended. to operate a searchlight from the battery, the capacity — 5.

thereof shall be atleast 30 ampere hours in excess of that referred to in sub-
x

paragraph (1).of this paragraph. 470- Loe,

(3) Thebatteryshall be capable af being completely recharged :-—-

- (a) in not more. than 20 hoitrsfrom a dynamo working-in conjunction ~ <5 ..

, with and throughout the normalrange of speedsofthelifeboat engineif theTe

“battery is notin‘dse at the same time ; and 7 . F .

¢. - () from the’ship’s main source of electrical energy without being &

removed from the lifeboat. -. ee r

(4) The battery shall ‘not spill when tilted. to an angle of 60° -from. its

normal position inany direction. pO os

(5) The battery. shall beelectricallyisolated from the rest of the Equipment —

_ when the transmitter and receiver are switched off. - - yt

_ (6) If a vibrator power unit is employed, a reserve vibrator shall be,

provided and so controlled ‘bya change-over switch that it can be putinto.

: ¢ircuit immediately. a. So : gh
Po, : , mY _ doa pet EL.
5
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. TRANSMITTER.—(1) The equipment shall include a transmitter capableof: e . : : ~ / ; : <

_ (a) sending continuously but not simultaneously radiotelegraph signalsous of type A2 waves on the frequencies of 500 ke’s and 8,364 ke's :~~ a
_ (7) by manual operation at’ all speeds up to at least 25 bauds without’.‘critical relay adjustment: and’ , .(1) by means of an automatic keying device complying with the ~requirements of parpgraph 5 ofthis Part ofthe Schedule; and —
(0) maintaining witHout adjustmentof any control; a frequencytolerancesO throughoutevery transmission of :— | Se Ds
. () plus or minus 0.5 per cent on a frequency: of 500 ke/s;and * 4 —
(i) plus or minus'0.02 per cent on a frequencyof $,364 kes.

. (c) operation on full power within 30 seconds of bein# switched on, in_ . (2) Thecarrier wave'shall be modulated to a depth of 100 per cent by'awave of rectangularcharacter so that the carrier is switched on for not les§than 30 per cent and not more than 50 per cent of a modulation cycle,
- (3) The note frequency shall not: be less than 500 c/s and not more than1,200 c/s. *) Foo Lk -

~ (4) The power of thetransmitter : — ib mo » a a(a) shall not be less.than 15 metre-amperes on a frequency of S00 ke's * ,when determined in’ the manner prescribed by paragraph (3) of Rule 13 ofthese Rules; ce “8 ,
(5) shafl "not be less than 50 watts-on a ftequencyof 500-ke’s, when. measured into-an artificial aerial ren0 of a 30 ohm resistor in series

“

$Q-and 450 picofarads : and
(c) shall not beless than 15 watts oh a freyuency of 8)364 ke's when,“measured into an artificial aerial simulating the impedance oftheaerialspecifiedin paragraph 2 of this Part of this Schedule. ae

(5) The transmitter-shall be so designed and. constructed that when it is |adjusted for maximum power and the transmitting key is depressed theaerjal may be disconnectedor the dutput short-circuited without damagebeing caused to anypart of the installation. oe Pos
(6) There shall be provided :-- - oe

_ (a) 4n artificialarialfor testing the transmitter on full power, which shallincludé an indicator or lamp to indicate the passage of radio-fregueficycurrents;and.. ° . ens , 70%
. (8) an aerial ammeter, and 4 visual indicator’to indicate the pasgage of ,- Yadio frequencycurrent, the failure of either ofwhich shall not disconnect’. 7the aerial circuit. ==: “rom oe

witha capacitor of everyvalue between 2 |

+
we

5. Automatic Transmission.—(1) A, devicé for alitomatic keying shallbe provided as part of the radiotelegraph installation for lifeboats which_ when switched into circuit with.the transmitter, shall be capable of auto-. .. :“ matically :—_ og
:(2) sending: the-alarm signal specified in sub-paragraph (2).of this‘paragraph immediatelythereafter sto ping and opening the keying circuitunless reset or re-wound sand , 5 .

(2)—{?) sendingthe distress call specified in sub-paragraph (3) ofthis __paragraph in such mannerthatif the device is usedwithout attentiorgthd —’- transmission will be repeated once ekeytwelve minutes until the sotirce* of electrical energy is exhausted ; and! _ UE
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(ii) switching off the electrical energy to the trangmitterin thesilent -

interval between such transmissions and, so far’as is necessary for the

f. protection of the transmitter, automatically delaying the application of

electrival energy after the device has been switched oni - é.

" (2) The alarm signal shall consist of twelve four second dashes séparated

byone second spaces, the length of-the dashes and spaces-being maintained

within a tolerance ofplus or-minus 0.2 second.

" (3) The distress call shall Lonsift; of the distress signal ve ema

repeated three times followed ?by a dng dash, the characters o{ the distress

signal being transmitted at a speed between 8 and 16-words inclusive per

minute, and the duration of the long dash shall not beless than 20 seco.

The total length of the call shall not exceed 90 seconds. ee

.

—

(4) Means shall be provided to ensure that, when the distress signal is

sent, the transmission begins at. the commencement*of thesignal within +0

secondsafter the devicefor automatic keying has been switched into circuit.

_. (5).The mechanism for keying the distress call specified in sub-paragraph

(3)of this paragraph stiall be such that it,can’be readily adapted to send a

distress call consisting ofthe following signals in the following order, :—

(a) the distress signal ...——-—~ three times ; :

(6) the morse charicters for theword DE;

t 2 (¢) the morse characters. for thelifeboat’s call sign three times ; and

o-~" (d) a long dash having a duration of-at least 20 seconds.

The duration of thedistress call shall not in that case be more than 90 seconds.
- . r . a

6. Recetver.--(1) ‘The equipmentshall include a receiver capablé of :--—-

ae Juipment shan P

(a) receiving type A2 and type B waves ; and Da

(8) beingtunedover the frequency range 488 kejs to-513 ke/s.

(2) High frequency reception, if provided, -sfiall be capable of receiving.

type Al and type A2 waves on any frequency within the frequency band

8,266 ke's to 8,745 ke's. Ie.

_ (3) "Thereceiver shall be fitted with a manual gain control. oe.

(4) Headphonesshall be provided andshall be shrouded to exclude noise. |

(5) The’ receiver shall comply with the requirements of sub-paragraph (6)

to (9):inclusive, of this paragraph whentested in’ the following manner :—

. (a) an artificialaerial shall be used andshall consist of a 40 ohm resistance |

in series with a two microhenry inductance and 100 picofarad capacitance;

(8) a type-A2 signal shall, unless otherwise specified, be modilated to a

depth of 36 per cent at 400c's ; and oo er

~ (c) the standard audio-frequency output shall bé one milliwatt into a

. _ resistance substantially equal te the modulusof the impedance ofthetele-

phone receivers at 1,000 cs. me

(6)-- (a) The selectivity preceding the final detector of the receivershall

comply with the following requirements ‘over the frequency range 488, ke's

to dla ke si-’ Ce ‘

(2) not more than 6 decibels discrimination shall beobtained at. frequency

removed from tune by kes 300+ : co,

oe _ (i) at least 6. decibels discrimination shall be obtained at frequencies

” .¢  oved from tune by tkeg; * .
:
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(it?At least 30 decibels discrimination shall be. obtained asat- frequencies
removed from tune by 20 ke:s ; - .- a

(zv) at least 60 decibels discrimination shall be obtained att frequencies:
. removed from tuneby 50 kes. * ' -

(b) In the case ofa supetheterodyne receiver, the iimage response 1ratio
shall be at least 20 decibels.

(7) The sensitivity of the rekeiver shall be such that the standard audio-
frequency output is obtained with an input not exceedingtthhefollowing levels :

 aA

 

Frequencies - | Jdaximum input” . Maximum input.
forinpe Al eaves, fortype A2 waves

500 keys oe. .. doesnot apply; 40 decibels aboye 1
. ‘ ~  microvolt.
836+els(if provided) 30 decibels above I mi- 40 decibels above 1.

crovolt. ; ~ microvolt.

 

(8) The signal noise ratio shall, with the:inputs and waves respectively’
specified in sub-paragraph(7) of this paragraph and withtherotary conyerter
orwibrator runningbenotless than;

(a) 15 decibéls ona frequency of 500 oS

~ -(b) 25 decibels'on a frequencyof 8,364 kejs (if provided.)

(9) The fidelityofsthe receiver shall be such that the changein level of the
audio-frequency output shall be less than 8 decibels as the modulation
frequencyof the inputsignal is varied continuously from-300 c/s to 1,500 c's

__ the level and modulation depth of the input signalbeing kept constant. For
this purpose the.input signal mayhaye.any: level and depth of modulation
provided theoutput of the receiver does not exceed the standard audio-
frequency output. RAS

7‘CONNECTIONS WITH Snip"SsMAINS.-—-Ainy corinectionsofthe equipment
withthe ship’s main source of energyshall be so provided as nottointerfere
with the launching of thelifeboat.

“PART Il.—PorraslBE Rouremenr a

1, GENERAL.(1) The portable radiotelegraph equipment for lifeboats
(in this Part of this Schedule referred to as ‘‘the equipment”) shall include a
hand generator, a transmitter, a receiver and all other apparatus necessaryfor
the operation of the equipment. *

 (2) Simple instructions for the operation of the equipmenton’ the fre-
quencies specified in sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 5 of this Part of this
Schedule shall be affixed in clear andpermanentform,to the equipment.

- (3). The equipmentshall bear a‘removable plate on whichshall be indicated
in clear and permanentformthe tall sisign of the lifeboatiin letters and morse

’

(4). For the purposes ofthe Fourth schedule to these Rules the equipment
shall-be deemed to be Class X equigment. vehe immersion test specilied
in sub-paragraph (7) of paragraph 3 of the said Scheduleshall be applied to
the equipment when packediin the manner in whichjit will be stored on board
ship, *
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constructed that :—

: ~S - (1) the entire equipment, is contained in a single ‘unit, provided that the
OT , mast referred to in sub-paragraph (2) of paragraph 3 of this Part of this
é a _ Schedule may be attachedto the single unit ; :

. (2) anvoilapersoncanerectthe aerial system, and without difficulty
and by simple operation and automatic means, can transmit the radiotele-

: of this Schedule;

(3) the equipmentis provided with handles and is readily portable by
_one person ; -. ‘

(4) itis watertight and capable of floatinginin water; oO

ye
e

i (5) it may be dropped from a Height of. 30 feet into watérawithout
mb _ damage ;

: 6) it may be lowered into the seaor lifeboat from the boat deck;

(7) it maybe clamped to alifeboat ; , 4 , Las
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(8) the numberof manualcontrols are kept to the minimum required to®-
“meet the requirementsofthis’Paxt of this Schedule, but include:—

(a) “send, receive switching 5 5 .
(6)a“switch for changingtransmission from 500 ke/s to 8,364kes and

. Vice versa;
(ce) a switch position=) that’ the transmitter valve filaments can. be

energised continuously whilst the receiver is energised;

(d) asingle control ofreceiver gain ;

wf

4 oo . :

, +. rTy ° Spee - oe f o

2. DESIGN AND ConsTRUCTION. ~The equipmenifishall be so designed and

_ graphsignals: specified in sub-paragraph (4) (a) of paragraph 5 of this Part ~ *

(9) all manualcontrolsare of such size as to permit normal adjustments ~ -
to be madebya person wearingthickglovés ; and

z (ID) the operation of manual controls is not impeded by, and toes not:
impel the hand generatidn.of electrical energy. a

:
3

w
e
t

3.AERIAL AND EarTH SysTEM,~Theequipment shall include:vs Me,

an 1) a single-wireé aerial consisting of not less than 30 feet of high con-.
. ductivity stranded or braided wire-so ‘fitted as to be capable of being

supportedfromthe lifeboat miast without the useeof top-masts at themaxi-
. ~ "mum practicable height;

= (2) a collapsible stayed: mast- capable of being easily and quickly. in-
stalled in a lifeboat andof supporting theaerialat a héight of at least 16 feet
above the sea when the base of the mastis resting on.‘the hottom of any
lifeboat in whichitis intended to be used ; and

(3) an earth wire of high conductivity firmly connected to the equipment:
and loaded in such mannerthat the wirewillsink when placed overboard.

— 4; Hanp GEnerator.—{1) The hand generator shall.be of such design
and construction that when the handleofthe generator is rotated a#anyspeed
within the normal range of handle speeds;--~ 2

ts (a) sufficientelectrical energywill be generated :-—
- + () to enable the tfansmitter to comply with the requirementss ofsub-

paragraph (+) (e) of paragraph 5 ofthis Part ofthis Schedule ; and

(iz) to enable the receiver to comply with the requirements of para-
graph Cof this Part ofthis Schelule ; i
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”tageerh (1) (a) of this paragraph :—

a longdash of not less than 30) seconds duration. ——

(e) of paragraph 5 of this Part of this Schédule with a torque-speetl at the
‘handleof not more than 400 expressed iin pounds-feet multiplied by revolu-
tions per minute;and

(c) an indicator lamp will be lit, but will not be lit at any speed not
within the normal range ofhandle speeds. i
In this-Part of this Schedule the expression ‘‘normal range of handle speeds”

. in relation to a generator means the range of speeds extending from the
minimum speed at which the generator will enable the transmitter forming
part of the same equipmentto comply with the requirements of sub-paragraph
(4) (¢)of paragraph Sof this Part of this Schedule to a speed at least 40 per
cent greaterthan that speed.

(2) The:hand.generator shallbe of such design andconstruction that :—

© it cast bbéoperated by :—

 

(4) (a) The signal to be sent by the automatic means referred to in sub- -

(7) whenthe transmission is on a frequency of 500 ke/s. shall‘cong
the alarm signal of twelxg four-seconddashes separated by <figssecond
spaces followed by:the distress Signal 6... —---—.. repeat. three =
times, anda jong dati; and — ae

ae

. (it) when the transmission is on a frequency of 8,364 kéjs shall include
the distress signal ...=~ —-~... repeated ‘three times followed’ by

see
a

te

(5) the transmitterwill comply withthe ceuirements‘of sub-paragraph (4)

‘ec ‘@) one person ; and

ue (it) yopersons simultaneously;;

-@) the:hdiles candbe rotated in the wrong; direction.

“Transortren:(1). The transmitter shall be capablef:—_

" (a) sending’ continuously, but not simultaneously, type A2 waves on
thene frequencies of 500 ke/s and 8,364 ke/s :—

. (i) by manual operation atall speeds up to 16 bauds ; and .

a, " (if) by automatic meansat the speeds specifiedin sub-“paragraph (4) .
byBe " (a) of this paragraph; oo sot

oy ' (6) maintainingover the normal range of handle speeds throughout oo
* every transmissipna frequency tolerance :-— 3, ,

() of plus or:minus().5 per cent gn a frequencyof 500 ke/s ° Z

¢ (ii) of plus or minus 0.02 per cent on a frequency of 8,364 ‘keys:
without adjustment of:any control, and. notwithstanding any variations
of the impedance of thezacriahag9artificial acrialto whichit is connected;

, (c) operating on’“fulpawer, Whenthe aerial system or, artificial aerial
has beenconnected andthe necessary controls have been adjusted, within
30 getondsafter the generation ofelectrical energy hag commenced. *
as

}
6 The carrier wave shall be ‘modulated to a ‘depth of 100 per cent, bya '

“wave of rectangular character so that the carrier waveis switched on for net
“less than 30 per cent and not more than 50 per cent of a modulation cycle.

(3) The note frequencyshall not be less than 450 c's or‘morethan 1,35) c:s.: ‘ -
eee’ “—,nd @
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) °(6) Overthe normalrange of handlespeeds :to

(¢) the speed. of the automatic transmission of the distress signal shall
be notless than 8 and not more than 15 words a minute;

(iz) the tolerance in the timing ‘Of the dashes of the alarm signal shall
not be more thanPlus or minus 0).2 seconds, °

tet
2

(c) The automatic;transmission shall cease and open the keying circuit .
after one complete transmission unless the mechanism is re-set or re-

, Wound.

—_ (2) Meansshall be provided:i os att , .es i

, (z) to ensure that the transmission begins at the commencement ofthe © “F
sil

4

7 ;

" (i) to indicate to the operator that the mechanism:should bere-set
“or re-wound.

toe ) The mean power: develpped by the transmittér in ‘the load during a
"ye -- marking period, shall :--

:

>

(t) ona frequency--of 500"kejs.be not less than [(3.8 log igC)-5.5]
watts, C being the capacitance of the artificial aerial in picofarads, w.vhen
measured with anartificial aerial consisting of a 15 ohm resistor in’

_ series with a capacitor: having any value between the minimumCapack-
tance oftheaerial referred to in sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph3 ofthis

* “Part of this Schedule and 150 picofarads, and not less than 3.5 watts
- *: when measured with anartificial aerial cansisiting of a 30 ohm resistor

in series with a capacitor haviing any value betweeg 350 and 450 picofa- 1
“rads ; ‘

; (iz) on a frequency of 8,364kc/sbe not less than 3 watts when
measured with anartificial aerial consisting of a 40 ohm resistor'in series:.
with any inductive or capacitated reactance in the range plus orE ‘
minus é() ohms. :

- 8
eR . YThe rial circuit shallinclude?

_ (#) atuning control suitable for use with all types of aerial provided,
, and

 (ii)a tuning indicator, the failure of which shall not disconnect the *
“+ aerial circuit, ot

=

(a) There shall be provided :— pr ReB.

(i) an artificial aerial within the equipment suitable fod ttesting the
transmitter on full power;

4 (if) means for testingthe facilities for automatig transmission without
a i ~-the generation of radio-frequency energy. an

 

(5) The transmitter shall be so designed arid constructed that whenit is £
transmitting and adjusted for maximum powerthe aerial may be disconnected °
or the output short-dircuited in either case without damage being caused to
any part of the equipment. : .

- — 4 Receiver-(1) The receiver shall bé‘a fixed tune receiver which ‘shall
be capable of receiving type A2 waves overthefrequency band 490 to510 ke's
when-used with headphones,

e
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_ (2) Headphones whichare shrouded to exelude external noises shall be

" provided andshall be permanentlyattached;to the recviver. .

(3) The regeiver shall comply withtherequirements of sub-paragraph (+4)

of this paragraph whentested in the following manner :—

(a) artificial aerials shall be used aitd shall consist of either:-- ,

(i) a 15 ohms resistor in series with a capacitor having any value

between the minimum capacitance of the aerial referred to in sub-.

paragraph(1) of paragraph 3 of this Part of this Schedule and 150

_ picofarads, or oo, ~

wre -

the range 350 to 450 picofarads 5, Tg
(ii)-a.30 ohmsresistor in series With a capacitor of ag¥ value within

(b) the signals used shall be type A2 signals modulated to a depth of

30 percent at 400 c/s...”
s: , is hoe . ; any

(4) Over the normal range of handle speeds :— “

(a) thé standard audio-frequency outputof the receiver into a resistance

substantially equal.to the modulus.of the impedance of the telephone

receivers at 1,000 ¢’s'shall be one milliwatt;

(6) the selectivity preceding-the final detector of the receivers shall

  

 

 

 

comply with the following table :~- ‘owe

Frequency a | © Requiremeni

490ko 510 ke/s .. .. | .e | Response to be uniform to within 6
.. decibels over the range.
Atleast 40 decibels discrimination

ms Bee a, relative to the response at 500 kes
Above 540 kce/s .. % 0. Oe. - to be obtained at all frequencies. -
teees ee erSeareeeat nett cmmama

Below460Kg/s

of  
(c) the audio-frequency response of the rectiver shall be uniformto

within 6 decibels over the range of modulation frequencies 400 tol 400 ¢ s

andshall substantially fall for frequencies outside this range; -

(d). the standard output specified in sub-paragraph (a) shalfbe obtained
with a test signal input not exceeding 40) decibels above one microvolt on

a frequency of 500 ke’s; S

(e) with the fest signal specifiedin sub-paragraph (d) the signal ‘noise

ratio shall be at Jeast 15 decihels. ;

XY SIXTH SCHEDULE (Rule 15)

aa Toots, \Eascrinc INSTRUMENTS, SPARE Parts, Ere. 7

Parr I-~Too.s

1 contact burnisher;
1 6 in. smoothfile;
1 jointing, knife; - . '
1 pair7 in. wireman’s insulatedpliers;
1 pair6 in. long nose pliers with side cufters. .
1 insulated schadriver, not less than 8 in.-in length, with } in. blade;
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*1 fin. hand drill ;

=. ; .
1 insulated grub screwdriver with } in. blade;
1 watch screwdriver with jy in blades’
1 set of spanners,sizes (), 2, 4. and 6B..A. ;
i spanner adjustableto 1in. nuts;

*1 set of high-speed. twist drills, sizes § in., 26, 34 and 44;
-1 clamp vice; .
1 electric soldering iron to suit ship’s holtage with a power consumption

of rot Jess than 40 watts or more than 70 watts;
1 dustingbrush ;

1 3 Jb. ball-pane hammer; _
-\ tool box or compartmentfor containing the foregoing tools and capable

of being locked. t

Part II.-—\[EastRING InsTRUMENTS # |
1 hydrometer; , —
1 dipping fahrenheit thermometer;
An ammeter capable of measuring direct current from. 1 milliampere to
500 milliamperes; a voltmeter capable of measuring direct current
voltage from 75millivolts to 500 volts and_alternating current voltage
from 150 millivolts to 500 volts ; and an ohm-meter capable of measuring

"resistance from 10-ohms to 20,000 ohms; provided that a measuring
instrument in which the requirements for an ammeter, a voltmeter
and an ohm-meter sp¢cified aboveare combined may be substituted
for the said instruments. © oo

be _+ “ - =
. 2

Part III,—-Spareg ARTS AND SPARE EQUIPMENT -)
- 1 2A . ‘

1 set of brushes for each machineinstalled=?. : fos Re
2 cartridges foreach cartridgé fuse in use; * |. - t .
lset of key contacts for each type ofkey in use; a
1 mainaerial madeup(wire only); 8
50 per cent of the numberofinsulatorin use (excluding leadinginsulators) $4
100 per cent of the number of shackles and thimbles in use; ~ os

~f2 bulldog grips to suit the aerial wire ;
é

ote

1 set of telephones andleads (with plugsif used) for each type of telephone
" lead in use; -
1 valve for each two ofthefirst six of each type of valve in usé and then

_ 1 valve for each additional 3 valves or part of valves of that typein use
3 vibrators for eachtype of vibratorin use; i 7- ;

—

-
‘1 indicator lamp for eachindicator lamp inuse ; > ’
6 mica dises for spark ga 5
1 pressure disc ~
1 emergency lamps é , .
1 charging matif a mat-type charging unitis in use; . oe
4 charging lamps foreach type of charging-lampin use; “
1 rectifier if a rectitier-type charging unitis in use.

a

,

>t

Part [V. —MiscetLangous [Tems 4

+ ozs. petroleumjelly; ¥
3 sheets glass paper;
S ozs. resin-cored solder:
+ ozs. insulating tape ;

P \ Tf used in the radiotélegraph installation; 9° -—
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1 penenet

So a . BALI7
_ 4}pint lubricating oil ; .

=z$b. grease suitable for machinein use :
4 ozs assorted fuse wire, 1 ampere, 5 ampere and 15 ampere; -.1 length of aerial wire equal ‘to the length of the emergeneyaerial plus1 . 10 feet (uncut) ; - ™ mT ,6 yards flexible wire (5 amperes) for adjustable connections;4 ozs, copper binding wire; : OS :4 ozs.trichloroethylene. |; - . °

- uN

  

° : ?. 4 Ss . / °
* These items need not be provided in ships other thar’those engaged on inter-national voyages. oo a #°
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SEVENTH SCHEDULE _ (Rule. 17)
AUTO-ALARM | | 2"s

ag
em
e
e

1. Grnerat.(1) ‘The auto-alarm shall :-~ me
* (2) include a receiver, d selector, a tes signal fenerator andan audible.alarm systeni ; a ‘. wo bop. ert »(4) be capable of giving audible warning of the receipt of an alarm... *signal consisting of a series of 12 consecutivedashes, each with a durationof 4 seconds and separated by intervals of one second in each case subjectto the tolerances specifiedin paragraph3 ofthis Schedule; °° *'

(c) be. capable of being rapidly connected with the main aerial referred

t

to.in Rule 12 of these Rules or toan equally efficient aerial;
(dz) comply with the requirements of this Schedule’ notwithstanding. Variations of the supply voltageof:-- 2 ; an

() plus 5 per cent or minus10 percent if the equipmentis operated #;,from the emergency source ofelectrical energy requiredbyparagraph (2) 3 22_ tof Rule‘14 of these Rules or frombatteries;of - oe ooORS. (if) plus or minus 10 per centif the equipment is operated fromthe’¢ - “main source of electrical ‘energy required IgBaragraph (1) of the said |— , Rule.

(2) The receiver, selector and test signal generstor shall be installed in a omradiotelegraph room. * . Se at
(3) Phe auto-alarmshall be provided with a switch or systemof switchck~~by which it may be connected to the ship’s main aerial or to an equally |efficientaerial ; or ; JF :

. (4) The auto-alarm shall inclyde a manual re-setting device to enable the *selector to be re-set after the audible alarm system has beenactuated. %

e
h
h
h
j

2. RECcEIVER--(1) The receiver forming part of the auto-alarm shall becapableof receiving type A2 waves and type B wavesin each case onall notefrequencies between 400 cs and 1,4) ¢’s and on all carrier waves of a - >frequericy between 492 ke’s to 508 ke s.° oo . -
(2) All tuning controls and gain controls whichaffect the operationof thereceiver as part of the auto-alarm shall;be pre-set and shall not becapable of cooperation from the outside of the auto-alarm. _ a ns
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a
to (7), inclusive,
except where anot
graphs:-—

it 2

70 per cent and shall have a note frequency of 400 ¢/s;

ne te s |) Input Level

Type of Modulation | Depth of Carrier (decibels

wave frequency modulation frequency about one

; . “| \microvolt) |

. weeeneone pee mene fies ae ee

Continuously

|

All audio: ~ | 70'per cent

|

Below 47) | 80 t

modulated frequen- ke/s and *

cies in the | above 530

range 50 =) - al

|

kejs

c's to | |

1400 c/s — - :

|

Below 450

Pere : ke;s and “«
above 550
ke/s 120

yor a .

paragraph, be taken to be the minimum input level of thé tes

injected at a frequency of 500 kc’s which

sensitivity of the receiver shall be such that

injection of an alarmsignal from thetest signal generatorfor

auto-alarm. - ab

shall :/--

decibels above one microvolt notwithstan

Soe

r shallcomply with the requirements of sub-paragraphs(+)

of this paragraph when tested in the following manner,

her method of testing is spetified in the said sub-para-

(3) ‘Thereceive

_. =. Te

‘(a) an artificial aexal,

10. ohm resistor in series
750 picofarads; <.
(b) type A2 signals u

shall beused for the test and shall consist of. a

with a capacitor having any value between 300. and

sed in the test shall be modulated to a-dépth of

(4) The selectivity of the receiver shall be such that:---

(a) the radio-frequency response is uniform to within’3 decibels in a

frequericy range 492 to 508 ke’s 3 =.4s . 2

. (8) the total variation of audio-frequency response is- not more than 3

decibefs in the caseof noté frequenciesin the range 404)to 1,400c/s ;

(c). the audio-frequency response falls rapidly in th

frequeaciesbelow 400c/s and above 1,400 c.’s ; and Lo 2

(d)#the auto-alarm gives response to an,alarm signal of a frequen

500 kes and an input.
presence of another-signal having the following characteristics;,

_t

 

 

    

 

itivity of the receiver shall for the purposes of ‘this
t alarm signal

will dperate the selector, ‘The
the selector will operate by the

_(5)---(a) The sens

-#

. . ot . . ’ ¢ . .

(5) ‘The receiver shall be provided with an automatic gain -contrpl which

(i) during periods whenthe ‘selector is continuously in operation,

steadily reduce the-sensitiygty of the receive vith

:7.5 to 15 decibels per minute in the case ofa range of sensitivity of40 to 80
ding that the input level. of an

: Injected: signal is .at any level above the m

the selector; ., . . .

a

r. if .

ae

e case of note.”
: wwe :

ch ka.

$ at ; ncy of*
uti level of 40 decibels above one microvolt, in’ the +

ming part of the

r at a. rate awithin the range |

inimum ‘necessary to operate

?.
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‘withthe following characteristics :—

g
fh 5
be
l

(#) during periods when thesélector is not continuously in operation.
steadily increase the sensitivity of the receiver to a maximum level of

. between 35 and 40 decibels abové one microvolt at a range ofsensitivity
of 40 to 80 decibels above one microvolt notwithstanding that the input
level of an injected. signal is at any level belowthe level corresponding”
to théthreshold of selector release. oO .
(6)-The. automatic gain control when morse interference is simulated

by:continuous keyingof a test signalof a frequency of 500 ke/s.and an input
levél of 100 decibels above one microvolt with a mark-to-space ratio. of
19to ft, and variation of Fequency9 interruption is obtained by varying
the speed of transmission, shall be such that :-—
(a) when such test. signal produces three interruptions per second,
the sensitivity of the receiver is’not reduced belowthat necessary for the,.
reception of a signal of an input level of 40 decibels above onemicroyolt ;

, (6) when the ‘speedof such test signal is arranged so that there are
three interruptions per period of 2 seconds the sensitivity of the recéiyer
18 80reduced after operating for a period of 15’ minutes that a signal of
at least 70 decibels above onemicrovolt is required to operate the selector.
(7) If, in addition to the automatic gain control, a pre-set manual icontrol

of receiver gain is provided the range of sensitivity variations provided by
that control shall be not more than 10 decibels. so

(8) Thereceiver shall*be such that the auto-alarm will respand to a test”
alarm.signal transmitted on any frequency in the range 492 kc/s to 508 ke/s

|. and at an inputlevel-of50’ decibels above one microvoltin the presence of an
interfering signal with the following characteristics :—

‘i
 

 

    

.. = Type of 5 Depth of Modulation [§ |Input Speed of
signal “modulation

|

frequency |. level. transmission

TypeA2.. 170 per cent | 400 c/s- 120 decibels

|

15-40 words
ae os : 1,400 c/s

|

- above one

|

‘transmission ..
— - , microvolt : . z

- ia : - 7 , Ay “ 
mot ee £
s

(9)-The receiver shall be such that it will not ‘operate the selector upon 7
the simultaneous injection of any two’ continuous carrier waves of which
the frequency difference or sum falls within.the range 492 ko/s, being waves

cee :

 

 

 
 

Frequency Inputlevel. ° Modulation.

" Outside the range 120 ‘decibels One unmodulated and theother.
‘450 kc/s to 550 above one mi- modulated to a depth of 70

. kefs crovolt | per cgnt at any audio-fre-
quency in the range 400 c/s
to 1,400 c/s. a . 

= . a

a: (10}+{a) The receivershallnot in normal serviceproduce a field exceeding ~
“40.1 microvolt per metre When measured at a-distance of onemile from the
2 . _ a

* receiver, unless the test signal generatoris in operation. .
>?
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(4) The receiver shalt be deemed to -comply With thé requirements of
sub-paragraph (a) of: this paragraph if, when :— -*° .

(i) the receiver is placed centrally in a screened earthed. enclosure of
dimensions at least 6 feet cube; 4 -

oP
.

ri

¥

hal(i) the earth terminal ofthe receiver is connected to the inside of the
screen ; poor : igh

(i) the aerial-terminal of the receiver is connected through an Gn-
screened search coi] situated within the said enclosure and of ‘dimensions
.one foot square andan unscreened lead to a resistive measuring instru-
ment mounted outside the enclosure and havingits other terminal earthed;
and ot

(iv) the receiver is energised,

the power, measured by the measuring instrument does not exceed 4x 10-29
watts whatevertheresistance of the measuring instrument or the adjustment

- of the receiver, and notwithstanding that the search coil is short-circuited
or moved in any way without approaching within % ‘inches of the receiver
case... . er

r

3. SrLzcror—(1) Theselector, in’ conjunctidn with the receiver shall ‘be
capable of :—

(a) accepting :—

(i) dashes of a duration within the tolerances 3.5 to 6.0 seconds .
(ii) spaces between dashes, being spaces of a duration within-the

tolerances 0.01 to 1.5 seconds; and. :

* (8) rejecting :—

(¢) dashes of a-duration of less than 3.4 seconds; =, |
(ii) dashesof.a durationof more than 6.2 séconds ; and
(iii) spaces between dashes, being spaces of a duration of more than

1.6 seconds, bo “
2

' (2) The selector, after. accepting three or four Consecutive. dashes of the
Jalarm signal, shall-actuste the audible alarm system. .

(3) Any timingcontrols provided as part of the selector shall be pre-set
and shall not be capable ofbeing operatedfrom the outside of the equipment.

_ 4, Trst Signat GenegaTor.—(1) The testsignalgenerator shall be@apable
Of -— a OS

(a) generating, for purposesoftest, a signal with the following charac-
teristics :— oe * :

(7) Frequency—+500-ke/s ; ©
(ii) Type of wave—-A2,

' (ai) Depth of modulation—within the range 70 to 100 per cent.
-(2) Modulation frequency—withinthe range 400 to 1,400 c/s ;
(v)-Input level—equivalent to a voltage modulated to a depth of.70 |

per cent within the range 37 to 43 decibels above one microvolt in series
with the artificial aerial ; and -

j os . -
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(3) injecting into the receiver thaslggnate specified in paragraph1 (6)of this Schedule within. the tolerances specified in sub-paragraph (1) (a) ofparagraph. 3 of this Schedule and the characteristics specified in theforegoingprovisions of this paragraph, both by means of :— .() a manual key of a non-locking type, and = * Le
(i) the automatit keying device specified in Part V of the SecondSchedule to’these Rules, - a

ou

ee

(2) The method of injection shall be suchthat the test alarm signal will not:operate the audible alarm system when the aerial is disconnected.
(3) Thetest signal generator shall be So designed and constructed that theinputlevel of ‘the signal specified in sub-paragraph (1) (a) of this paragraphcan be increased by approximately 20 decibels by-means of a non-lockingswitch. 7 . :

.

5.. AUDIBLE ALARM SysTem.—(1) Theaudible alarm system shall consistof three alarm bélls installed respectively in. a" radiotelegraph room, on thebridge and in the sleeping room of a radio officer. The bells shall be -ope-ratedfrom the sourceofelectrical energy required byparagraph (2) of Rule 14

by the rupture of any fuse other than a fuse formingpart of that system.The powercircuit shall be controlled by a locking switch situated on ‘or nearto the receiver forming part ofthe auto-alarm, and clearly and permanently- niarked to indicateits purpose. . .
(2) Subject to the provisions ofsub-paragraph (3) of- this paragraph thealarm bells shall, whenever the auto-alarm is in operation as such, give analarm :— eo nd woo aoa

(a) when actuated bythe selector;.and
(6) within 15 seconds after any failure for 9 seconds(subject to tolerance{plus or minus 6 seconds) of -— *

(t) the direct-current voltage feeding the anodé of any. valve of the .receiver formingpartof the auto-alarm,if the receiver is not providedwith a vibrator ; © .

‘(#) any vibrator forming part of the receiver;
(ut) a circuit of a filament of any directly-heated -y

- of e receiverif it is operated from the main source ofelectrical ‘energyrequired by paragraph(1) of Rule 14 of these Rules jand

~ ah

alve forming part

(#v) any continuously rotating mechanism formingpart of a selectoroperated from the said main sourceofelectrical energy ;
(c). within 15 seconds after any failure of -— .

(f)- a circuit of a filament of a directly-heated valye forming part ofthe receiverif it is operatedfrom batteries ;
(if) any continuously rotating mechanism forming part*of a selectoroperated from ‘batteries.

(3) Adevice shall be provited which will enable the bells situated on thebridge to be disconnected from the aforesaid powercircuit. . The device mayinclude means for so disconnecting the bell situated in the radio ‘officer'ssleeping room. Thedevice shall be non-locking, andshall not be capable ofdisconnecting the bell in the radiotelegraph room. !The device shall be_ .Clearly and permanently marked to indicate its purpose
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6. Frerp Txst.—If the auto-alarms in operation for a period.28 days
.in connection with an aerial having an effective-height of, not less than 10.
metres and situated at any point within 3 miles of the coast-of Nigeria the
auto-alarm shall not be actuated during that period by signals other than :—

(a) signals locally generated to test the auto-alarm ; and

_. (8) signals within the tolerances specified iin sub-paragraph 0) (a) of
~‘Paragraph 3 of this Schedule. t Boa

Boy

." Avro-ALarat USED. AS AN EMRRGENCY RADIOTELEGRAPH RECEIVER.“i
the auto-alarmis intendéd to be used as an emergency radiotelegraph re-
ceiver it shall, in addition to complying with theforegoing requirements of —
this Schedule, comply with the following requirements :—

(1) The redeivyer forming part of .an wep shall be capable of :—-

(a) headphone reception and loudspeaker reception of ‘the waves
specified. in sub-paragraph(1)of paragraph 2 of this ‘Schedule;;

-,(8) operation from :— - eo

(z) the main source of electrical energy required by patagraph QQ).
—-~ ef Rule 14 of these Rules ; and

(i)the emergency source of electrical energyrequired by paragraph

@) of Rule 14,oftheseRules’;; °

anntits

2) ‘The receiver shall be provided with<— L 4 ;

(a) a built-in switch for changing operation, of the receiver1 from the
‘main sourceof electrical energy to the emergency source of electrical
energy ; and

(6) a manualggain control so arranged that the performanceofthe auito- -
‘alarm as such is not impaired at any‘setting of the control.

(3) The standard audio--frequency output level of.the receiver shall be :—:

(a) for headphone reception, 10 decibels below one milliwatt into a
resistance substantially equal to the modulus of the impedance of the”
telephonereceivers at 1,00c/s;and oo :

(2) for loud-speaker reception; 17 decibelsfabove{one milliwatt,into a
resistance which loads*the outpult valve with the load appropriate ‘to the
valve. -

(4) The sensitiviity of the receiver shall be such. that when measured with- +. .
_ 2 signal interrupted in the mannerspecifiedin sub-paragraph (6) (a) ofpara-
graph 2 ofthis Schedule and modulated to a,depth of 30 per.cent the stand-
ard audio:frequency output level shall be obtained:with a signal input not

exceeding 40 decibels above one microvolt. ~ J.

(5) When the manual gain control is adjusted to give the standard aucio- *
frequericy output of the receiver with the signal input specified in sub-
paragraph (4) ofthis paragraph, the signal/noise ratio shall be at least 20
decibels. ~~

£

(6) The receiver shall comply with sub-paragraph’(10) of paragraph 2 of
“this Schedule when used with, unscreened headphones.

5
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. EIGHTH SCHEDULE (Rules 19 & 28) |
TABLE OF W.aTCH"Hours , 4

Zones Western Limits ‘Eastern Limits Hours of 11 ‘atch
(4 (2) . (3) (Greenwich Mean
a - . Time)

16 hours 8 hours

oe oe (4) (5)
A.—Eastern Meridian of |. Meridian of 30° From To &rom To

. Atlantic 30°W,, .E., to the Oh, 6h./%8h. 10h.
Ocean Coast of South of the 8h. 14h.| 12h. 14h.

- Greenland. Coast of Africa,} 16h. 18h.] 16h. 18h. |
Eastern limits |20h. 22h.| 20h. 22h..-

. ofthe Mediter-
‘ raneagiof. the

* Baltic, * 30'E.
. os to the North

pO % E of Norway,“

B.—Western EasteriéLimit -Merididn of80° Oh. 2h. 4h. Gh.
- Indian Ocean of Zone .A. E., West Coast} 4h. 10h. 8h. 10h.
Eastern. -* of Ceylon to 12h. 14h, 12h: 14h.
Arctic'‘Sea | _.2* Adams Bridge 16h. 18h, 16h. 18h.
wi) OED thence west- 20h. 24h,

ac - “ward round |:
ee the coast of
ee _— lee - India .
” C.—Bastern _

|

Eastern Limit

|

Meridian of 16°] Qh. 6h.

{

Oh. 2h.
|. Indian Ocean,}. of Zone B. E. | 8h. 10K. 4h. 6h; -
--+ China Sea, BaP ~ 12h. 14h. Sh7 10h...

Western * aad 16h. 22h.

|

12h. 1
Paciffic 2 ot Sot -

2 o- ol
7 Ocean : -
r _ D.—Ceritral Eastern Lamit Meridiaa ofce “Oh, 2h. Oh. 2h.
_ -  PacificlOcean| _ of Zone,C. we 4h. 6h. 4h. . 6h.
: : lm 8h. 10h. 8h. 10h.

. hy, gh os 12h. 18h. 20h. 22h.
. ” 7 = 20h. 24h.

'—E.~gEastern  ~ ‘Bastern Limit’ Meridian of 90°} Oh. 2h. ] Oh. 2h.
Pacific Ocean ZoneD. | Waasfarasthe| 4h. 6h. 4h. 6h,
’ ‘|. Coast of Cen-.| 8h, 10h.

|

16h. 18h.
4 tral America-| 16h. 22h. 20h. 22h..
= then the West} ° oe
a Coast of Centz |-

: * ral America
hs ‘ and: North ;
hs, ” .
woray ; " America,
3 F.—Western Meridian of 99°] Meridian of 30: Oh. 2h, Oh. 2h.

. Atlantic. « W., Gulf of \W., Coast of 4h. 10h. 12h. 14h.

Oceanand © Mexico, Greenlahd 12h. 18h. 16h. 18h,
Gulf of East Coast : 20h, 22h. | 20h. 22h.
‘Mexico ‘sof North -f 3 ”

Amerigf. if
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-  (Rule,22)
NINTH SCHEDULE : .

Form oF Raprorerzcrary Loc-Boox \ ee
“* RavIoTELEGRAPH Loc NS

Name of Ship Official Number and. Port of Gross
_ International'Call Sign’ Registry Tonnage

~ .

wo
z

Name of Company operatingthe Radio Service

 _: Port at,‘which and aks Nature ofthe voyage {Port at which and
pt when voyage commenced or employment | date when voyage
s ao . terminated . .

Jv i ° Dat cecssasnnennsionan

fe Port eepeveesccsee ose ; POTt cesccressceen

Ve -

Delivered to the Superintendent of the Mefcantile Marine Office at the
Port of . OM ThE Bevorssensnn <day

vies va a “19... ~-together with" Radiotelegraph
Log PartI, serial ‘numbers vo cscansetsnecectennnmntatQranpancnn .

_ Countersigned _ Master %
¥f,

ee 2. SUperintendentonnemumnmunnnenn ~Addiess

SECTION A—PARTICULARS OF Rapio STAFF ‘
. we :

Name *_ Home ‘Address: Certificate Number . 4
and class 3

 

ad
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SECTION B—ParTICULARS OF BATTERIES ON BOARD
 

Battery Numbér._ | Type |. Date

|

Voltage and

|

Purpose for
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Number of | Supplied

|

Ampere-hour| which used
zs bu I _t ~

3 t Petes :ey € -
‘ ; Q

/_ Section C—Darty Examination oF BATTERIES ‘
* , :

B vi Voltattery oitage - ~ Voltage
Date Number off Load. on Load Remarks

SECTION D—MontHLy Report or BATrerres

Battery

|

“ Specific “fT . Battery Specific .
_ Date

|

Number | Gravity as -| Remarks

|

Date

|

Number

|

Gravity as

|

Remarks
and Cell| -menjured | and Cell} measured

|

, a
Number a Number . 7 OR,

Before| After oy f
charge| charge - before | after =: ‘s charge

|

charge 3
a Them oy ¢
%

a
oe ~e ‘ wie

. 5 ee 4 4

it me *
- . Ee

RADIOTELEGRAPH Loc .
’Parr II

et, Official Number and Inter-| Port of Revisit? Gross TiName of Ship qetional Call Sign a egisiry Fross onnage

Y [> :
f i =

Serial Number. .... (oc yefFOM So ge to’

Name of Company operating the Radio Service

1
8

- 2 . “a -

a
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l
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1
he
at
it
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aT . i £ . it

+ DIARY OF THE RADIOTELEGRAPH SERVICE

a Date.and Time Station Station Full Details ofCalls, Signals and a
° (G.M.T.) From To Distress Working as prescribed by | Frequency

~. Rule 22 :

* X

5 TENTH SCHEDULE _ (Rule 30)
: hh ;

~~ Form OF RADIOTELEPHONE Loc Book “os -
RADIOTELEPHONELoc.

= Name of Ship | Official Number | Port of Registry Gross Tonnage

3, a i | Ol :
E Name of Company operating the RadioServicessttatnssnaensesisnmaieicstnstninnsnneenstne.

period covered by Log—From in PenneTQvevasen oho
Delivered to the Superintendent of the Mercantile ‘Marine‘Office ‘At the

ene . . 1

“Bortof ue ogee wweewewON the day of

; 4 me tL. 4
~ Countersigned : sontMaster

* wpe wn _-.. SUperintendent x...Address

= i , ny , : 2“ Seerion A—ParTICULARS *F RADIOTELEPHONE @reraTors 3

; : T ° 7 ”

_ Name | Home Address | Certificate Number and Class.

,
, SS., | i

eR M.V. “ =

“Section Be-Duary OF THE RADIOTELEPHONE SERVICE
a e =wee

° Date and Time Stapon | Station Frequency Record Weorking,as prescribed ~
le 2 (GALT). Frim To 4 "sed ; by Rule 30

2 peels _ | 5 ~“

bs ~ “ ~  
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oe | ELEVENTH SCHEDULE (Rule 1 (5))

DirEcTION-FINDER : ‘

TRANSITIONALPROVISIONS
1, Any ship whichis provided with a direction-findér which was installed

in the ship before 19th November, 1954 shall not be required to comply with

-the requirements of Rules 35 and 36 of these Rules if the direction finder—

¥. (a) complies with such of the requ irements of the United Kingdom
Merchant Shipping (Wireless Telegrdphy) Rules, 1938, as would have
* beenapplicable to it had the said Rul@s not been revoked, and ”

(i) receiving type Al, A2 and B waves on all frequencies from 255
ke/s to 525ke/s;and >-y oe.

(ii) taking radio bearings wh€n tfie field strength at the loopaerial
systém is as low as 50 microyolts pet metre. ° .

(b)i is capable- of

TWELFTH SCHEDULE (Rule 3).
. ‘y XN uo

ce} ’ DIRECTION-FINDER EQUIPMENT

1, GENERAL—The direction-finder shall include a receiver and a loop
aerial $ystem., For the purposes of this Schedule (except paragraph 10 (2) ©

thereof) any goniometer forming part of the direction-finder shall be deemed.-
to be partof the loopaerial system. The loopaerial system other than ballf ”
bearings, hose clips, set screws and other similar small, parts, shall consist oft
non-magnetic material. » ;

NN. , ‘

reception of waves of type Al, type A2 and type B of any frequency within
the range of255 kc/s to 525 kc’s so as to enable the radio bearing and sense

of the signal to be determined by reference to the minimum strength thereof,
Roa, : .

3. Controis:—Thereceiver shall be provided with :
(1) a radio-frequency gain control; — a

2) a tuning control ; cy ;
3 a tuning scale in which, at no pointin the running range, an interval

of 4 inch corresponds to a frequency changeofmorethan 8 ke/s.
FS

’ 4, General -Meruop or Testinc.—-The receiver shall'comply with the
"requirements of paragraphs 5 to 12 inclusive, and 16 of this Schedule when
tested in the following manner on:any frequencywithin the range 255 ke/s
to 525 ke/s :-— I -

(1) Signals (in this Schedule referred ‘to as “locally generated signals”)

shall beobtained from one or moresignal generators. -

(2) Locally generated signals shall be ‘injected ‘through’ a network: in
such manner thatthe signal generator or generators, as the case may be,

and the network are together equivalent to a constant voltage generator in

series with an impedance substantially equal to the impedance ofthe loop
aerial system atthe test frequency, when - 2

(a) the loop aerial system is adjusted for the determination of radio
bearings; 7

. & se.

+
h
a
e

2. CapaBiLity.—The. direction-finder shall~be .capable of headphone

ae

a .

“a
us
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(5) the sense-finder is not in operation; and.— opt .
. ; (c) the impedance is measured between the two terminals to which the_ receiver is normally connected. : ‘7 : ;i a os , rot
-(3) Theeffective height (he) in metres of the loop aerial systentShall bethe ratio E/e, where E isthe voltage produced by a vertically polarised fieldof strength e volts per metre, when 3 . .

(2) the loop aerial system is adjusted for the determinationof bearingsand for maximum pick-up; oe ae
- 4 (6y the sense-finder is not in operation ; .

(c)' the receiver is not connected to the loop aerial system and
(d) thevoltage is measured between the terminals & the loop aerialsystem to which the receiver is normally connected.

S
O
N
E
T
L

©

M
s

. ___ 4) The gtandard input level shall be the input level obtained when the :electromotive force of the equivalent signal generator referred to in sub-paragraph (2) of this paragraph is 50 he microvolts root mean square...

a (5) The standard outputlevel shall be an audio-frequency outputof onemilliwatt into a resistance substantially equal to the modulus of the impe-—dance of the telephonereceivers at 1,000 c/s.
t ; ‘ ree-_ (6) The signal-noisé tatio of the direction-finder shall be determined. -_either ab - OR ,

T
a
y

(a) by using vertically polafised waves for transmission of the iriput -
signals, and with the loop aerial system.arranged for the determination of

"bearings and adjusted for maximum pick-up without the sense-finder in
operation or -* . ~ .

(8) by usingzlocally generated signals applied to the receiver only in
the manner spegified in sub-paragraph (2) of this paragraph.

5. SIGNAL AND’ INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY SeLecriviry.—The signal
frequency selectivity of the receiver, or in the casé of a superheterodyne,
receiver ‘the. signal and intermediate frequency selectivity shall satisfy the
following requirements :— 3 . : . .

(a) The minimum bandwidth for 6 decibels discrimination shalle,j>
zw 2kcis. ¢ . . j . wk.

aT(6) The maximum bandwidth in relation to discrimination shall be as
follows: 7

& &5
Gs

 

Discrimination 30, 60 PO
decibels’, decibels © decibels °

a}
 . z

Bandwidth 8 . 160 35 -
' kejs ke/s kes ;

, . 4 : - . we Re   ie #f . . * ve i. .= - 

At any{réquency.outside the bandwidth of 35kc/s specified in (b) the discrimi- ra
nation shidll not be less than 90 decibels exceptin the case of superheterodynes
receivers, where at the image frequency the discrimination shall not be-less
than 80 decibels, . 3 ae

a
we,

a
d
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4

as noise.

4. Gain.When
(a) the input terminals of ‘the receiver are diced solely through ati

external impedance substantially equal to that ofthe loop aerial system at
the test frequency, - ty .

(b) the sense-finderis not in operation and {
(c) impedance is measured between the two terminals. of the loop

aerial system to whichthe receiveris normally connected,

the gain of the receiver shall be such that receiver noise can produce an
outputlevel of minus 10 decibels relative to thet standard,output level at any
frequency within the range of frequencies specified in> paragraph 2 ofthis
Schedule,

7. Srenat[Norse Ratio.— . SO
(1) When os ne

(2) the note filter Gt any) iis switched out‘ofcircuit, -

(6) atype Alsignalis injected at the standard inputlevel ind
(c) the igceiver gain is manually adjust d to give the standards.

outputlevel, the signal /noise ratio shall not ‘ less than 20 decibels. ?

"¥(2) Wheh

‘(a)’ the note filter (if any) is switched out of circuit,

(6).a type A2 signal modulated to a depth of 30 per cent., with,a
note frequency of 400 c/s is injected at theStandardiinputlevel,‘and

(c) the receiver gain is manually adjusted*to give the standard
outputlevel,the signal/noise-ratio shall not be less than 10 decibels.

' (3). For the purposes ofthis paragraph spurious whistles shall beregarded

” 8. Brocxinc.—The changeiin output ofthe receiver shall not exceed 3
decibels at any frequency within the range of frequéncies specified iin para-

. graph 2 of this Schedule, and atall levels,of wanted signal up to 50 decibels
above the standard input Jevel, whether oftype Al or type A2, when locally . .
generated signals of type Al or type A2 at a level of 40 decibels felethe
level of the wanted signal and spaced. 10 ke/s from the carrier of the waaranted

“ signal are applied.

‘9. INTERMODULATION._The input level of two unwanted signalsshallnot
be less than plus 75decibels relative to the standard iinput lévelwheng =

(a) the,ceceiveriis adjusted to give standard output icvel withalocally
genetated’jwanted signal of standary outputlevel modulated toga deptir
of 30 per cent, , with a note frequengtof 400 c/s at any feguenciw thin the

   range of frequencies specified in parggraph-2 ofthis Schedule;.

HO the input wanted signal has been removed ; and

ontwo unwantedlocally generated signals each of any frequency which

£

ishot less than 50 ke’s from the frequencyof the wantedsignal but whose °
frequency sum orfrequency difference is equal to the frequency of the“
wanied signals, one signal being modulated to a,depth of 30 per cent.
witha note frequency of 40) c’s and the other signal being unmodulated,
are ‘Simultaneously applied at equal input levels so as to_giveAn output
equal'to ‘that prey.iously obtained with the wanted. signals. *2 .

\ .
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10,RapraTion.—(1) The direction-finder shall not in normal service
produce a: field exceediig ‘).1 microvolt per metre when measured at a
distance of onemile from thexeceiver.

(2) Thereceiver, including the gontomede, if any, shall be. deemed to
comply withthe requiremgat of subsparagraph (1) of this paragraph if,

_ when . 7" y

earthed enclosure-of dimensionsatleast six feetcube,

(>) the carth termirialis connectedto the inside of the screen,
(c) each aétial terminal in turn is connected through an unscreened

four-turn recfangular search coil situated*within the said enclosure and ~
of dimensionsone foot square and an unscreenedlead toa resistive measur-
ing instrument mounted outside the enclosure, having its other terminal
earthed;

_ (a) the aerial terminal or terminals of the receiver, other than the
‘terminal connected to the aforesaid measuring instrument, are earthed one

. 3: $(a) thereceiver without the aerial system.is placed centrally in a screened

at a time or in any combination or remain unearthed orare interconnected.
in any combination and’

e

(e) the receiver is energised and unscreened headphones are connected:
thereto,

the power measured bythe said measuring instrument when connected in the
mannerspecifiedin (c) of this paragraph, does not exceed 4 x 10—1° watts
whatever the resistance of the measuring instrument or the adjustment of.
the receiver notwithstanding that the’search coil be short-circuited or moved °

case.
. . 4 :

11. Tunine Drirr anp Srasitiry.—(1) After the receiver has been swit-
ched onfor 5 minutes and tuned to any frequency within the frequency
range specified in paragraph 2 of this Schedule the tune frequency shall not
changeby more than one part in one thousand in any period of 5 minutes.

(2) a ‘change of 5 per cent in any one of the supply voltages to the receiver,
or to a poner unit associated therewith;shall not cause the tune frequency

- to change by more than three parts in ten thousand ; and

(3) a change of ambient temperature of 5°Cwithin the range of 0°C to
50°C applied after the receiver has been switched on for one hourshall not
cause the tune frequency to change by more than one in one thousand.

12, HETEROPYNE NOTE STABILITY.—The heterodyne note stability, of
the receiver shall he such that

(1) the frequencyof a heterédyne note which is initially one kilocycle
per second shall not vary by more than 100 c/s when an inputsignal is
increasedover the range oflevels from 0) to 60 decibels above the standard
input ; and

(2) at, all irfput levels within the range specified in sub-paragraph (1)
of this‘Paragrdph a beatnote of 200 c/s can be obtained by tuning either
towards or away from zero beat.

13. Accuracy oF Brarrnes.—When the direction-finder is tested using
type A2 waves modulated to a depth of from 80 per cent to 100 per cent and
with a vertically polarised field having a level .of 40. decibels relative to one

6.- *,

in any wayprovided that it does not approach within 6 inchesofthe receiver ,



we
t

: degreesin either directions from

. . *. - : ‘ .2 2 f - i Vie
. + Be

#

_ microvolt per metre, ‘the bearings indicated by the scdle of the direction-
finder shall, at all frequenciesin the range of frequencies specified inpara-
graph 2 of this Schedule, throughout the whole 360 degrees of azimuth
and after due allowance has been: made for any site errors, be correct within .
plus or minus one degree of the true.bearing.

14. Quaurr¥ oF Mixnia.—When the. direction-finder is arranged for
the taking of bearingsandis tested under the conditions specified in paragraph
13 of this Schedule, but with a field strength sufficient t give a signal/noise
ratio of at least 50 decib&ls with the luop aerial systemadjusted formaximum _
output, changes in the setting of the-bearing indicator 5 degrees and 90

, the position or positions of minimum output
shall, on frequencies in the rangeof frequencies specifiedin paragraph 2
of this Schedule, cause the audio-frequency output to increase by notless

> than 18 decibels and notless than 35 decibelsrespectively.

15. EFFICIENCY oF SENSE-FINDER. When

(a) the equipment is adjusted for the determination. of sense and is
tested under the conditions specified in paragraph 13 of this Schedule
but with a field strength sufficient togive a signal noise ratio‘of at leagt
50 decibels with the loop aerial system adjusted for maximum output, and

(6) the sense indicator is adjusted to indicate any bearing within plus
or minus 10 degrees of the true bearing,

the audio-frequency outputlevel -of the receiver due to the wanted signal
shall be at-least 20 decibels below’the output level that is obtained when
the sense indicatoris adjusted to indicate any. bearing within 180 -+ 10 degrees .
‘of the true bearing.

~«

(16, Frogtiry.—The maximum clangé-in level of the output of the
receiver shall be less than 8 Uecibels-avhen the modulation frequency of an
input signal of constant level and modulation depth is varied continuously
from 300 c/s to 1,500 c’s. .For the purposes of this paragraph the output ©
of the receiver shall not exéeed the standard output level and the input

level to 50 decibels above thatlevel.
A

signal shall be applied at any level in the range from the standard input

» THIRTEENTH SCHEDULE  — (Rule 4)3

Drirecrion-FInpInG EqQuipMEeNT

CLIMATIC AND DtraBitity Tests

1. In this Schedule : ©

: (1) References to Class B equipmentshall beconstrued as references
to each part of the direction-finder other than the loop aerial system,

~ (2) References to Class X equipmentshall be construed as references |
4o,the loop aerial system.

2, Thetests referred to, in paragraphs 2 to 10 inclusive of the fourth
Schedule to these Rules shall apply to direction-finding equipment.
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(10) Mouldgrowth test

_: TABLE
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Nature of Test Class of +
Equipment

"
y=

(1) Vibrationtest..

(2) Bumptest te

(3) Dry heat test ..

(4) Damp‘heattest bes .ae w
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(5) Low temperature test 5 «1 te tee

(6) Raid test 2 «. we See

(7) Immersion test ss ee

(8) Corrosion test—salt water... —_
Tae

(9) Corrosion test--acid fumes(if a battery is facluded in the *

equipment). 6. ee wee ee eB rs
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FOURTEENTHSCHEDULE (Rule 13 (¢)).

. CERTIFICATE OF CatrsraTion oF “Direction-FINDER*

We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have this day

- (a) calibrated in accordance with the Merchant Shipping (Direction-

Finders) Rules, 1964 thedirection-finder installed in the s.g[MViewcgmnedr
(b) handed to the Master of that’ship tables of calibration corrections.

(c) adjusted the said direction-finder so that the readings taken thereby,

when corrected with such tables differed from the correct bearings by no
more than plus or minus two degrees. 3 : Le

We herebyfurther certify that the Master of the said ship has been fur-

*
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-nished with & list or diagram indicating the conditions, and position, at the ,

time of suchz calibration, of the.aerials and ofall moveable structures on

board the ship which might effect the accuracy ofthe direct/on-finder.
sem
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— i-+ Z Diréction-Finder relative Bearing
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Cotrected for Q.E. fs

~ <S Ship’s Head by-Compass 0/360° ‘

a j
- +6 Total Confpass Error be

'g  ConvergencyApplied = he re

8 Ship's Head Corrected (True)

He ‘True Bearing by Direction-Finder
& (Col. (8) and Col. (12) ]

4 i

|< True Bearing by Calculation or by
“Visual check (whether calculated | or

Visual to be indicated)

_i Correction required to make Col. (13)
ta equal Col. (14) (indicating Whether °
ie or +). .
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Maneat Lagos this 11th day ofJune, 1964. |

* eo oe . . oR. A. Nyoxu, o

- Minister ofTransport :
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‘ EXxPLaNaTORY NOTE

These Rules arrange sea-going ships into classes and regulate the radio _

and radio direction-finding installations to be provided -in each class of ship.
The Rules include such requirements as appear to the Minister to implement

the provisions: ofthe International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, |

1948, relating toradiotelegraphy, radigtelephony and direction-finders.
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THE. MERCHANT SHIPPING(CREW ACCOMMODATION)

-REGULASFIONS, 1964

| ARRANGEMENT-OF REGULATIONS

1. Short title and application. '

N Interpretation.

. Structures.

. Plans.

. Position of cre¥ accornmodation. sO

. Height of crew accommodation.

. Construction of.bulkheads arid panelling.

. Overhead decks:

. Flooring. -

10.

11.
12,

13.
14.

15.

16.

a
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Protéction fromweither, ete.

Heating. | +

Lighting. |.

sw
rr
be
ns

Ventilation.

Drainage.

Painting, etc.

Marking.

Sleeping rooms.

Beds.-

Furniture andfittings in sleeping rooms.

18.

20. Mess rooms.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Furniture and fittings iin mess rooms.

Recreation spacesandstudies.

Office ace mmodation..

 

Washingaccommodation.

Supply ofwater to washing accommodation.

Supply of drinking water. —

Laundry facilities, ete.

Waterclosets. | ;

29. Galleys. oe ‘

30...“Dry provision store rooms. ..

3t, Cold store rooms and refrigerating:equipment.
+

27.
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32, Hospital, «=== is,
33. Medical cabinet. , | .

4 ' _. 34, Protection from mosquitoes. . - ws

~ 35. Maintenance andinspection of crew accommodation. ‘
2 36. Inspection by-a surveyor-of ships. ;

37..Fees. a ‘
- 38. Accommodationshared with passengers.,

- 39, Additional exemptions. : 5 4

40. Non-deductible spaces. = 7 a:

First Scuepute—Trunked mechanical ventilation. .

~ SECOND Scuepute—Deck sheathings.

TainScuzpvie—Insilating material for the underside ofdecks.

FourTH ScuepuLe—Mlarking,
4
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L.N. 69 of1984 , : |

“_ MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT, 1962
‘ Thie Merchant Shipping (Crew Accommodation) .

Regulations, 1964 x ts

 

7}

In exercise ofthe powers conferred by. sections 101 and 427 of the Merchant
Shipping Act, 1962, the Federal Minister of Transport hereby makes the
following Regulations— a vot

Commencement: 25th June, 1964

1, These’Regulations may be cited ‘as theMerchant Shipping’ (Crew
Accommodation) Regulations, 1964, and shall apply to all Nigerian séa-going
shipsexcept fishing boats and pleasure yachts,. *. ;

2. In these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires—-.
“apprentice” includes a Cadet and a Midshipman;

esChief Officer” includes a first Mate and#an only Mate;
te-“crew"means seamenandapprentices ; “3

“sanitary. accommodation” means washing accommodation and accom-
modation containing water closets or urinals * =

“trunked mechanical ventilation system”’ means a systemofventilation ©
complying with the specifications set’ forth in the First Schedule to these
regulations ;.. . .*0 :

“washing accommodation” does not include— ;
(a) any sleeping room or hospital ward whether or notprovided witha

washzbasin, bath or shower ; and. a

(6) any room appropriated for use only as a laundry,
“whale catcher” includes a ship engaged in towing whales;
“whaling” includes the taking and treatment of seals and walruses, and 3

referénces to whales shall be construed accordingly.

3, No structure shall be deemed to be watertight, gastight or oiltight for
' the purposes of these regulations unless all openings in that structure, other

than ventilationopehings necessary forthe admissionof air from passageways
to sanitary accommodation, laundries,?dryingroomsor galleys, are provided
with meansof closure which will enable such openings to be made water- _
tight, gastightor oiltight, as the case maybe.

. q - .

4.—(1) Eyery person to whose order a ship to which ‘these regulations
- apply is being constructed shall cause a plan of the’ship, on a scale not smaller

than 1 in 100, to be submitted to 4 surveyorof ships on a daynot later than
the day on which the keel of the ship is laid, showing clearly the proposed

«
a
l
?

‘
e
u

arrangement of the crew accommodation in the ship and its proposed position
- in relation to-other spaces+tHerein.* - Z .

i Os eae ' . : .(2} Every such person shall‘ cause the following plans to be submitted to‘a
suirveyor of ships on a daynot later than the ‘day on which.the consiructian
of any part of the crew accommodation is begun~-

‘(a)-piins of the proposed crew accommodation, on a scale not smaller
than 1 in 50 in the case of a ship under 500 feet in length and:not smaller
than 1 in 100 in the case of any other ship, showing. clearly the purpose
for which each space therein is to be appropriated and the proposeddis-
position of the furnishings,fittings and obstructions therein ; and

“OB 197.
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Position
“= of crew

accommoda~
tion.

$

_a
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Height of
crew

acconimoda-
tion.

" buligheads .

®, (3) Sleeping rooms forming part of the crew accommodation of a pas-

crew accommodation measured from the top of the floor beams to the top ©

a
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(b) plans showing clearly the proposed arrangements for supplying

_ water to the crew accommodation and for heating,lighting and ventilating,—
: : gf me.

the accogamiodation.
x

(3) Theownerof every ship to whichthese regulations apply shall submit

or cause, to be submitted: to a surveyor of ships before| any alteration or

reconstruction is carried’ out in the crew accommodation thereof plansgn

the scalés and showing the information, teferred to in paragraphs (1) and —

. (2) of this regulation, and relating to the’crew accommodation as alteredor

reconstructed, as the case may be : Provided thatif the-crew accommeédation

in anyship isaltered or reconstructed at aplace outside Nigeria in consequence

of an emergency or an accident to the ship, such plans shall be submitted

to asurveyor of ships as soon as may be. 2

5.—(1) In every shipto which these regulations applythe crew accommo--
.

dation, other than store rooms, shall be wholly situated above the sunimer

loadline,if any, marked on the ship in accordance with section 201 of the

ments of this paragraph;—

(a) any ship of under 200 tons;

(b) any passenger ship; . :
(c) any whale catcher; . as . . -

(e) any cable ship ; -*
~ (f) any salvage ship ?-

) any crane ship 5. Loo, : 2
(h) any déedger and ‘any ship engaged in the conveyanceof the spoil of

dredging; and a

_ (i) anyother ship not being a ship engaged in the carriage of cargo,

if he is satisfied that compliance therewith is unreasonable or impracticable

by‘reason of the size or intended service of the ship. ~ “Ee

(2) In every ship to which these fegulations apply the créw accommédation

other than store rooms, shall be situated amid-ships or aft. . ‘The Govern-

ment Inspector of Shipping ma exempt any ship from the requirements of

this paragraphto the extentto vin he is satisfied that compliance therewith

~ is unreasonable or impracticable by reason of the size’ or intended service

of the ship ; provided that in,ships of 500 tons or over no part of the crew

accommodation, other than store rooms, shall be forward of the collision

senger ship to which these regulations apply shall not be situated immediately

beneath.a working passageway. os

6.—(1) In every ship. to which these regulations apply the height of the

of the crown beams shall not be less than the following Y —

In ships of under 1,600 tons .- .. we .. 7 feet; and? .

In ship of 1,600 tons or over .. ee a _. 7 feet 6 inches

The Government Inspector of Shipping mayexempt frorn the, réquire-

meitts of this paragraph—

(a) any ship, in respect of store rooms and sat

(b) any sea-going ship which is for the greaterpart of her commission

employed on inland waters, to the extent to witich ‘he is satisfied that
_ compliance therewith is unreasoriable or impracticable in the circumstances.
cy

‘ . 74 I-

xitary accommodation ; and |

- Act. The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt from the require- . .
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(2) Every sleeping room foriing. part ofthe crew accommodation ina _

ship to which these regulations applyshall be so constructed as to provide a *

. clear headrogm of at least 6 feet 3 inches at every point in the room which is

available for free movement. The Government Inspector of Shipping .

may exempt‘any ship of under 500:tons from the requirements of this para-

ly:

oe
h
o
wgraph to the extent’heis satisfied that compliance: therewith is unreasonable :

or impracticable in‘the circumstances. . , setA yet
7.—{1) In every, ship to which these regulations apply all bulkheads ronsiuc: Zo

enclosing or within any part of the crew accommodation | shall be properly jutheads ? =

constructed ofsteel or other suitable material. Ifthe bulkheads are exposed and :
to the weather they shall be of watertight and gastight construction, and panelling.

means of closure shall beprovided for all openings in such bulkheads soas

to enable themto be made weathertight. | BO

(2) Any’ bulkhead which separates any part of the crew accommodation
(other than a recreation deck space) from a space used.as— ~ + Lot

_ (a) a permanent coalbunkés; - Pe oe a
(b) anoilfuel bunker; eo
(c) a cargo or machineryspace;
(d) a lamp room or paint room; " ™ id

(e) astore room not forming partof the crew accommodation (other than::
-} adry provision storeroom);. = a 4

(  (f) a chain locker; or . . So
a

((@) 8 cofferdant mY 7 oe
’. shall be gastight, and shall be watertight where necessary to protect the crew
accommodation. . ,
Fa \ 7 . Sob ° “ a

+ (3) Any bulkhead which separates any part of the créw accommodation

- from a dry provision store room(whether or not such. store room forms
part of the crew accommodation) shall be gastight. » *

(4) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (5) of.regulation 28 of these |
regulations any bulkheadwhich separates any part df the crew accommoda-_

tion from sanitary accommodation or from a laundry or drying room, galley =.

_ of cold store room(whether or not such sanitary accommodation, laundry, °
on ring room,galley or cold. gtore room forms part of the crew accommodation)
“shall be gastight, and shal! bé-wvatertight to such height as is necessary to

Srevent the passage of water into the adjoining space. In particular any:
Fullkhead separating sanitary accOmmodation from any other part of the crew
accommodation shall, except in a doorway, be watertight to aheight of at a
least 9 inches above the floor of the sanitary-accommodation. Provided that ih
the requirements of this paragraph shall not apply to bulkheads separating—-* ,

(a) sanitary accommodation from other sanitary accommodation ;

(b) a laundry or drying room from another laundryor drying room;
.. (c) a galley from another galley or a pantry ; ;

'3(d) a cold store room from anothercold store room ; or _

-  (e} sanitary accommodation appropriated for the sole useof one person
“* from a sleeping room which it may be directly entered. oe
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(5) “Any inside panelling in’the crewaccommodation shall be constructed
-. of plywoodorother suitable material with a surface: which can beeasily kept

_ clean. Neither bulkheads nor inside panelling shall be constructed with
tongued andgrooved boarding or in a manner likely to harbour vermin.

Pea
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. which, will avoid crevices. . ke
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- 8:—{1) In évery ship to which these regulatidns apply, being a ship
constructedofsteel ofother metal, every deck which forms the crownofany.

“part ofthe crew accommodation(in this regulation referredto as the “overhead
' deck’’), and is exposed to the weather, shall be constructed of steel or other
- metal, The Government Inspector of Shipping may. exemptany ship from
‘therequirements of this paragraph to the extent to which heis satisfied that
it is necessary to do so by reason ofthe intendedservice of the ship.

(2) The upperside of every such deck shall’be sheathed with wood or with
a material which complies with the requirements specified*in the Second.
Schedule to these regulations. Such sheathing shall be properly laid and,
if it consists of wood, shall be properly caulked. The Government Inspector
of Shipping may exempt any ship from the requirements ofthis paragraphto
the extent to whichheis satisfied that the undersides of the overhead decks
are insulated with a material (other than wood) which complies with the
requirements specified in the Third Schedule to these regulations, and which
is so fitted as to avoid as far a8 pdssible absorption of water, condensation,
transmission of noise and harbouring of dirt and vermin,

(3) Every wooden overhead deck shall be at least 2} inches thick and every
wooden sheathing shall be at least 2} inches thick. The Government
Inspector of Shipping may exempt any ship from either of the requirements
of this paragraph to the extent that heis satisfied that compliance therewith
is unreasonable or impracticable in the circumstances. Sooe

t2

‘ 9,—(1) In every shipsto which these regulations apply the decks which
+ form thefloors in the crew: accommodation shall be properly constructéd and

shall have a surface which provides a good foothold andis capablé of being
easily kept clean, Thefloor covering shall be imperviousto water and,if the
deck is situated on top of an oil tank, impervioustooil. ae

(2) Wooden decks which ‘form the floorsin the crew accommodation shall
be at least 24 inches thick and shall be properlylaid and caulked. The Govern-
‘ment Inspector of Shipping mayexempt anyship from the requirements of .
this paragraphto the extent to which heis satisfied that the compliance thete- :
with is unreasonable or impracticable in the circumstances.

(3) "Thsurface of metal decks which form the floors of the crew accommo-_
dation, not. béing floors in sanitary accommodation,galleys, store roomsor’

material: which complies/with the requirements spetified in the. Second
Schedule to these regulatio| The joinings ‘of such material with the side
wallsshall be rounded in almanner whichwilh avoid crevices. Such linoleum,
planking or material shall be properly,laid andshall providea good foothold.
The joinings of-the floors, with the side lwalls shall be rounded in a manner

laundries, shall be cover va linoleum or wooden, planking, or with a

vo Ws
aa .

10.—-(1) In everyship to which these regulations apply the crew accommo-
dation and the meansof access thereto and egress therefrom shall be so. .
arranged and constructed and situated in such a position

a$

to ensure— -
(a) the protection of the crewagainst injury to the greatest practicable

extent ; . vee ot oe ,
(5)the protection of the crew accommodationagainst thé:jveather and

thesea; an - ,
.(¢) the insulation of the crew accommodation. from heat and cold ;

~ _ (d) the protection of the crew accommodation against moisture due to
~ condensation ; we
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(e) the exclusion from the crew accommodation of effluvia originating
in otherspaces in the ship ; and

‘ (f) the exclusion from the crew accommodation, ththe greatest practi-
cable-extent, of noise originating in other spaces in the ship.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing paragraph—

(a) Every opening from an open deck into the crew accommoadation
shall be protected against ‘the weather and thesea. wo

_ (b):"Ehe’ crew accommodation shall beaccessible at all:timess fro the
open‘deck. =

(c) Access to sleeping roams, ‘mess rooms, recreation roomsand studiés
which form part of the ‘crew ‘accommodation shall be obtained from a
passageway whichshiall be provided with a hinged doorat any entrancesto

- the open deck. The Goyernment Insfector of Shipping may exempt any
shipfromthe requirementsof this sub-paragraph to the extent to which he
is satisfied that compliarice therew:ith is unreasonable or impracticable
by reason ofthesize or intended service of the ship..

.  (d) Bow hawse pipes shall not be situated in the crew accommodation.
‘The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt any ship of under
400 tons from the requirements of this sub-paragraph.

() Steam supply and exhaustpipes for steering gear, winches and similar
equipment shall not pass through the,crew accommodation. Provided
that, if in the case of any ship of 500 tons;or over the Government Inspector

B 201

of Shippingiis satisfied that alternative arrangements are unreasonable or °
impracticable in the circumstances, he maypermit such pipes,if properly
encased, to pass through passageways forfningpart of the crew accommo-
dation subject, ' in the case of supply pipes, to the following conditions——

(7) the pipes shall be constructed ofsolid drawn steel or other suitable
material; i

(ii) the pipes shall be of a scantling sufficient to withstand the:maximum
pressure from the ship’s boiler system ;3 Z

(it) all connections in the Pipes shall be by faced flanges properly :
jointed ; and

(tv) the pipes shall be fitted with adequate Sainage arrangement.
The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt any ship of under
500 tons from the requirements of this sub-paragraph if he is satisfied

that adequate arrangements,have been made to ensure the salety of the
crew.

- Cf) All steam pipes, hot waterpipes and calorifiers in or serving the crew _
accommodation shall be effictently lagged wherever laggingiis necessary

for the conservation of heat or.the protection‘of the crew againgt-injuryor
discomfort. ~All cold water pipes in the crew accommodation shal{ be
efficiently lagged -‘wherever lagging is necessary: ffor the prevention of *
condensauion.

(g) Chain pipes, arid ventilator trunks to cargo spaces or tanks, shall be
made of steel or other suitable material and shall be gastight where they
pass through any part ofthe crew accommodation.

(h) Batteries for the operation of the ship’s radio installation, if any,
- shall not be plaged in any sleeping room providedfor the crew, and precau-
tions shall be taken which will ensure that fumes from such’ batteries
cannot discharge into any part of the. crews@ accommodation.
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(i) The bulkheads and the parts: ofthe ship’s side which enclose the
crew accommodation, shall be insulated in a manner which will prevent
overheating of. the accommodation, and shall be covered with protective .
covering which will prevent the’‘condensation of moisture. “The Govern-
ment Inspector of Shipping may exempt any ship from the requirements
of this sub-paragraph to the extent to which’he is satisfied that the crew .
accommodation is ‘adequately protected by its position and ventilation :
against overheating‘and condensation.

(7) Every bulkhead, casing and deck separating thecrew accommodation
from other spaces if the ship in which heat or cold may be generatedshall
be insulated in a manner which willeprevént the crew accommodation
being so affected by such heat or cold or by gondensation asto prejudice Lo
the health or comfort of the crew.

(k) Every ship for the time being regularly engaged on voyages .to,
within or through the ‘Fropics or the Persian Gulf shall be providedavith
awnings which will cover— “{

(i) all exposed décks and house-tops situated, immediately above
any part of the crew accommodation; *

- (it) all exposed sides of galleys situated on an open deck ;
(iii) such portions of the deck spaces providéd for the recreation of

the crew in compliance with paragraph (6) of Regulation 22 of these
regulations as will provide a shaded area adequate in extent: having

/ regard to ithe numberof personsin the crew and to any shade provided .
for such spaces by overhanging decks.
The awnings shall be supported by stanchions or by other suitable
means,

(I) Thereshall be nodirect opening between the crew accommodation
“(other than recreation deck spaces) and any space used as a store room for.
“engine ‘roonrstores or deck department sfores. The Government In-
spector of.Shipping may exempt—

(i) any ship of under 500 tons ; and.

(it) any whale catcher from the requirements of this sub-paragraph to
“the extent to which heis satisfied that colapliance therewith iis impfac-
ticable in the circumstances. ws oy gt

(m) There shall*be nosdirect opening betsieenthe crew’ accommodation -
other than recreation deck spaces) and s aces used as, aPp P .

({) permanent coal bunkers; —— an ‘
(i) oil fuel bunkers; ee oot °

¥(zit) cargo or machinery spaces;
-. oe, ~ a at

- (tv) lamp rooms or paint rooms;
%,

(v). store rooms not forming part of the crew accommodation (other
than store rooms for engine roomor deck department storés) ;

mM

(vi) chain lockers ; or “9
(vit}ycofferdams. ‘

Provided that there may be a direct opening-between machinery spaces:
and sanitary accommodation and changing rooms’provided for the sole
use of officers and ratings of-the engine roomdepartment. ‘Fhe Govern- -
ment Inspector 6f Shipping mayexempt any ship from thé‘requiremen
of this sub-paragraphiin so far as it relates to a direct dpening between any_
_passageway forming part of the crew accommodation and any of the

" aforesaid spaces, ‘The. Government Inspector of Shipping may further

’
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_ exempt any whale catcher from such requirementin so faras it rclates to
a direct opening between any‘machinery space and any part of the crew
accommodation.. a

_'(n) Subject to the provisionsof paragraph (3) of regulation 24, paragraph
(6) of regulation 28 and paragraph(16)'of regulation 32 of these regulations
there shall be-no direct opening between the crew accommodation (other

_ than recreation deck spaces or passageways) and any sanitary accommoda-
. tion, laundry or drying room (whether or not such, sanitary accommoda-
tion, laundry or drying: room forms part of’ the crew accommodation).

- Provided that nothing in this sub-paragraph shall prohibit direct openings
between spaces forming part of the sanitary accommodation; or between

"spaces appropriated for use as laundries or drying rooms.

*, 7 (6) Any part of the crew accommodation whichis adjacent to any part
(other than the grown) of a tank in’which oil may becarried in bulk, shall
be separated théréfromn by a“gastight division additional to the diviision
which ‘retains the. oil. The Government Inspector of Shipping may ‘+
exempt any ship from the requirement of this sub-paragraph if he is’
satisfied that the division which retains the oiliis likely to remain oiltight
under.serviceconditions. Bi

(p) If any_part of the crew accommodationiis, situated ona deck which
forms the pgaoftheerinwhich oil may be carried.in bulk, such deck
shall be oiltight. No manhotés or other openings to the oil tanks shall be
situated in s:the crewaccommodation. The Government Inspector of
Shipping may exempt any Ship used in treating whales or for the carriage
of persons employed in catching or treating whales from the requirements
ofthis. sub-paragraphiin.so far as they relate to manholesor other openings
in the oil tanks.

(q) If any part of the crew accommodation is situated on a deck forming

r
e

* a

(r) The means of access,to and egress from every part of the’ crew
accommodation shall be so situated that in theevent offire in anylamp
room orpaint-toom in the ship,access to, arid egress frorn the crew accom-
modation will ‘not be impeded.
11{1) In every ship to which these regulations apply, otherthan a ship

employed solely within the Tropics or the Persian Gulf, all sleeping rooms,
mess rooms, recreation rodms, sanitary accommodation, offices, studies aang
hospitals forming part of the crgw accommodation shall be provided with a
heating system whichshallsbe permanently‘installed and capable of ensuring
that when. the ventilationsystem provided for such rooms or accommodation
in compliance with thesé:regulations is wofking so as to furnish at least 15

* cubic feet offresh air per-minute for each person whom the room or accom-
modationis ‘designed to.accommodate at One time and the temperature of’
the openairtis 30° F. thé temperature th¢fein can be maintained at 67° F:
Providedthat the: temperature within-a water closet shall not be required
to be maintained at more than 10° Fy above the ambient temperature in the
open air, If the temperature within any watercloset is capable of being so
maintained by heat derived from an adjoining compartment, a heating
system shall not be required to be-provided in that’water closet. The .
GovernmentInspector of Shipping may exempt from the requirements of
this paragraph—

(£)any ship of under 500 tons, and , 4
(iid any ship intended to be.engaged solely on: voyages in the Tropics

or the Persian Gulf if he is satisfied that the crew accommodation is
fitted with stoves which are properly installed and adequately guarded,
orwith othersuitable means ofheating.

+

‘the crown of a permanent coal bunker, such deck shall be gastight. =-~

. B203
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(2) The permanent. heating system required by thie foregoing paragraph.
shall -be. operated. by steam, hot water or electricity, or shall be a system

' supplying warm air. SR

(3) The heating ‘equipment shall be so constructed, installed and,if
* necessary, shielded as to avoid the risk of fire and not to constitute a source

_ © Of danger or discomfort to the crew. In particular, means shall be provided, .
_ unlessthe provisionthereof is unreasonable or impracticable in the circum-
stances, by which, without the use of a tool or key, the heat emitted by the.
‘fadiator or other heating device fitted in anyspace can be turned ‘off and’
onand varied. The heating equipment shall be so constructed thatits
operation is not affected by the use or non-use of any steering gear, deck
machinery,calorifiers or cooking appliances in the ship.

(4) The heating system shall be in operation atall times when any members
of the crew are living or working on board the ship and circumstances
require its use. Provided-that while the ship is in port the heating system
shall not be required. to be in. operation if efficient temporary means of
heating are provided for such parts of the crew accommodation as are in use.

12,—(1) In eVery’ship to which these regulations apply every part of the
crew accommodation, other than pantries, laundries, drying rooms, lockers
and store rooms shall be properly lighted by natural light. Provided that
if in any space.ini a passenger ship or in a ship engagedin the whaling industry -
it is impracticable to provide proper natural lighting, such lighting shall not
be required if adequate electric lighting is always available in that space.
The Government Inspector*of Shipping may exempt.any ship from” the
requirement of this paragraph in relation. to sanitary accommodation and
passageways to the extent to which heis satisfied that compliance therewith
is unreasonableorimpracticablein the circumstances. os

(2) ‘he natural lighting of a sleeping room, mess-room,recreation room or *--
hospital ward shall be deemed to be proper for the purposes ofthis regulation
if it is sufficient to enable ayordinary newspaper to be read by a person of |
normal vision at any pointrin the room, being’a point, available for free
movement, during day time‘andin clear weather. f

(3) Every side scuttle in a sleeping room, méss roém, smoking room or
recreation rom, in the crew accommodationshall be capable of being opened.
Provided that*this paragraphshall not apply to’a side scuttle which is required
to be of the gon-opening type by the provisions of the Merchant Shipping
(Passenger Skip Construction) Rules.

(4) In everyship of 3,000 tons or over every such’side scuttle shall be at
least 12 inches in diameter.. The-Government Inspector of Shipping may"

’

exempt any ship from the requirement of this paragraph to the extent to’.
whichhe is satisfied that. compliance therewith is unreasonable or imprac- -
ticable in the circumstances. :

(5) In every ship to which these regulations apply an electrical system shall.
be installed which is capable of providing adequatelighting in evéry part of the
crew accommodation. Theelectric lights shall be so arranged as to give the
maximum benéfit to thé crew, and in particular anelectric reaglinglight shall
befitted at the head of each-bed and shill be capable of being sivitched on and
off fromthe bed. A: lamp emitting at least 200 lumensshall be fitted in every
suchreadinglight in a sleeping room, and a lamp.emitting atleast 490 lumens
shall be fitted in every suchlight in a hospital ward. . An efficient alternative
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system of lighting or source ofelectric powershall always be available for
lighting the crew accommodation. The ‘Government Inspector of Shipping
may exempt anyship of under 500 tons from the requirementof this para
graph if heis satisfied that compliance therewith is unreasonable or.impracti-

. cable in‘the circumstances andthat other suitable artificial lighting is provided |
in the crew accommodation. ; .

(6)—(@) Inaddition to any otherlights required by these regulations the
spaces referred to in sub-paragraphs.(d) to (#) inclusive of this paragraph
Shall be provided with the-lighting therein specified.

(6) Theelectric lighting of the spaces referred to in sub-paragraphs(1) to
(2) inclusive of this paragraphshall be deemed to be adequate for the purposes
of these Regulationsif, when the.lampsandpaintwork are new, the illumina-
tion in the-horizontal plane, when measured at the points and in the manner
prescribed in sub-paragraph(c) of this paragraph is steadyand subject to a
toler:ance of 10 per cent. is maintained at avalue.of not less than that pre=
scribed forevery such space. ow .

(c) The points at whichilluminationshall*be measuredshall be as follows~—

of
({) Where general measurementpoints are prescribed for the illumination
a space, then mgasurements shall be taken at every point midwaybetween

every two adjaceit Jamps and at every point midway between every lamp
and any position“on any boundary. of thespace.

’ Provided always that wherewithin any:space a part of that space (being a
part of that space available for free moaveméyt) is shaded from the direct rays -
of a-lamp by-a_re-exitrant angleformediri the boundary of the space,.then the
central pointofthe part of the space so shaded shall also be-a general ineasure-
ment point; and -

OF 2

"case
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(#) Wherepartigylar measurement points arealso prescribed for aspace, *”>*
then measurementshallin addition be taken at every such point. ‘

Inall cases measurdments shall be taken at a heightof 2 feet 9 inches above
the floor, except that in the casé, of passageways, companionways,: and
covered recreation deck spaces, measurements may be taken either at a height *’

feet 9 inches above the Hooror at floor level, provided, that in the latter —
the reflection factorof the Aor surface shall not beless than 40) per cent. -:

‘Tilumination of provision storé roomsshall be measured when the roomsare ?

““(d) Sleeping:Rooms and Day Rooms. -
2 footetandles immediately in front of any drawer, bookcase, clothes

* locker} wardrobe-andtuilet mirfor. -
5 foot;candles at-any wash-basin. : .
6 foot+candles at anyseat at a writing desk or table, and at notless than
half theremainingseats in a sleeping room provided for the use of.

a

than one person.
Forthe purposesofthis sub-paragraph readinglights at the heads of beds sha Fey
not be taken into account in determining the illumination of a Space except i} .
the case of a sleeping toom provided for the use of one person only.

(e)

(A

:
Mess Rooms-—. eo, “
2 foot-candles at general measuringpoints.
5 foot-candles at any table and sink.

Recreation and Sinoking Rooms—

2 foot-candles at general measuring points..
5 foot-candles at the recreation tables.
6 foot-candles at anyseat at a writing position at a desk or table and at
not less than half the remaining seats.

>
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() Hospital Wards— %.
2 foot-candles at génera¥ measuring points: "s

5 foot-candles at ally wash-basin. 2S

In addition to the electric reading lamp required to be providellat the
head of each bed in accordance svith:paragraph(5)of this regulation, at
least one- fixed Jamp shall be installed. -The portable electric lamp

required to be provided, by paragraph (10) of regulation 32 of these

regulations shall emit at least 600 lumens.'
For the putposes of this sub-paragraph reading lights at the head of beds shall
not be yakentinto account in determining illuminationexcept in the case of a

hosp

(@)

8 foot-candles at any wash-basin orwashing troughand at og near the

G)

(k) Drying Rooms—. & ty 2

. (1) Galleys (including Bakeries and Rantries)—

ital ward;provided for.theuse of one person only.

(1) Offices find Sudies—*
2 foot-candles immediately in.front of any drawer and any bookcase. .

- $ foot-candles at every writing position at a desk ortable. :

Sanitary Accommodation(includingsuchaccommodationiin(Hospitals)—

Water Closets—3 foot-candles in way of the pan.
i ‘Wash Rooms and Bathrooms—3 foot-candles at all general measure-
mentpoints.

head of any bath.
Laundries— :

_3 foot-candles at general measuringpoints.

5 foot-candles at any washing trough:

2 foot-candles in the centre of thg:sSpace.

‘ 6 fopt-candles at working positions.
Thdlamps shall be so ‘disposedas to ensure that the food preparation

- tables, the range top, the serving tables and the washing. up sinks
receive the maximumamount of light. . ;

(m) Provision, Siore Rooms— I Ct

~ Dry Store Rooms |
2 foot-candles at general measurement points...

2 foot-candles immediately in front ofshelving and any cipboard,

Cold Store Rooms. # Po,
Half the standard prescribed for a Dry Store Room. - ot

(n) Passageways, Céimpanionways and Covered Recreation Deck Spaces.

13

2 foot-candles at general measurement:poitits. : -

A lamp shall be placéd at or near:the head of each stairwayor ladder or
hatchway and at or near doorsof any,‘pckers provided for oilskins or
working clothes. —

13.—() In” every ship to which these regilations apply the enclosed
parts of the crew accommodation shall’be ventilated by a system, which will

"maintain the air therein in a state of purity adequate for the health and
’ comfort of the crew. ‘Such system shall be capable of being so controlled

as to ensure a sufficiency of air movement under all: conditionsof weather

and climate to which the shipis likely to be subjected during .the. voyages.
on which she is intended to be engaged, and shall.be. additionalto any side °
scuttles, skylights, companions, doors or other apertures not intended ‘solely
for v'entilation. 4
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(2) (2) Every such enclosed space, being a space not ventilated by a
"trun ced mechanical ventilation system, shall be provided with a natural
systeya of inlet and exhaust ventilation. Everyinlet ventilator formingpart
of stich system, being a ventilator situated in the open air, shall be of a--
cowl or other equally efficient type and shall be so situated that, as far as is

‘practicable, it is not. screened from the wind in any direction. No such
* ventilator shall be situated directly over a doorway, stairwayor exhaust

 

  

as
y

opening. ~ ;

@)!‘The sectional area of every part of the inlet and exhaust system (other
than a part serving only a drying ré6om or locker) shall be at least six’ square
inches for each person for whose use at any one time the space is appropriated,
and shall be not less than 19 square inches inall at any point in the system.
The effective areaof the inlet and exhaust system serving each space;shall
be capable of being adjusted from fully open down to a minimumof 3
squareinches for eaeh person likely to use the space at any onetime.

_ (3) Every“Sich. énclosed space, other than a cold’ store’ room, forming

-of 500 tons or over, shall be provided with a trunked mechanicalventilation
ei system complying with the requirements specifiedin the First Scheduleto
“ these regulations. Provided. that “such‘a. system shall not be required in
any galley, whichis situated on an open’deck and exposed tothe weather on

, the fore end and the port:and starboard sides. The Government Inspector.
‘of Shipping may exempt any shipfrom the requirement of this paragraph,
in so far as itrelates to the ventilftion. of a store room for the Storage of
dty provisions, if heis ‘satisfied that compliance with that requirement is
unnecessary by reason of the position of the store room. —

(4) In the crew accommodation of every ship to which. these regulations
apply, being a ship not provided with trunked- mechanical ventilation and
notbeing a ship for the time being regularly engaged only on voyages north
of 53° North latitude or south of 45° South latitude, an electric fan shall be
fitted. in;every sleeping room, mess room, recreation room, study, office,
galley and pantry. The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt
any ship of under 500 tons from the requirement of this paragraph, :

(5) Power for the operation jof the trunked méchanical ventilation system
or fans, as the case may be, required by the foregging paragraphs of this
regulation shall be available at all times ayhen anys members of th¢-crew

3

a 2

:part of the-crew accommodation of a ship to which these regulations apply,-

are on board the ship and circumstances require sugh system oxfans torbe | .
used. ‘

* (6) The following spare gear ‘shall be provided for each size of electric
motor employed to operate a trunked mechanical ventilation system in the
crew accommodation of a ship to whichthese regulations apply—

For direct Current Motors—
1 Armature .

1 Field coil rt on
1 Set of bearings ~
1 Set of carbon brushes.

s - | Brush holder .

- For Alternating Current Motors—
1 Set of stator windings, complete withinsulation pieces.
1 Set of bearings.

The spare gear shall be propery“packed for storage.
i"
=:
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Drainage. . 14.-—(1p In evéry ship to which these regulations apply ‘efficient drainage
, by pipes or ¢hannels shall beprovided for every part of the crew.accommoda-

tion situated on an open deck wherever such drainage is necessary for clearing
water shippedfrom thesea. _

(2) There shall be no drainage from any source (not being sanitary
accommodation) into the sanitary accommodation forming part of the crew
accommodation: , 8 oo

(3). Every space appropriated for use as sanitary accommodation shall be
_. served by one or morescuppers:which do not serve any space other than

sanitary accommodation. The scuppers shall be at least 2 inches in diameter
and shall be situated wherever wateris likely to collect onthe floor of the

* space. Provided that no scuppershall be required in washing accommoda-
oa tion appropriated for the sole use of one person. '
‘Painting, - ~ . / ;
ete. 15.—-(1) In everyship to which these regulatiens apply the interior sides

and, ceilings of every part of the crew accomsnodation-shall be covered
with enamel, paint or other suitable material. The paint, enamel or other
material shall be of good quality and white-orlight in colour.

(2) Lime wash orpaint containing nitro-cellulose shall not be applied in
the crew accommodation. . . .

(3) The woodenparts of the furniture and fittings in the crew accommo-
dation shall be finished externally with paint, varnish, polish or by other
suitable means, BO, ,
-(4) All paint, varnish, polish and otherfinishes in the crew aecommodation

shall be ¢apable of being’easily kept clean and shall be maintained in good
condition. — 7 , é

Marking. , ‘ . yg , :

16.—(1) Eyery sleeping room formifig part of the crew accammodation of
a ship to which these regulations applyshall be marked inside the room with.
whichever’ of the markings specified‘ in Part I of the Fourth Schedule to
these regulations is appropriate in thécircumstances. ,

(2) Every~space, other than a’ sleeping roon; or an open deék, forming ¢, °
part of the crew accommodation of such a ship shall be marked ¢ither inside _”
the spaceoronor over the door to such space with whichever of the markings
specified in’ Part II of the Fourth Schedule tothese regulations is appropriatt :
in the circumstances. ° | . : as
(3) Ail markings‘required by the foregoing provisions of this regulation‘

shall ke in clear characters‘and in a readily visible pogition on the ship's
4 structure. The markings shall be cut into théstructure or otherivisemarked
et in an equally permanent manner. ae %o Fe ‘

(+) No spaceforming part of the crew accommodationof a ship to which
these, regulations apply shall be marked, whether inside or outside:the space,
with any marking whicl| may be taken to indivate that the spaceis appro-
priated for use by persons differing in“ number or description from the

' . persons for whose use the space has been‘certified by a surveyor of ships.
Sleeping .
Rooms. |. 17.-—-(1). In every ship to which these regulations apply, unless the. cir-

cumstances are such that no members ofthe creware required to sleep on
- board, sleeping rooms shall be provided for the crew in accordance with

. the following provisions of Xhis regulation. Separate and appropriate
_ + Sleeping rooms shall be provided wherever required by the widely different

national habits and customsof groups of persons in the crew. > ,
(2) (a) Each of the following classes of persons shall be provided with

sleeping rooms separated fsom those provided for theother classes :——
+

®
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(7) Officers, 3
(i) Petty Officers,
(iii) Apprentices. oo .
(iv) Ratings of the deck department,-other than petty officerg,

' (v) Ratings of the engine room department,other than petty olficers.
(vi) ‘Ratings of the'catering department, other than petty’ officers.

(b) Every watch of ratings shall be provided’ with sleeping rooms
separate from those of other watches. Day-men shall be provided with

' sleeping roomsseparate from those of watch-keepers. . ,

re
e

The Government Inspector of Shipping may exemptfrom the require-
ments of this paragraph— - ,

(7) any whale catcher ; and .
(it) anyothership to the extent that he is satisfied that compliance’

‘with the said requirement is unreasonable or impracticable by reason —
of the size of the ship. . .
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The Government Inspector of Shipping may; further exempt any ship
engaged in the whaling industry from the requirements of sub-paragraph(8)
of this paragraph. ‘

(3) The maximum number of persons sonnet in sleéping rooms
shall be as follows— SO ;

(a) Officers in charge of a department, navigating and engineerofficers
in charge of a watch,andFirst or only Radio Officers =I p S@n per room.

(4) Otherofficers :—wherever practicable~1 person ‘per room afid in no
event more than 2 persons per rogm. — _-

~ (c) Apprentices :—wherever oieticable not moré than 3 persons per
room, and in no event more than # persons per room, .
. (2) Chief or onlystewa nd-chief or only cook, in either case in a ship :
of 500 tons or over regularly eniployed otherwise than as a hometrade
ship +1 person per room. “T+ ee

(e) Petty officers not being persons réfetred to in sub-paragtaph(d) :--
wherever practicable 1 person per room, and in no event more than2
persons per room. . 7 sm

P7

{f) Other ratings :—wherever practicable 2 or.3 person$*per foom,
and in no event more than + persons per room; provided that in any
passenger ship the Government Inspector of Shipping maypermit more
than 4, but not more than 10, such ratings-to be accommdédated in one .
room jf heis satisfied, after consultation with thé owner of the ship or with =z
such,organisation or organisations as appear to him to be representative

. Of the ratings concerned, that the comfort ‘of these ratings will thereby
\ beincreased, . moe ae ,

The-Government:Inspector of Shipping may exemptany ship used in
treating whales orfor the carriage ofpersons employedin catching or.treating
whales, from the requirements of this paragraph in so far as they relate to.
sleeping accommodation, for persons not engaged to work the ship. The ~
GovernmentInspector of Shipping may exempt also any whale catcher from
the requirements of sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph and anyship of
under 400 tons from the requirements of sub-paragraphs (a) and (d) of this © ol
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. (4) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (6) and (c) of this para-

graph, the minimum floor area provided for each person in a sleeping

room forming part of the crew accommodation of a ship to which these

regulations apply shall be as follows— .

(2) : Square Feet

In ships of under 400 tons es ewe 15

In ships of 400 tons or over but under'800 tons. . 20

In ships of 800 tons or over but.undér.3,000 tons. 25

In shipsof 3,000 tonsorover. ..;. ... « 30

(b) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (c) of this paragraph

the minimum floor area providedin a sleeping room in a passenger ship

shall be 24 squarefeet per person if more than 4 ratings are accommodated

inthat room. + ‘: isi

(c) Subject to the provisions of this:sub-paragraph the minimum floor a

area provided for each person in a sleeping room for such ratings as are fe

referred to in paragraph (2) of regulation 39 of these regulations (in this

sub-paragraph referred to as “‘special- ratings’) shall be as follows— _ £

. Square Feet

In ships of under 400 tons .. .. .. 14

In ships of 400 tons or over but under 3,000 tons 18

In ships of 3,000 tons or over —- - vee 20

The total floor area of the sleeping rooms providedin the ship for special

ratings shall not be less than would be. required. by sub-paragraph (a) of

_ this paragraph ta be provided for such number of ratings as would be neces-

sary in substitution for the special ratings if the special ratings were replaced

by other ratings. ; :

- (d) In determining the floor area of a room for the purpose of this

paragraph ‘spaces occupied by berths, lockers, seats or chests of drawers

shall be taken into accgunt and spaces which by reasonof theirsmall size

or irregular shape canpot accommodate furniture and do not contribute

to the area available for free movementshall not be taken intoaccount.

“18. (1) Every sleeping room in the crew accommodation of a ship to which

these regulations apply shall be fitted with a bed for each person accommo-

dated in the room.

(2) The: framework of each bed, and the lee-boards or lee-rails thereof,

if any, shall be constructed of metal or other material which is hard smooth

and unlikely to become corroded, . The framework shall be so made as not

to be likely to harbour vermin. In particular, if the bed is constructed with

tubular frames, the frames shall be completely sealed and without perfora-

tions. :

’ (3) There shall be unobstructed access to at least one side of each bed and,i

in particular, if the adjacent sides of two beds in the same room are parallel

to each other or, when projected, make ariangle ofless than 90° with each

other, the distance between those sides at-any point shall not be less'than

2 feet 6 inchesif both beds are in single tier or 3 feethin any othercase.

(4) Where beds abutt upon each other theyshall be separated by screens

made of wood Gr other suitable material. - a

- (5) No bed’shall be placed—+,
(a) within 4 inches of a ventilation trunk which maybe used for circulat-

ing hot air, or” ,

i
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(2) within 2 inches of a bulkheador the ship's side, unless. the bed is'sa
supported.and the room so constructed as to avoid harbouring dirt and
vermin in or near the bed, to enable the beddingto be kept clean and dry,
and. to minimise the soiling of paint work.in way ofthebed.

(6). Beds shall not be arranged ‘in tiers of more than two.

(7) Beds’ placed along the ship’s side shall be in single tier, except in a
room in which there is no side scuttle. The Government Inspector of
Shipping may exempt anyship from the requirementofthis paragraph to
the extent to which heis satisfied that the bedsin the sleeping room are
clear of side scuttles, and that the comfort of the crew will thereby be
increased:

(8) No bed shall— eee 2
(a) be less than 1 foot from the floor of the room measured from the

bottom of the mattress referr¢&to in paragraph(10) of this regulation ; and
(0) if the upper bed in agoubletier, be at least 2 feet 6 inches belowthe

lowerside. of the deck head beams or other obstructions measured from the
bottom of the mattress, The bottom of the mattress in the lower bed
shall be at least-3 feet below the bottom of the mattress in the upper bed
if the height of the sleeping room is 7 feet 6 inches or more, and at least
2 feet 9 inches below the bottom of the mattress in the upper bed if the
height of the sleeping room is less‘than 7 feet 6 inches. For the purposes
of this sub-paragraph the height of the room shail be measured from the. _
top of the floor beams to the top of the crown beams.

The.Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt—
(t) any ship of under 500 tons from any of the requirements of this

paragraph ;and . ; -
(#)any ship from the requirements of sub-paragraph (6) of this para-

graph.to the extent to which he is satisfied that it is unreasonable or .
impracticable inthe circumstances to remove obstructions above the beds
in the crew a¢commodationof that ship. :

" The sizeof the beds provided for the crew shall—
a) subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph(6) ofthis paragraph, be

at least 6 feet 3 inches by 2 feet 3 inches, the measurements being taken
. inside thie lee-boards or lee-rails, if any, and at right angles to each other;

(4) in a ship of 3,000. tons or over for the Chief Officer and for the
Chief and Second Engineers, be at least 6 feet 3 inches by 2 feet 9 inches
in a passenger ship and atleast 6 feet 3 inches by 3 feet 6 inches in any
other ship, the measurements in each case being taken as aforesaid.

(10) Every bed provided for ‘a memberofthe crewshall be fitted with a!
spring bottom or spring under-mattress, and with a mattress madeof material!

. which will resist damp ahdis unlikely to harbour vermin. A bottom of
' wood, canvas or other dust-proof material shall be fitted to every bed which

is fittedabove another bed.

19.—(1) In every ship to which these regulations apply every sleeping
room for ratings other than petty officers shall be provided with the following
equipment—

(a) For each person accommodated inthe room— |

(¢) one drawer having a capacity of at least 2-cubic feet ; and

fu
# :
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(it)one clothes locker or wardrobe, in either case at least 5 feet 6

inthes in height and 315 square inches in internal sectional area ; the,

locker or wardrobeshall be fitted with a shelf not less than 9 inches andi

not more than 15 inches belowits top and with fittings-on which clothes.

maybe hung; i ;

_(iii) at least one coat hook in addition to any coat hooksfitted in a

locker or wardrobe ;

(b). A table of fixed or drop-leaf type, or a desk, or a sliding leaf or top

fitted to a chest of drawers ; ~ am .

(c) Comfortable ‘seats sufficient to ‘accommodate a tone time all the
“persons accommodated in the room. Such seats shallbe provided in

_ addition to the beds in the room. The GovernmentInspector of Shipping |

may exempt any passenger ship or ship engaged in the whaling industry

from the requirements of this sub-paragraph.to the extent tq which heis

- satisfied that a lesser numberofseats is adequate in the circumstances;

_ OMA mirror suitable for toilet purposes ;*

(e) A cabinet suitable for containing toilet:requisites ; ©

- (f) A book rack ; jo |

_-(g) A runterofjute, coir or other suitable material at one side of each

bed ortier of beds, as the case may be; :

(k) A curtain fitted to each bed, unless the room accommodates only

one person ; and ‘4

_ (i) A curtain fitted to each side scuttle, unless the side’scuttle is fitted

with blinds or jalousies.

The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt any whale catcher

from any of the requirementsof sub-paragraphs(g), (4) and(1) of this para-

graph. 4} oo

(2) Paragraph (1) of this regulation shall apply to sleeping rooms for petty

officers as it applies to sleeping rooms for other ratings, subjectto the following

modifications and additions :— - : mo

(2) For each person accommodated in the room a seconddrawer having

a,capacity of at least 2 cubic feet shall be-provided in addition to the drawer

referred to in sub-paragraph (a) ‘of paragraph (1) of this regulation. =. *

(5) The clothes Jockers or wardrobes provided shall be made of hard-

wood. a
.

(c) Each room shall be provided with——

ma
e

2
%

(rt) a rack for holding one drinking-water bottle and one tumbler for —

each person accommodated in the room. ‘The rack maybe fitted inside -”

the cabinet for toilet requisites. Provided that a rack for holding a

drinking-water bottle shall not be required in any room in which a

supply of drinking-wateris laid on ; . ‘

(i) a wash basin, of vitreous china or other equally hygienic and

. durable material, which shall be fitted with an efficient and hygienic

discharge overside orto an enclosed tank with a suction pipe seryed by a

mechanically operated pump; provided that a wash~basin shall not be

required to be fitted in a sleeping. room for petty officers if washing. .

accommodation is readily accessible from the sleeping room.

(3) In every sleeping room in-which more than one petty officer or other

rating is- accommodated, every drawer, locker and wardrobe shall be fitted

with a secure lock or hasp for a padlock. In every sleeping room in which

only one pettyofficer or other rating is accommodated the locker or wardrobe

shall be fitted with sych a lock or hasp. co ’
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(4) Sinbject to the provisions of paragraph 5 of this regulation every
‘sleeping room forofficers shall be provided withthefollowing equipment :—

. (a) Foreach officer accommodated'in the room—

(i) at least- three drawers with a total capacity of 10 cubic feet or as_
near thereto as is practicable in the circumstances; ao Py4

(it) a wardrobe at least 5’ feet 6 inches in height and 460 square inches ?
in internal sectional area; :

(itt) attleast two coat hooks,iin addition to any coat hooks fitted in the|i
wardrobe; or “e

“ Sains desk fitted, ifpracticable, with drawers additional to the’?
oresaid drawers ;

(c) A chair with armrests ; 7 : ~

oa
rs

_@) A settee atleast 6.feet in léngth or as near thereto as isis practicablein
“the circumstances ; provided that the Government Inspector ofShipping-
may permit the settee to be dispensed with—

(i) if he is satisfied that a settee of adequate dimensions cannot be *
placédiin the roomwithout interfering with the comfort ofthe officers;
or” :

(i) in the case of a room which only accommodates oneofficer, if the
Government InspectCtor of Shippinghas consulted with such organisation
as appears to him to be representative of the class ofofficer Cabne

_ andis satisfied that a fully upholstered easy chair with:closed armsis
Theprovidediin the room.

(e) Amirrorsuitable for toilet purpose;

(f). A cabithet suitable for containing toilet requisites :

  @ one tumbler for each office ecommodated in the room. The-
rack maybe fitted inside the cabinet’fortoilet requisites. Provided
that a rack for holding a drinking-water bottle shall not be required in
any room in which a supplyof drinking-water is laid on.

_ (k) Awash-basin of vitreous chiha or other equally hygienic and
durable: material, which shall be fitted with an efficient and hygienic
dischargeo ‘erside or-to an enclosed tank with a sunction pipe served by a

_ mechanically operated pump. Provided that a wash-basin shall not be
required to be fitted in a sleeping roonr if washing accommodation is °
readily accessible therefrom...

, ee splash plate or other means of protectidn for the wall above the .
ash+basin,if any;

 (iA carpet runner ofwoolorir similar material; 8

(k) Curtains fitted to each bed, unless the room accommodates only one ‘
officer; ° . 4

1! (Z) Curtains fitted to each side seutdlt,junless the side scuttleiig fitéed, ©
with blinds or jalousies ; . ~

(m) A book’ case in any room: which accommodates a Chief Officer,
Chief Engineer or Second Engineer, -or in the cakeof passenger shipa S

S
B
e
e
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First Radio Officer ; and A “= “eS

(n) A book case at book rack in rooms which, accommodate other
Officers. ; ! | bo .

en . : 7 eo 7
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The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt;any ship of under Beas

_400 tons from any of the requirements of sub-paragraphs(a), (6) andsub-
paragraphs () to (7) inclusive, of this paragraphto the extent to which is .
satisfied that compliance therewith is unreasonable or impracticable in; the
circumstances.” * ot ¢ oe

(5) Any of the equipment referred ‘to in sub-paragraphs(0), (c), (d), (m)
and(n) of paragtaph (4) of this regulation may bé provided in a day room
available for the sole use of the officers concerned, instead of their sleepin

room. Any of the equipment referred to in sub-paragraphs (e) to (1)
inclusive of the said paragraph may be provided in washing accommodation
approved for the exclusive use of oneofficer instead of in the sleeping room
of that officer. Se ve :

(6) Sleeping rooms for apprentices shall so far as is reasonable and practi-

|

cable in the circumstances be providedéwith the equipment (other than aces p quip.
book ‘case) referred to in pafagraph- (4) of this regulation. Provided that.
any of the equipment referredto in sub-paragraphs(6), (c), and (d) of the
said paragraph maybe providefl in a study forthe sole use of the apprentices
instead of in their sleeping rooms.

(7) Subject to the foregoing provisions of this regulation, all lockers,
wardrobes, tables, desks, the un-upholstered parts pf chairs and settees and .

. similar furnishings provided in compliance with this regulation shall be
madeof polished hardwood, rustproof metalor other smooth and impervious
material not likely to crack, warp or become corroded. All furniture
-provided in sleeping rooms shall be so made as not to be likely to harbour
-yermin. .,

20.—(1) In every ship to which these regulations apply, unless the
circumstances are such that no members of theftcrew are required to mess on
board, mess rooms shall be provided for thé crew andshall be of such
dimensions as will be sufficient to accommodate the greatest number of
persons likely to use them at any one time. Separate and appropriate -
mess rooms shall be provided wherever required by the widely different
national habits and customs of groups of persons in the. crew.

(2). No mess room shall be combined with a sleepirig room. | The Govern?
ment Inspector of Shipping may. exempt any ship of under 300 tons from
the provision of this paragraphjif he is satisfied that compliance therewith
is unreasonable or impracticable!in the’circumstances.

(3) In every ship of 500 tons oF over ‘the mess rooms provided for ratings
” shall be separate from those provided for the Master of the ship or forofficers.

(4) In every ship of 1,000 tons or over a single mess room shall be provided
for all officers in the ship. Provided that the officers may,be accommodated
in separateméss roomsif their sleeping rooms are in widely separated portions
of the ship,

(5) In every ship of1,000 tons or over each of the following classes of
ratings shall be provided with mess rooms separate from those provided
for the other classes-—-_ ... :

(a) petty officers of the deck department5

(5) petty officers of the engineroom department;

_(¢) other ratings of the deck department ; «

(d) otherratings of te engine room department.

“
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. - Subject tothe provisions of paragraph (1) of this regulation the Govern-
f _ ment Inspector of Shipping may permit the provision in anyship of combined

+ mess rooms as follows;~} .. . oe oy

() for petty officers,of the deck and engine room departments ;

# () for pettyofficérs and other ratings of the same department ;

(it) for all -ratings*{other than petty officers) of the deck and engine
room départments. ©. Le .

: Subject as aforesaid the cment Inspector f Shipping may further
permit the provision in any ship o le mess g00m-for all petty.officers.
“and otherratings of all departments, if he iSsatisfied that such an arrange-
mentis preferredeither by the’ownerofthe ship or:by an organisation which

’ appears to the Government Inspector of Shipping to. be representative of
owners of Nigerian ships,.and by an organisation Which appears. to him to |
be representative of the seamen concerned. :

(6) In every ship of 3,000 tonsor over, being either—
(a) a ship other than a hometradeship, or 3 ,
(5) a hometrade ship with a catering department of more than|5 persons,

mess rooms shall be: provided for ratings of the icatering department which
"shall be separate ‘from those provided for ratings of other departments,
unless the Government Inspéctor permits a combined mess room for-petty
officers and other ratings of all departments in accordance with the provi-
signs of paragraph(5) of this regulation. ;

-

If in any other’ship, a separate mess room is not provided forratings of
the catering department, messing accommodation shall be provided for them ~
in mess rooms provided for other ratings. ; :

;° (7). Apprentices. shall be~pravided with a separate mess room or with -

_

“messing accommodation in the officers-mess room.

_(8) The GovernmentInspector of Shipping may exempt— oe ; :

4 (a) any passenger ship; and =. eo , .

he (b) any ship engaged in the whaling industry :

from, the requirements of this regulation to the extent to which is satisfied.
that compliance therewith is unreasonable or impracticable in the circums-

tances. - :

21.1) Every miess room forming part of thé crew accommodation in Furniture |
a ship to which these regulations apply shall be provided:with sufficient and fittings

A tables to allow a space of at least 20 inches measuredalongthe edgeof a in Mess ="

table for each person likely to use the rodm at arly one time. Each table “OOS: i

shall be at least 24 inches wideif seats are provided’ on bothsides ofthe table, a

e
e

and atleast 15 inches wide if seats are provided only on oneside ofthe table.
The table shall be of such a size and so situated as.to be readily accessible.

- (2) Single’chairs shall be provided in the mess roomfor each person, using
the room at any one time. Such chairs shall be fitted with arm rests unless

chairs with arm rests are available in a recreation room for the. persons
using the mess room: Provided that settees may be substituted for chairs
adjacent to a bulkhead or the ships’s side. Such settees shall be at least

15 inches wide and shall be fitted with upholstered or padded seats covered

with’material impervious to dirt and moisture, and shall be providedwith
comfortably shaped backs. If the mess room is appropriated for use by
officers or petty officers, whether or not together with other ratings, the backs’

. of the settees shall also be padded or upholstered andshall be covered with

material impervious to dirt and moisture. og
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(3) Every mess roont provided for persons who do not provide their own 3

. food shall be fitted with either— . i | t

. . (a). 2 storage locker ox rack in either case capable of holding sufficient 2
-_“\ mess utensils for those persons, or B . mt

(b) a storage locker at least 15 inches by 15 inches by 12 inches in ©.
size for each of those persons. _ ode

Every mess room provided for persons who provide their own food shall,

be fitted with a storage locker for each person which shall be of sufficient

‘size to be capableof containing his mess utensils together with a supply of ~

’ Nood sufficient for him for at least 7 days. All storage lockers provided
‘in compliance with this paragraph shall be adequately ventilated, andall

*.;storage lockers provided for one person shall be fitted with a lock or hasp for

“a padlock, and shall be so fixed as to clear the floor by at least 1 foot.

Provided that the lockers or racks may befitted in a pantry, store room or *

other suitable place outside a mess room, and readily accessible therefrom.
- No lockers or racks, being lockers or racks intended to contain food, shall

be fitted in a sleeping room, not being a sleeping room combined witha =, ; a

mess room. ,
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(4) A dresser, hot-press, sink and boiler or other means from which boiling ®

drinking water shall always be available shallbe fitted in each mess room,

unless such equipmentis fitted in a pantry|readily accessible from the

mess roomor, in the case of a ship of under 1,000 tons, in a galley.

Such equipntent shall be adequate in size for the number of persons likely
_ to use the room at any one time. If in the case of a mess room provided
-' for officers or petty officers the dresseris fitted in a pantry a sideboard sHall

“ be provided in the mess room. A supply of fresh water shall be laid jon

to the sink and boiler. The Government Inspector of Shipping niay
exempt—

-(@) any ship of under 1,000 tons from the requirement of a hot-press;

(b) any ship of under 500 tons from qny of the requirements of this

paragraph. . °

_(5) All tables, lockers, dressers and the un-upholstered parts of chairs

‘and settees in the mess room shall be madeof polished hardwood, rustproof

-metal or other smobth and impervious material not likely to crack, warp’

or becomecorroded. All furniture provided in the mess room shall bes
made as not to be likely to harbour yermin. ~ ’

(6) ‘The Government Inspector of Shipping mayexempt—

'- (a) any passenger ship;
' (b) any ship engaged in the whaling industry

from the requirements of this regulation to the extent to which is satisfied

that compliance ‘therewith is unreasonable or impracticable in the circum-

stances.
+ f :

Regreation 22:—(1) In every ship to which these regulations apply, being a sHip of

spaces and 3,000 tons or over employed otherwise than as a home trade ship, a smbking

Studies. room shall be provided for the recreation of the officers, and ghall not be

bo combined with a mess room. The smoking room shall be provided: with

tables each having a top approximately 4 square feet in area and with tub

chairs or easy chairs sufficient to accommodateat onetime at least one-third
° .

JD

of the numberofofficers for whose use the room is provided, and a bgokcase.

FE
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(2) In every, ship to which these regulations:apply, being a hometrade»
ship: of 300 tons or over, or a ship of under 3,000 tons regularly employed .
otherwisejthan as a hometrade ship, the mess room provided for the officers

shall be available and furnished for use as a smoking room,unless a separate
smoking room is providedfor their use.. é

. (3) In everyship to which these regulations apply recreation accommoda-

tion shall be provided in a mess room or ‘elsewhere for ratings and shall be

conveniently situated and appropriately furnished. Where such accom-

modation is provided elsewhere than in a rhess room the seating provided
shall be+sufficient to accommodate at one time at least one-third of the

nimberéf ratings for whom that accommodation is provided. The Govern-

ment Inspector of Shipping may exempt any whalecatcher from the require-

ments of this paragraph.

(4), If more than two apprentices are accommodated in one sleeping room

in a ship to which these regulations apply, a separate room shall be provided

in the ship for their use as a.study, unless.another suitable place is available

to them for purposesofstudy. ,

(5) In every ship to which these regulations apply, being a ship of 504) tons

or over, a bookgase shall be* provided for, and shall be accessible to, all

memibers of the por The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt

any whale catchér from the requirements of this paragraph. a
<

(6) In every ship to which these regulations apply space shall be provided
‘on an open deck for the use of the crew for recreational purposes. The

space shall be adequate in area (in so far as the size of the ship allows) having

regard to the numberof persons in the crew.

(7) Separate and appropriate recreation rooms shall be provided wherever

required by thei widely different national habits and customs of groups or

persons in the crew. .

+: 23. In every ship to which these regulations apply, being a ship of 3,000

tons or over, and not being a ship used in treating whales or engaged in

the carriage of persons employed in catching or treating whales, two separate -

roomsshall be provided for use as offices and shall be appropriately furnished

for that purpose. Oneof such roomsshall be appropriated for use by the

Chief Officer or the officers of the deck department, and the other for use

by the Chief Engineer or for the officers of the engine room department.

The office accommodation shall be in a room not used for any other purpose

except study. Provided that an office appropriated solely for use by an

individual officer may be combined with the day room of that officer.

y 7 ——. . .

24.—(1) In:every Class of ship to which these regulations apply each of

thefollowingclasses of persons shall be provided with washing accommoda- .

tioh separate from that provided for the other clisses—

(a). officers and apprentices ;

(b) petty officers ;

(c) ratings other than petty officers - |

Provided that the Government Inspector of Shipping may, in relation to

any ship, permit any combination of .the foregoing classesto be treated as

one class for the purposes of these regulations, if he is ‘satisfied that. the

circumstances so require. ~ i |

(2) The washing accommodation shall be situatedclose to the sleeping

accommodation of the persons*for whose use it is appropriated. Provided
*

that part of the washing accommodation for ratings of the engine room

g

i?
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department, may be’ adjacent to the engine room and stokehold. The
Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt any whale catcher from .
the requirements of this paragraph.

(3) Access to washing accommodation shall not be directly obtained
from a mess room or a sleeping room and shall wherever reasonable and
practicable in the circumstances be obtained from a passageway. Provided
that access to washing accommodation may be obtained directly from not
more than 2-sleeping rooms accommodating not more than 4'persons in all,
if the washing accommodation is appropriated for use solely;iby the person
or persons accommodated in those sleeping rooms. :

(4) The following equipment shall be provided in the washing accom-
_ modation for each class of persons referred to inn paragraph (1) of this regula-
tion—

‘one bath or shower for every 8 ‘persons;
-oné wash-basin for every 6 pergons; and - ;
one mirror suitable for toilet purposes for. every 6 persons,

and eachofsuch classes shall be provided with at least one bath or shower and
at least one wash-basin. One additional bath or showerstall be provided
for any of suchclasses in which the total numberof persons exceeds by 4 or
more a multiple of 8, and one additional wash-basifi shall be providedfor any
of such classes in which the number of persons: exceeds by 3or more a
multiple of 6.
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For the purposes ofthis paragraph— _
(a) a bath and showér combined shall be deemed to be only a bath
(2) no account shall be taken, in.determining the nuraber of baths and

showers required, of—- a 2 - FY

(i) any private bath or shower; or | - fF
(iz) the persons for whose use.a private bath or showeriisappropriated ;

(¢) no accountshall be taken, in determining the numberof wash-basins
reqiired, of

(7) any private wash-basin ; or ‘
(#2) the persons for whose use a private wash-basin is appropriated;

_ (d) a bath, shower or wash-basinshall be deemed to be private if it is
appropriated for the exclusive use of not more than four persons,

TheGovernmient Inspector of Shipping may exempt fromaany of the require-
mentsof this paragraph—-

(7) any ship in which the crew number more than 100 ;

(it) any passenger ship engaged solely on voyages which are normally of
less than 4 Kours duration.

(5) The wath-basins shall be made of vitreous china or other material
-having a smooth and impervious surface notlikely to crack, flake or become -
corroded. Every wash-basin provided in a passenger ship, being a. basin
fitted with hot and cold’fresh-water taps, shall have a capacity ofat least 1
gallon. Every other wash-basin provided in compliance with these regulations
shall have a capacity of at least 14 gallons. The capacity of wash-basins
shall be measured for the purposes of this paragraphto a level at least 1}
inches below the rim of the bowl. 4

(6) Every bath shall be atleast 4 feet 5 inches iin internal length unlessitis |
combined with a shower. Every bath shall be made of vitreous enamelled

- iron, or other material having a smooth and impervious:surface. not likely to:
crack, flake or become corroded. The floorarea of}everyshowerspace shall :
be at least 6} square feet, andeach side of the spact‘shall be at least 2 feet 6

- incheslong. 7a
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(7) Baths and showers provided for any class of persons shall be situated in
or adjacent to.a room containing wash-basins and provided for that class of

person. Screening shall be provided to ensure privacy for any bath or
shower which is in the same room as any wash-basin and anyother bathor

ishower, unless the room is appropriated for the sole use of one person.
{ The screening shall be made of robust and opaque material, and shall be rigid
‘on at least three sides of every bath and shower space. The screening shall,
‘wherever reasonable\and practicable in the circumstances, enclose sufficient
space to permit a pérson to dress and undress in comfort therein.

(8) Every wash-basin, bath and showershall befitted with an efficient and

hygienic discharge system and,in particular, the waste pipes shall be fitted in -
a manner whichwill minimise the risk of obstruction and facilitate cleaning.

_ Every shower space shall be fitted with a handrail, a kerb and individual

drainage. Every bath and shower space shall-be provided with a grating or
mat. Loo

i ;

(9) Spring-loaded draw-off taps for hot and cold fresh water shall be fitted .
on,a bulkhead orpartition in every washroom provided for ratings, unless taps |
for.hot and cold fresh waterarefitted to each wash-bdsinin that room. Draw-
off taps for cold salt water shall be fitted in tvery such wash room unless
there are other adequate means of washing dewn'the room, The Govern-
ment Inspector of Shipping may exempt— .

(a) any ship of under 500 tons ; and .

.(6) any whale catcher , .
from the requirements of this:paragraph relating to hot water taps to the
extent to which heis satisfied that compliance therewith is unreasonable or
impracticable in the circumstances. t oe
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(10) Nothingin this regulation shall apply to the washing accommodation
forming part of a permanent héspital, and for the-purposes of paragraph(4)

_ thereof no accountshall be taken of any wash-basin, bath or showerfitted ina
permanent hospital. Ln j

_ , 25.—(1) In every ship to which these regulations apply there shall be Supply of
~ available a supply of fresh water. sufficient for the wash-basins, baths and water to i

showers fitted in compliance with these regulations.. The supply shall be Washing
provided from tanks of a capacity of at least 10 gallons for each memberofthe “Accomm
crewfor each day likely to elapse between succéssive replenishments of the .
water or byother equally efficient means. If service tanks are fitted for that
purposethey shall be directly connected with the ship’s main washingwater or
drinking water storage tanks. In ships of 1,000 tons or over any pumping
necessary for the supplyoffresh water shall be by mechanical power.

(2) Hot and cold water shall be laid on to all wash-basins, baths and
showersfitted in compliancewith these regulations. Provided that—

(2) in the case of a bath and shower combined, hot and cold fresh water
shall be required to belaid on only to the bath or the shower ; and

(8)hot and coldfresh water shall not be required to be laid on to wash-
basins provided for the sole use of ratings if.it is laid on to spring-loaded
draw-off tap$ in the same room in accordance with paragraph (9) of
regulation 24 of these regulations.

’ Cold fresh water shall be laid on to any wash-basins which are additional to
those required by thége regulations and arefitted in sleeping rooms.

e
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(3). The hot fresh water shall be at a‘constant temperatureof at least 150° F.

and shall be supplied by thermostatically controlled calorifiers or by other
equally safe and efficient means. Every shower bath shall be provided with

an anti-scalding mixture yalve which shall be adjusted so that the temperature

of the shower-water (whethersalt or fresh)can be varied by the person using a
showerover the range of temperatures between the ambient temperature and.

a temperature ofbetween95° F. and 105° F. ;

(4) The Governmentinspectorof Shipping may exempt— ~

(a) any ship of under 500 tons ; and -

: any whale catcher : i

from

impracticablein the circumstances.
z

and the timelikely to elapse between successive replenishmentof the water,

~ orby other equallyefficient means. If service tanks are fitted for that purpose

they shall be directly connectedto the ship’smain drinking water storage tanks.

In:ships of3,000 tons or over any pumpingnecessaryfor the supply of drinking

. water in crew accommodation shall be by mechanical power.

(2). Cold drinking water shall be laid on to taps in the galleys and pantries,
and in the mess rooms provided for those membersof the crew forwhose use

(3) In every ship to whichthéseregulations apply, being a ship of 1,Q00

tons or over employed otherwiye(an as a hometrade ship, means shall be

provided whereby the crew shall, obtain access to drinking water which has
i‘

been cooled by passing it through a cooling-tank or byother suitable means.

27.—{1) In every ship to whick these regulations apply, being a ship of

500-tons or ovet, washing troughis or othersuitable facilities shall be provided

to enable the crew to wash their clothes, and shall be adgquate in size and

_ sufficient in number for that’ purpose. Such troughs stall be. made of or-

- coated with hygienic and durable material having a smodth and impervious

surface not likely to crack, flake or become corroded. Thetroughs or other,

facilities shall be situated in a-room appropriated for use. only as a laundry. -

Provided. that the troughs of. other facilities may be situated in the crew's

washing accommodation if the provision of a separate laundry is unreasonable

or impracticable in the circumstances.. The troughs. or other facilities” -

shall be provided with an adequate supply of hot and cold fresh water, and

shall be so arranged as to discharge overboard or into an enclosed tank

e requirementofthis regulation relating to the supply bf hot water to”

_ the extent to which heis satisfied that compliance therewithis vnreaSonableor

a
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26.—(1) In every. ship to which these regulations apply'asupply of drinking -

-watershall be provided in the crew accommodation from tanks of an adequate

“capacity for the purpose having regard to‘the numberof persons in the crew

served by a méchanically operated suction pump. The Government.-

Inspector of Shipping may exempt any whale catcher from the requirements

of this paragsaph if heis satisfied that the wash-basins provided therein in |

compliance with regulation 24 of these regulations,are suitable for washing
clothes. no

. (2) In,every ship to which these regulations apply, rooms for drying the

“crew's clothes shall be provided and shall be separate from sleeping rooms,

mess: rooms, recreation rooms, offices, store rooms, galleys, pantries and ,

hospitals and shall be fitted with racks or rods with sufficient space having

regard to.the numberof persons‘in the crew andthe duration of the voyages

on whichtheshipis intended to be engaged. The heating ofsuch rooms shall
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‘be capable of being contiplied independently of the heating of any other o

space in the ship. The ‘éxhaust ventilation of such rooms shall be inde-.

pendeatofall other spaces in the ship unless it is provided by a trunked

mechanicalventilation system. Provided that in ships of under 500 tons

drying cabinets or other suitable facilities may be substituted for a drying
room. , i

'(3) In every ship to which these regulations apply adequately ventilated

_ compartments or lockers shall be providdd for hanging oilskins and working

‘clothes used by the crew. Separate compartments or lockers shall be

provided for. officers.and ratings. , The compartmentsor lockers shall be

situated outside the sleeping rooms of the crew and in a position readily

accessible therefrom. The Government Inspector of. Shipping may exempt

any ship’of under 500 tons from anyof the requirements of this paragraph.

" 28.—(1) In every ship to which these regulations apply eachof thefollow-

ing classes of personsshall be provided with water closets separate from those

provided for the other classes—

£ (a) officers and apprentices 3,” _ * oe

(b) petty officers; ro,

(c) ratings other than pettyofficers.

Provided that the Government Inspector of Shipping may, in relation -

to anyship, permit any combination of the foregoing classes to be treated -

as one class for the purposes of this ¢egulation if he is satisfied that the

circumstances so require. 2 - |

(2) Water closets shall be prévided as follows— ~ é

(a) One for every 8 persons in each of the classes as aforesaid and each

of such classes shall be provided with at least one water closet.. One

additional water closetshall be provided for any of siich classes in which

the total numberof persons exceeds by’4 or motea multiple of 8.

* Provided that— . : oo “Ts:

_ (i) in detertnining the numberof water closets required by this syb-

paragraph no account shall be taken of-

et
°

(a) anyprivate water closet ; or ~
.

(d) the persons for whose use a private stecoset is appropriated ;

(ii) if the numberof persons in any class exceeds} 100, the number of

waterclosets providedfor thatclass shall be the greaterofthe following—

(a) 13, ory: . ,

(b) 10, together with 4 per cent of the number of persons in excess

of 100, calculated to thenext following whole number.

For the purpose of this sub-paragraph*a water closet shall he deemed to

be private if it is appropriated for the sole use of not more than 4 persons.

The GovernmentInspector of Shipping may exempt from the requirements

of this sub-paragraph any passenger ship engaged solely in voyages the

normal duration of which does not exceed 4 hours.

=

q-

(b) In addition to the water closets required by! sub-paragraph (a),

there shall be provided such number of waterclosets, if any, as is required .

to increase the total number of water closets provided for the crew to the

following— .
ty .

In ships of 500 tons but under 800 tons a . J 3

In ships of 800 tons but under 3,000 tons .. Se. - #,

In ships of 3,000 tons orover ..- «- oe .. 6

~ Loo
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(c) In determining the number of water closets required by this para- ~
graph.no account shall be taken of any water closet forming part ofa,

_ permanenthospital. -
(3) The-water closets shall be situated close to the sleeping fooms of the-

persons for whomthey are provided and in particular, a watercloset shall’
be situated tlose to the sleeping rooms of any radio officers in the crew if.
such sleeping rooms are in a position remote from other sleeping rooms.

(4) If the entrance to a water closet iis from an opendeck, the«entrance
shall, if practicable, be properly screened.

* (5) If the méang of entry into water closets forming part of. theccrew
accommodation is}froma passageway leading to other parts of the crew
accommodation, a; lobby. shall be provided at the entrance of the water
closet or, where a ‘lobbyiis not practicable, a self-closing door. Any doors
between a water closet and a passagewayshall be close fitting and-without
apertures. The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt anyship —
from the requirement that the doors shall be close-fitting and without
apertures to the extent to which heis satisfied.that the exhaust ventilation
arrangements from;:the water closet réhder compliance therewith unnecessary.

‘(6)-Access to water closets shall not‘ be obtained directly from’a mess
room or sleeping room. Provided that access to a ‘water closet maybe
obtained directly from not more than two sleeping rooms altogether accom~

'modating not morethan four persons. If the persons accommodated
are three or four in number, the water closet pedestal s all‘be so screened
as to ensure privacy.

(7) Every water closet shall be completely enclosed by bulkheads and shall .
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be provided with exhaust ventilation directly to the open air. Provided that :
a water closet may be separated by a partition consisting of steel or other ©
opaque and rigid material open‘at the topand bottom from

(a) another watercloset,
(2): a-urinal, or
©. sfashing accommodation if the‘water. closet iis served by a trunked

mechartical ventilation system which effectively removes odours therefrom.

(8) Every water closet shall be so constructed as to facilitate cleaning and
notto harbour dirt or vermin.

(9) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (10) of this regulation every
water closet shall be provided with the-following— |

(a) a water closet pedestal ofsingle type with— ~ :
(z) a pan of white vitreous china or other suitable’ material;

, (if) a seat of polished hardwood or other suitable materi}, with an
Gpeningof 4 inches at-the front;

(ii) a trap with a metal inspection plate; and
(iv) an efficient ventilator connected to the outlet.

(6) An adequate flush of water, which shall be always available and.
supplied throughself-closing non-concussive supply valvés witha portable
seatingin metal whichis notlikely to become corroded.

'

‘(c) A soil pipe not less than 4 inches in diameter, so constructed as to /
facilitate cleaning and minimise the risk of obstruction; the pipe shall have
a direct overboard outfall fitted with a storm-valve, unless it Is connected
with a main sewage outfall by an efficient and hygienic system.

(d)-A device for holding toilet pape:. a

(Ahandrail or grip. =
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(10) Every water closet provided for the exclusive use of such ratings as
are referred to in paragraph(2) of regulation 39 of these regulations shall be

_ designed and equipped in a mannersuited to the national habits and customs
of those ratings and in particular, shall be provided with—-

' (a). a water closet pedestal of single type with atrapped pan of“white
vitreous china or other suitable material ; 7$

(6) an arrangement which automatically flushes the pan atintervals not
exceeding 5 minites and-provides a continuoustrickle of water ; and

(c) asoil pipe suchas is referred to in sub-paragraph(c) of paragraph(9)
of this regulation ; the pipe shall be fitted-with a metal inspection plate and
efficient ventilation. me~N

' “The Government’ Inspector ofShipping may exempt any ship from the
tequirements of this paragraph if he is’ satisfied that the water closets
providedfor the aforesaid ratings comply with the requirements of paragraph
(9) of this regdJation and have beenproperly adapted so as tobe suited to the
national habits and customs of those ratings:

: §
(11) The provisions of this: regulation ‘shall not apply to water closets): Cts

. forming part of a permanent hospital. ;

29,—(1) Every ship toiwhich these regujations apply shall be provided

with a galleyfor the preparation of food fop-the crew, unless the circumstan-

ces are such that no members of the crew arerequired to mess on board.

(2) The galley -shall be situated as hear as may be to the mess rooms
provided“for the crew and any necessary equipment shall be provided to

enable food to be servedot in the mess rooms underall weather conditions.

B 223

Galleys.

(3) The galley shall be situated in a-position which will prevent, as far asis
practicable, the entry into the galley of ‘coal dust from coal:chutes or bunker
hatchways.

*

(4) There shall be no direct opening between the galley and any sleeping
room. } The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt any ship of
under §00 tons from :the requireménts ofthis paragraph.

(5) Any galley situated on an open deck shall be provided with weather

doors which are horizéntally divided into halves, so that the upperhalf can

be opened independently of the lower:half, if such a division is necessary for
the lighting, véntilation or privacy of the galley or for the service of food
therefrom. _

(6) Every galley shall, so far as is reasonable and practicable, be lighted by

natural lighting from all the sides and from overhead.

(7) Every galley shall be provided with at least three fixed points for
"artificial lighting, one of which shall be situated close to a cooking range

required by this regulation. The Government Inspectorof Shipping may
exempt any shipof under 1,000 tons fromthe requirements of this paragraph.

(8) If thegalley is situated on an open deck, openings shall be cut in the
sides and ends of the galley for ventilation purposes and shall be fitted with

_ dust-tight shutters miade of steel or other suitable materiak and permanently . .

attached to the structure of the galley. The Government Inspector of

Shipping may exemptany ship from the requirements of this paragraphif he

is satisfied that compliance therewith is unreasonable or impracticable in the

circumstances,

i
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(9) Every galley‘shall be provided ‘with exhaust fans which discharge the
fumes into the open air. The Government Inspector of Shipping may
exempt’from.the requirement of thisparagraph—

=

*

(a) any ship of under 1,000 tons; SO, -

(b) any othership,if he,is satisfied that the galley is so situated that the

fumes therefrom can discharge only into the open air. : -

(10) The floor of the galley shall be provided with gutters andwith scuppers
which shall be led overboard or to an enclosed tank served by a mechanically —
operated suction pump. ‘The position and number of the gutters shall be

. such as will ensurethe efficient drainage of the floor.

' whom the galley is:intended to serve, and the cooking utensils-to be hygieni- |

. cally cleansed. =| .
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(11) The cooking appliances in the galley shall be arranged in a manner
which, will facilitate the cleaning of the galley: °

(12). AH cupboards and dressers in the galley shall be made of material —
which is impervious to dirt and moisture and gan easily be kept clean. All

metal parts of the cupboards and dressers shallshe rustproof. The cupboards
and_dressers shall be so madeas not to be likély to harbour dirt or vermin.

Thebottoms of all cupboards and dressers ghall either be flush with the. --

deck or shall be so fitted as to enable the deck sace beneath them to he |
4

readily accessible for cleaning. .

(13) Every galley shall be provided: with such ‘equipment as will enable
food in sufficient quantity to be properly and readily prepared for the persons

t

(14) Without prejudice to the generality of the preceding paragraph—

. *(a), Every galléy shall be provided with one or more cooking appliances‘

with—

(i) atotal oven.capacity, suitable for roasting ps baking, of at least
4 cubic foot, and .

(i) an area of range top-plate or boiling table,amounting to at least
_ -$ square foot,- . ty ;

. for each person whom thegalley is intended to serve. The Government
Inspector of Shipping may exempt any ship fromany of the requirements
of this sub-paragraph in so far astheyrelate to cooking appliances in galleys

intended to serve more than 60 persons, or-to the area of any top-plate

or boiling table in which electricity or heat-storage is employedy or to the

“area of any appliance which the;Government Inspector of#Shippingis

. satisfied is of unusual design; —. :

(8) Every galley shall be provided with at least the numberof ovens
and. fire-grates specified in thefollowing table—

 

: . Nuimber ofpersons whom the galley is intended . Number of ~ 5Number of
‘Ovens Fire-Grales

o 2. :Saar
to serve

Not more than20... ve es
More than 20, but not more than30 = =...
Nore than 30, but not-more than 60
More than 60 A
n
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w
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"Provided that no fireigraté’ shall be required ina galley fitted only with
electric or gas cooking appliances. The Government Inspector of Shipping

may exempt any ship from the requirement of a second fire-grate if he is
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satisfied that adequate heat is readily available from one fire-grate and: that |
adequate provision ofspare parts is made for such grate and for any equip-
ment necessary for its proper operation,

(c) The-top-plate of every cookingrange shall be at aheight. which will
enable it to be conveniently used by a person, of normal height standing
on thefloor of the galley, unless a separate boiling table is proyided at
such a height. The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt
any ship from the|requirementsof this paragraph, if heis satisfied that
compliance therew{th is unnecessary by reason of the voyages gn which
the ship is intended ta be engagedor the national-habits and customs of

_ the persons whomthe galleyis intended to’serve, con
(15) Salt water,taps shall not be: fitted over a sink in any galley or other |

“place in which food may be ‘prepared for the crew. Hot and cold fresh
water shall be laid on to a sink in the galley for washing-up purposes. A
connection shall be provided on a water pipe in the galley, and shall be suitable 2

_ for the connection ofa hose:with wrhich the floor may be scoured,
e

30.ay in every ship to which these regulations apply, not being’ a ship

store rooms {shall be provided for thestorage of dry provisionsfor the crew.
Such roomsfhallbe fitted with sufficient shelves, cupboards and bins having
regard to the maximum period likely to elapse between successive replenish-
ments of stores and to the maximum numberof personsfor whom foodis

: to be served.

(2) Every .dry provision store room ‘shall be enclosed by ‘bulkheads
constructed of steel or other suitable material. : . :

(3) Access to every dry provision storé room shall be obtained from *:a

a

‘in which each member of the crew provides his own food, one or more ,

passageway, galley, pantry or another store room, or from a positionon an
opendeck which, in so far as is reasonable and practicable in.the circum-
stances, shall be a protected position.

(4) “Every dry provision store room shall be so situated, constructed and”
ventilated as ‘to avoid: deterioration of the stores through heat,- draught,
condensation or infestation by insects orvermin. : ;}

(5). Without prejudice to the generalityof the foregoihgparagraph, no dry.
provision store roomshall be situated over a boiler room or any other space
in which heat is generated or shall adjoin a galley or machinery casing. The

. Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt any ship from the require-
ments of this paragraphif heis satisfied that compliance therewithis un-
reasonable or impracticable.in the ‘circumstances and that the dry provision.
store room is adequately insulated,

i

6.No part of a dry provision store room shall be used for the storage of
beddiiig Or" textiles.

31+1) In every ship to which these cégulations apply, refrigerating ¢equip-
ment afd cold store rooms shall be provided and shall be, having regard to
the period: likely to elapse between successive replenishments of.stores,
adequate for the storage of perishable provisions for the crew. The Govern-

- ment Inspector of Shipping may exemptanyship of under1,000 tons from.
“ the requirements ofthisparagraph if he is satisfied that the ship is,provided
with adequate alternative equipmentfor the storage of perishable provisions.

(25 Access to every cold store reom shall be obtained from a passageway, _
«galley or pantry or from another store room,

' , , L.
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Hospitals. ,
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32.—{1) Every ship to viich these regulations apply, being a ship (other
than a whale catcher or a tug) which is intended to be at:sea on any occasion
fora continuous period of more than fhree days with a crewof.15 or more
persons, shall be provided with a space appropriated for use as a permanent
hospital forthe crew. Thespace so appropriated shall not at any time be
used for any purpose other than for the treatmentof sick persons. “The
Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt from the requirement of
this paragraph any ship engaged only"‘on voyages or excursions wholly
betsyeen ports within Nigéria. .

(2) In every other ship to which these regulations apply a reom shall be
appropriated for use,’ when necessary, as a temporaryhospital. When such’
room is in use as a hospital it shall not-be used for any purpose other than
the’ treatment of sick persons. The Governmient Inspector of ‘Shipping
may exemptanyship from the requirement of thisparagraph ifheis satisfied
that compliance therewith is unnecessary in the circumstances. +

(3) Every hospital, whether permanent or temporary, shall beSituated ina °
position. which will ensure the greatest possible quiet and comfort for the «.°

' patients. Thehospital shall be readily accessible and, inthe case of a ship
not carrying a duly qualified medical practitioner or duly ‘qualified nurse
exclusively employed as a memberof the crew, shall be so situated as to be
readily accessible from the sleeping accommodation of the Master of the
ship.or of a person appointed by the Master to take charge of the patients.
The hospital shall be so situated as to facilitatg the proper treatment of
patients in all weathers.

i(4).The minimum width’ of the entrance to every permanent hospital *
shall be 30.inches or as near thereto as ig practicable in the circumstances.
The-hospital shall be so arranged.that a stretclier can easily be carriedinto .

- the hospital and placed: alongside atleast one single-tier bed therein.

(5) “The floor coveringin €very permanent hospital shall, as.far as is prac- : -
ticable be free from joints.

(6) Every permanent hospital shall includea hospital ward fitted. on; at
least two sides with side scuitles at least 12 inches in diameter. The side
scuttles shall be capable of being opened. Provided that, if it is not prac-
ticable to fit a side scuttle on twosides of the hospital ward, askylight, capable «|
of beingopened and ofaslarge a size asis practicable, may be substituted
for a side scuttle on one side. of the ward. All side scuttles in the hospital, -

|
‘and anyskylight therein which is exposed to the direct rays of the'sun, shall
‘be provided with curtains, blinds or jalousies. The Goyernment Inspector
of Shipping may exempt from the requirements of this paragraph— ‘

(a) any‘ship of under 1,000 tons; and. 4 a.

(b) any other ship, if he-is satisfied that the permanent hospital therein
is fully. air-conditioned or served by a trunked mechanical yentilation
system, .t

(7) In addition to any mechanical ventilation required by regulation 13
of these regulations, every permanenthospital shall be provided with ade-
quate natura} supply andexhaust ventilation to the open air by means of
ventilators, independent of the yentilators provided tor any:“other space in
the ship. The Goverriment Inspector of Shipping may exempt any ship
from the requirement of this regulation if he is satisfied that compliance

therewith is unreasonable or impracticable ini the circumstances. ,
; ~ .
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unless it is served by a trunked inechanical ventilation systein.
6 : . a i .— .

(9) Any radiators in-a permanent hospital shalibe installed asifar away asis °
practicable from theheads of beds.,

(10) In addition to the lighting*fequired by, regulation 12 of these regula-
» tions, every permanent hospital ‘shall be provided with a portable electric
lamp and with such accessories as are necéssaryforits use. ‘,

(11) In every ship whichis required by this regulation to be’ provided
with a,permanent hospital at least one bed shall be provided in a hospital
-ward for every 50, or fraction of 50, members of the crew. ‘The Govern-
nent Inspector of Shipping may exempt from the requirement of. this

* paragraph anyship carrying moze than 300 persons, to the extent to. which
_he is satisfied that compliance? therewith is unreasonable or impracticable
in the circumstances.

(12). At least one single-tier bed shall ibe rovided in a ward in every
permanent hospital. The bed shall, if practi¢able,‘be so arranged as to be
accessible from both sidés and from the foot. If any beds-in the ward are
arranged in doubletiers, the uppertier shall be hinged or shall be removable.
Subject to the foregoing provisions of this paragraph, the provisions of
paragraphs(2) to (9) (a) inclusive and paragraph(10) of regulation 18 of these
regulations shall apply. to hospital beds as they apply to beds in a sleeping *
room.” ° 2oe + & °

(8) Every permanent hospital shall be provided with fan’ electrie fan,

(13). In every ward-in a permanent hospital one of each ofthe following .
items‘of equipment shall be provided for cach bed in the hospitalward and

_(¢) a tumbler. -

" (44) In every ward ina permanent hospital the following items of equip-
*mentshall be provided-— .

(a) seats adequate in number, having regard to the numberof beds in
the ward;)) 6.

(b) a clothes locker additional to that required by paragraph (13) ofthis
regulation, and complying With-the specificationsset forth in sub-patagraph

(a) (7) of paragraph(1) of regulation 19 of these regulations 4

(¢) a box cover whichwill conceal a bed-pan; and |
(d) electric bell-pushes so arrangedas to be ‘within reach of each bed

and communicating with the sleeping room of the person in charge of the
. . gpatients. ©; :

'

(15) A wash-~basin having a capacity of at least 14 gallon’ shall be fitted in

Shall bejwithin reach of that bed— a ; .
(a) a locker approximately 1 foot squareby2 feet high, andfittedwith a ~

_ flat topanda shelf; . o fy ‘

' (8) a water bottle ; and y
.

every permapent Kospital. In ships of 5,000 tons or over a bath at least -
4 feet 5 inches in internal Jength shall’ be fitted’in washing accommodation
forming ‘partjof the hospital and adjacent to the’hospital ward. The wash-
basin and bathshallbe madeofor coated with hygienic and durable material
having 2 smooth and impervious surface not likely to crack, flake or become
corroded. They shall be fitted with an efficient and hygienic discharge
system separate, if practicable, from any other discharge system in'the ship
and in particular the wagte pipes shall be fitted in a manner which will
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Medical

Cabinet.
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facilitate cleaning. A scupperat least 2 inches in diameter shall be fitted in . i
the lowest part of any room (other than a yard) which contains such wash-

"basin or bath. The Government Inspector ofShipping may-exempt any

ship from the requirementof a bath in.apefmanent hospital, if heis satisfied
that compliance ‘therewith is unreasonable or impracticable in the
circumstances.

(16) A water closet pedestal shall be fitted as part of every permanent
hospital and it shall comply with the following specifications— - -

‘  (a){ it shall befitted either in a water closet or in washing accommodation
forming partofthe hospital; . ; ; ; : >

cease maybe) shall be obtained. directly from the hospital ward-orfrom’a
‘lobby formingpart ofthe hospital... The GovernmentInspectorof Shipping
may exempt any ship from the requirement of this sub-paragraph if he is

satisfied that compliance therewith is impracticable in the circumstances,

and: that the avater closet farming part of the hospital is situated sufficiently

near to the ward ;

(c) the room in which the waterclosetis installed Shall be proyided with
a gas-tight, self-closing door unless it isserved by a mechanicali system of.

exhaust ventilation, and’shall be so constructed as to facilitate cléaning and

not to harbourdirtor vermin; ; oS
ge

(d) such roomshall be ventilated in the manner specified in paragraph
(7) of regulation 28 of thesé regulations and shall comply svith the require-

ments of paragraph (9) or (10) of the’said regulation whichever shall be
. applicable in the circunistances. ~

(17) Inall ships engaged whether temporarily or permanently on ‘voyages .

- to the Persian Gulf area between the monthsof May and ‘Octoberinclusive,

consideration shall,. wherever practicable, be given to the provision in every

“hospital in every such ship for a meansofairconditioning of sufficient capacity

‘to maintain 84' fahrenheit (dry bulb) with’52°% relative humidity when the
. ambient conditions are, 90 | fahrenheit (dry bulb)-and 78° relative humidity.

‘This may bebyindependent unit.. , :

(18) The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt®any ship of
under 500 tons fromany of the requirementsjof this regulation.é. .

33.—-(1) In every ship to which these regulations apply-a medical cabinet

shall be proyided in a position adjacent to the permanent hospital, if any, -—

required by regulation 32 of these regulations or near to the sleeping room
of the person in!charge of sick persons on board. Themedical cabinet shall

be fitted in a position which is remote from all sources of heat, and will
remain dry. .

SS

(2) Themedical cabinet shall be of a size, design and construction suitable .

(b) ‘access to the water closetpedestal (or washing accommodation,as the’

for storing the medicines, medical stores andthe book ofinstruction provided _
‘\in the ship for the benetit of the seamen on board: In particular; the medical,

[cabinet shall be provided with the following~ oe me
”

(a) an outer doorfitted’ with an efficient Igck ;. ‘
> (6) an inner cupboard fitted with‘a door anda lock which shall: be
incapable of being opened bythe keyto the lock referred to in sub-para-

praph(a) of this paragraph ; such inner cupboard shall be used solely for:

the storage of poisonousdrugs ;

(c) shelves so constructed as to facilitate the identification of medicines
~ stored thereon; _ j rs! s
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(d) adispensing counter or dispensingtable, in either case with a surface

whichcan easily be kept clean : > - 7
(e) at least two drawers suitable for the storagé of medical stores and -

used solely for that purpose ; 5
(f) fittings which will enable hot water bottles to be cartied ‘in a hanging

position; - . j ;
(g) a rack suitable for holding devices for measuring medicines;
(1) a, book containing readily understandable instructions for the use of

‘medicines and médical stores provided for the crew, unless the ship carries
a duly qualified medical practitioner as a memberof the crew.
The ‘Government Inspectorof Shipping may exempt anyship from the

requirements of this paragraph to the extent to which he is satisfied that
compliance therewith is impracticable having regard to the éize or intended
serviceoftheship. | 2 so: . 3 °i . - i '

(3) The medical cabinet shall be lighted by an electric light which shall be
inside or immediately outside the cabinet; and which will enable all the
contents, of the cabinet to be clearly seen in the absence of light from any

 othér sdurce. po . . poke :
__ (4) The medical cabinet and the place in whichit is fittéd shall be so
ventilated as to avoid deterioration of the conterits of the cabinet. ‘
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' (5) The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt from any of the.
requirements of this régulation any ship of under 500 tons, being a ship ,.,!

- wholly engaged,on voyages or excursions between ports in Nigeria only, if * i!
heis satisfied that conypliance therewith is unreasonable or impracticable in
the circumstances, — ‘ . i . I - og

$
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34.—(1) In every ship,to which thesé regulations apply, being a ship - Protection
. regularly engaged on vo'agesto anyport to which this regulation relates, the from |
crewaccommodation, other than galleys, store rooms andrecreation spaces Mosquitoes.
on the open deck shall be provided with protection against the admission of
mosquitoes. Such protection shall be provided bymeans of screens of
rust-proof wire or other suitable.material which shall’ be fitted to all side
scuttles, natural ventilators, skylights, and doors leading to the open deck,
(2) Any‘door to which such screens arefitted, being a doorat the entrance

to a permanent or temporary hospital, shall be of a self-closing type. .

(3) Theportsto whichthis*regulation relates are the following :.
(2) Ports between 20' North Latitude and 20° South Latitude on the

“coasts of—

=

* -
(i) Asia, indluding the East Indian Archipelago ‘and thé Philippine.

Islands; but excluding Aden, Bombay, Madras, Vizagapatam, Colombo, ,
Trincomalee, Singapore, Penang and Port Swettenham ; oF

(iz) Africa, excluding. Port Sudan and Massawa; OB
. (az) New Guinea, NewBritain, New Ireland;. New Hebrides andthe :
. Solomon Islands ; : . 4

(4) Ports on thecoasts ofMadagascar; . “s
(4) Any ship the crew.accommodation, of which is fully air conditioned?

may not be required to comply with all of the requirements of sub-paragrapli#
(1) of this régulation provided that special locking arrangements are incor-
porated for ‘all side scuttles and windows. Openings whichare required
by these Rules as means of escape or those forming permanent openings
to the open deck, must however,atall times, be adequately fitted with screens,
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Mainte- - 35.—(1) The crew accommodation in every ship-to which these regula-

Tnepe and __ tions apply shall be maintained in-a clean and habitablecondition, andall:
nspection a . . - ° ey . 2

of Crew. +, -€duipment and installations required by these regulations shall be maintained

Accommo- in good working’ order. Everypart of the crew accommodation (not being

dation. a store room) shall be kept free of stores and other property not belonging ©

to or provided for the use of persons from whom that partiof the accommo-

dation is appropriated, and in particular no cargo shall be. kept in any part

of the crew accommodation. mo ,
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. (2) The Master of the,ship or an officer appoihted by him for the purposé

- shall inspect every part of the crew accommodationat intervals not exceeding

_ seven days, and shall‘be accompanied on the inspection by one or. more

members of the crew. The Master of the ship shall cause ‘tebe entered in.

_the ship’s official log book a record of—_ ,

(a)::the time and date of the inspection;

(6) the names and ranks of the persons making the inspection;

(c) particulars-of any respects in which the crew accommodation or

any part thereof was found by anyof the persons making the inspection

not to comply with these regulations. ne .
+

*

. 2 : . , 4 Lo, .

Inspection 36. Thetetew accommodation in every ship to which these regulations

by a Do, > shall 7 . > 9 survey i : ‘ar—
Surveyor | apply shall' be inspected by, asurveyor of ships whenever

of ships. - (a) theship is registered or re-registered in Nigeria;
5

(b) anypart of the crew accommodation in the ship undergoes substan-

tial alterations or repairs; | ‘ :

(c) the number of persons accommodated in any sleeping .room ts

increased above that marked in accordance with paragraph (1) of regulation.

16 of these regulations; A :

(¢) in the opinion of a surveyor there is reason to believe (whether or

not in ¢onsequence of a complaint) that any of the provisions of these

f regulatiéns has been’ contravened in respect of that ship, or that -any

: condition subject to which the Government Inspector of Shippinghas

exempted the ship from a requirement:of these regulations has net been.

satisfied;

(e) a request for an inspection of the crew accommddation has been

made-to the Government Inspector of Shipping or to a surveyor of ships

2 by or on beRalf of the owner of the ship or of any organisation which

* appears to the Government Inspectorof Shipping to be representative

of the owners of Nigerian ships or the seamen concerned ; or

(f) a complaint has been lodged with a surveyor of ships or with a

- superintendent or shipping master, which complies with*the following ~

requirements--

(i) the complaint shall be in writing, signed by one member of the’

crewin the case of a ship of under 1,000 tons, and by three members

of the crew in the case of any other ship; ; 7

_* (dt) the complaint shall specify the respects in whichit is alleged that

“the crew accommodation in the ship does not comply with these

; régulations; ok ‘

___ iii)the complaintshall be lodged without undutidelay;;.

(iz) the complaint shall be lodged at least 24hours before the Ship

is due to sail, unless the ship is in port for less than 24 hours.a
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37. In respect ofany inspection of a ship carried out for the purposes of
sub--paragraphs (5); (c). (d), (e), or (f) of regulation 36 ofthese regulations,”
the following fee shal he paid—

'

ne £8 a
For each visit ‘to the ship Dae tte 3 1s 0

Maximum total fee in each case . ot, 615 0. 0

Provided that no fee shall be payable in respect of an inspection made
in pursuanceof the aforesaid sub-paragraph(f) if the Government Inspector
of Shippingiis satistied that the’ inspection was made 1in consequence of an
unjustified complaint.

. eo

38.—{1) No‘accomhodation provided in: compliance with these regulations
shall be used, or appropriated for use, by passengers. No galleyor store
room provided ‘in’ compliance with thesereeulations shall be used, or appro-
priated for use, for the preparation or storage offood for passengers,

(2.7he Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt any. ship from
the requirements of these regulations, not bein requirements felating to
sleeping rgoms, or gifice accommodation, to the extent to which he is:

satisfiedthat;aécommodation equal or superior in standard to thejaccommo-
' dation required by thege regulations is available for the use of service of
the crew in common with passengers,

30,—(1) The Government Inspector of Shipping may exempt- |
(a) any ship while undér construction ; . j
(6) any ship while undergoingtrials; oN

(¢) any ship: Gf under 200 tons ;

(d) any tug;. . 4
(e) any ship which,in his opinion, is primarily employedin a harbour,

river, estuary, lake or canal ;

(f) any passenger steamerin respect of which there is in force a passenger’
certificate of Class HI or IV ; and

~  (g) any ship engaged“in the whaling industry:
fromthe requirements of these regulations to the extent to which he is
satished that gompliance therewithiis unreasonable or impracticable in the
circumstances,

(2) The Government Inspectoriof Shipping may exempt fromthe require
ments of these Regulations any ship in which byreason of:the type of ratings
employed,it is necessaryto employ a substantially greater! number of ratings

than would normallyHe required,if heis:satisfied that the ship is provided
with crew accommodation for such ratings that is suited ¢gotheir distinctive
national habits and customs and, in the case of, mess ré0n,‘sanitary accom-
modation and hopitals, is: equal or comparable in. sttandard | ‘to the crew
agcomodation required by these regulations.

*@) ‘The Governrient Inspector of Shipping may, after consultation with
the owners of the ship, or such organisation or organisations as appear to

B 23]

Fees,
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hjm to be representative of owners of Nigerian ships, and with such organi-,
sition Or Organisations as ‘appear to him to be: representative of ‘seamen
employed imNigerian ships, exempt any ship from any of the requirements

- of these regulation§ if he is satisfied that corresponding advantages are-

provided in“the shipfso that the crew accommodation, consideredas a whole
is equayalent or superior 1in standard to that required by these regulations.

47

Accommo-
dation
shared with
passengers.

Additional
Exemptions.
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Non- > 40.;In the measurementofa ship to which these regulations apply for

deductible the purpose of ascertaining Her registered: tonnage no deduction shall be

Space allowed for— BO L-

(a) any space appropriated for the storage of fresh water for the usc

of the crew ; - -

(5) any excess in volume of the space appropriated for the storage of

provisions, (other than fresh water) for the crew over 15 per cent of the

total volume of the other spaces provided in the ship as erew accommo-
dation and accommodation for the Master of the ship ; and i

on, : (c) any space formingpart of the crew accommodation which. fas. not

' -beenfirst included,in the measurement of the ship’s tonnage. 4
; do 4

le . 4

.#
a Régulations 3 and 13 (3)

_ FIRST SHEDULE ”

TRUNKED MECHANICAL VENTILATION SYSTEM

1, Thetrunked mechanical ventilation system referred to in Regulation 3.

and paragraph(3) of Regulation 13 of these Regulations (in this Schedule

referred to as “the system”) shall, in relation tg the spaces specified inthe

second column of ‘Table I. annexed hereto, 6e capableof the respective

= standardsof performancespecified in the third or fourth columnofthat ‘Table,

avhichever standard shall be the higher in the circumstances. Provided that

nothing in Table I shall be taken to relate to a space specified in the second

column of Table II annexed hereto. . a

, 2. The'systemshall,in relation to the spaces specified in the second column°

. of Table II, be capable of the respective standards of performance specified in

BO third and fourth columnsof that Table. :

'3. If'anystore roomis served by a fan which provides warmed air for any

other space, the store room shall be provided with ventilation trunking

separate from that serving such gther space. . Te

4. The clear area of the exhaust openings providéd in conjuction withthe

systemshall be sufficient to ensure that the velocity of air at each exhaust

, opening does not exceed1,000feet per minute when the system Isin operation.

_ 5, The speedof every supply fan forming part of the system shall be

. capable of being varied, where direct current motors are used.

6.-7The system shall be quiet in operation. a {.

»

7, All trunking forming part of the system shall be provided-iwith non-

__.return Haps where such‘flaps are necessaryfor thé exclusion of effuvia and the

. preservation of the health of the crew. So

8.If the system is designed to circulateheated air as the sole means of

heating the crew accommodation, the systemshall be sub-divided into sections

which can be separately controlled to the extent necessary to enable a com-

fortable teniperature to be maintained in all parts of the crew accommodation.,..¢
ue£
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: : TABLE 1
 

Volume of fresh
1 2 oe 3 air, ut cubte

‘ : feet per-
minute, ter tach
person likely to

: oo, . use the revm at
‘ any one time

‘Cate- i og =.

|

Fresh air changes
. gory . : per heur

 

A. Rooms (other than rooms in Category
C) in deck fiouses above the upper or
shelter deck :—

. (1) outside ropms (other than. :
roomsadjvining machinery casing) 10. + $0

. . « (2) inside; rooms and rooms ,
adjoining machinerycasing ; 15 50

 

 

B Rooms(other than rooms in Categary
: C) in) side-to-side superstructares

‘ above the upper cr shelter deck —
(1) outside roams (other . than

- rooms adieining machinery casing) | 12 50

. ‘ (2) inside reoms and rooms ‘ .

i adjoining machinery casing oo 15. : 50

C Mess rooms, smokmy rooms and
recreation rooms (in eacht case above : . . yk
the.upper or shelter deckki— =

(1) net adjcining machinery we :

casing en 18 . BS ca)

*, (2) adjoining machinery, casing. |. 18 JD tal
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D Passageways *: adjoining machinery . 4
casings. . .- an :. .. _

.

F : -—"

E “Roomsiin between“Hecks (including
shelter between. decks) of ships pre- |” 2

a pelled by internal combustion machi- bo

. nery i 4

2° of (4);Rooms | clear of machinery 4
1 . casing = .

, (2) Roomy abreast of but not - y

so, oA |. adjoining myie casing .- {2 Ma,

. . @) Roonys adioining machinery &

rs casing (other than. mess rooms,
smoking rears and recreation

rooms) L : .- 15

(4) Mess TOUTEsy“amoking trooms 2

and recreation reams(in each case Fo” ‘ .

adjoining maghinery casing) -. - Ww an

 

} va et

F

|

Rooms in between decks (including

; “fad shelter between decks} of steam- - oO

° - |ships :-- po
(1) Reams Cleary of machinery .

‘ 5 casing: ~E i L- j2 ~ SU

, (2) Rooms “abreast ‘of, but not

: _ adjoining machinert casing e 18 ce)

= : (3)Roams immediately ahove
® machinerycasing orabreast of an

adjoining machinery casing (other ~

than megsrooms, smoking rooms

and recreation rooms) .e iw i 40

> (4) Mess rooms, smoking rooms

pos | and recreation roums fin cach ease :

-adjoining machinery casing) i at) Bay
7 —-     
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(a), Whatever the numberof personslikelyto use‘the room at anyonetime,
the total volume of fresh air per minute shall not he required to be such as
W.puld result jin more than 20 fresh chan: es per hour.

 

 

   

 

    

 

    
 

a -

3 . (b) Wwhatever the number ofpersons¢ likely to use the room at any one
: time,-the total volumeoffresh air per minute‘shall not berequired to be such
é , as would result more than 25 fresh air changes per hour.

‘ -
o fs

: + 47
a zt

, + \ .

; aod. : ‘
‘. "TABLE II :

_ ye g's . : .

a . : : 7 = - mS

1 fo v2 ‘ 3 4 oe §
Cate- Space Freshair changes per hour -
gary . : I+ -

. é Supply Exhaust

G Galleys 20dd bo” 40 dy

H Sanitary accommodation, drying . ..
rooms and pantries -. .. “ . 10 oy oom,

_ J | Wards in permanent hospitals ©... 12 - eee
| : or. such greater

to number as would
an . -_ result in the.

i : . A : supply of -not
’ ‘| less than 50° cu-
—_ . ‘bic feet of fresh

1 mo *. "| air per minute .
‘ ; oy for vach bed in

ra , the room.

- K Drv provision store rods oe +o. Not less than 10 (e) _
. , . 4 and not more

: than 20

an
E z3 : , nos, a, . :

¢ ‘ t f ‘ a

t q: . j

i

a © (ce) 15, if at least twosides of the galleyare. exposed to the wether 7

(2)) The Government Inspector! of Shipping. may exempt. any ship from,
these requirementsto.the extent that he is satisfied that compliance therewith'-
is unnecessary by reason of: the insulation of the equipment in the galley, or
byreasonof the size of the galley.

‘ (e) Subject, to the provisions of Reggulation 30-8).
. i t
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' (2) Foothold. The material, whether wet or dry, shall provide a good. ,

.

; Regulations 3(2)

“SECOND SCHEDULI . 2 and 9 (3) -

MW,
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Deck SHEATHINGS
“ . ox

1. The material referred to:in paragraph (2) ofRegulation Sand pardgraph
(3) of Regulation 9 of these Regulations (in this Schedule referred ‘to as “the
material’’) shall comply with the following requirements :-- '

7 foothold.

. i (6) Thermal Insulation. | .
.

a . . ‘ Jee *

.2 (i) If the material covers a deck exposed to the weather, it shall
:« provide thermal insulation not less than that provided by a wooden

deck 2}inches thick. ,

_ (ii) If the material covers any other deck, it shall provide a warm and
- comfortable surface.. , . .

(c) Fire Resistance. The“ihaterial shall be such as Will not readily

ignitein the position in whichjt is laid. vopo
(d) Water Absorption. THematerial ‘shall! be such that, after béing

immersed in water for a peridd of 48 hours, the moisture content ofthe

material will not exceed 7 per centof its dry weight. “The Government
Inspector of Shipping may exempt any ship from the requirement of

_ this sub-paragraph. oo

, , : : 2

(e) Adhesion. The material shall be so laid as to adhere closely under.

all conditions of service to the surface on whichftis laid.
1

(f) Non-cotrosion. The material shall not. contain any substance.

which maycausecorrosion of the deck on whichit is laid, unless the deck

is effectively protected from corrosion bya coating appliedfor that purpose.

~ (g) Danger to persons. The material shall be sich as will not produce

any injuriouseffect upon persons. who maycomeincontact with it, ° -

vy : fo: B.

(h) Resistdnce to wear and weather. The material. shall be sufficiently
hard and strong t6 withstand all -coriditions 6f service and shall be sufh-

ciently flexible to prevent cracking under those conditions.
BL
too

‘ 2. If the material’ is laid in a permanent hospital, it shall be material

not likely tohe damaged by surgical spirit or other liquids which may be

used in the hospital. $ = - ¢
teh uh 4
A mo Yr
i . 5
1

3. If the material ig laid on the crown of anoil fuel tank, the material

shall be such that if it'is' immersed.in fuel oil for a period of 24 hours at a

temperature of 150°F.the weight of thesmaterial will hot increase by more

than 1 per cent and the material will not be penetrated bytheoil.
. a
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THIRD SCHE| ULE Regulation8 (2)

INSULATING IATERIAL FOR THE UNDERSIDE OF DECKS

The insulating material referredto in paragraph (2) of Regulation 8 of .

‘these Regulations (in this Schedule referred to as “the material’) shall- i:
comply with the following requirements :-—

(a) Thermal Insulation. ‘The material shall provide thermal insulation
not less than that provided bya wooden deck 2}in. thick.

(0) Fire Resistance. The imaterial shall be such as wil not readily
ignite in the. position in which it is laid. *

(ec) Adhebion. The material shall be so laid as to adhere closely under
all conditionsof service to the deck under,whichiit is laid.

(d) Non-corrosion. The material §fn not contain any substance
which may catise corrosion of the deckwunder which ié is laid, unless the
deck is effectively protected from corrosion by:a coating applied for that,

2 wtPurpose. yo

“ct 5

“FOURTH SCHEDULE Regulation 16

. NIARKING -

Par I ‘
f a rt is

hE : | MARKINGS FOR SLEEPING Roots it
a : , 3

Certified for (a)* sseamen.

Certified for (b)* seamen.

zl 7 ~ Certified for (@)* seamén or (b)* seamen.

Part IT ao

MARKINGS FOR SPACES .OTHER THAN SLEEPING ROOMS

We
cn

ee
rm
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ho
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Certified for. Chief Officer (c)*",

Certified for Officers "

Certified for Petty Officers.

Certified for Apprentices.

Certified for Crew. .

_ (a)* There shall here be inserted the maximum numberof seamen wcho
may he accommodated in the room in‘accordance with these eSuljtions
when it is not appropriated for use solely by such ratings as aie*referred

~ toin1 Regulation 39 ().
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4
(d)* There. shallhere be inserted. the maximum number of seamen who

may be accofamodated in the room in accordance with these Regulations
when. it is appropriated for use solely by such ratings as are referred to
in Regulation 39.(2). -

(c)* In the case of a roomintendedfor the sole use of any other Officer
the rank of that Officer shall here be substituted.

Mape at Lagosthis 11th day of June, 1964.
¥

l , R. A, NJOKY, .
i \ Cc— Federal \inister‘of Transport
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ExpyANATORY NOTE

‘These regulations govern the crew accommodation to be provided in
sea-going ships fegistered in Nigeria (other than fishing boats, and, pleasure
yachts): and implement in this respect Convention No. 68 concerning Food
and Catering for. Crews on Board Ship adopted by the International Labour.
Conference at Seattle in 1946 and Convention No. 92 concerning Crew
Accommodation on Board Ship adopted by theAnternational Labour
Conference at Geneva in 1949.
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